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FOREWORD
i

Young, and even very young, children are telling their parents and teachers that
they are afraid of dying in a nuclear war. In the past, we have been poorly informedand ill equipped to respond to these fears and have offered little to young people
outside orunconvincing reassurances. This history of silence and ignorance in too
many American classrooms is now being overcome, as pioneering curricula on the
subject of nuclear war are being introduced in high schools and junior higli schools

ir

throughout the country.
Recent studies demorVtrate that the nucleas arms race and the experience of
living with the threat of imminent annihilation have had a significant# adverse impact
other couhtries Ignoron the emotional lives of young people in the United States and
their
parents,
and
their
teachers
about the nature and
ance on the part of teenagers,
effects of nuclear weapons has left adolescents helpless in the face of the psychological impact of the formidable and destructive threat these weapons pose.

Indeed, adolescents admit they are frightened by nuclear weapons and the
nuclear arms race. They are grateful, however, for information they receive on these

sub)ects that is presented in a meaningful and objective manner. They become better
,

-

equipped, they say, to handle their fears, to take a responsible part in the growing
national dialogue about nUclear weapons, and to participate in the vorldwide.effort
now underway to prevent their use.
It is a major effort to tell adolescents the truth about instruments of maS.
destruction. This educational unit provides a sound body of information on the
evolution of the nuclear arins race, the nature and consequences of using nuclear
weapons, and the new ways that conflicts among nations must be resolved if life on
the planet is to survive. By teaching this unit, educators can show young people that
adults care about their future and are willing to join with them in preserving the
continuity of human life. Educators can and should be models of responsible adults
who are willing to confront the tealities of the nuclear threat and to act to secure
.
the future.
Although much of what is contained in this unit is difficult and often unpleasant
to contemplate, the imaginative and Innovative exercises will help young minds
visualize and experience the nuclear reality in a way that is not threatening. American teenagers will then have gained knowledge of our most compelling_and dangerous reality. Having grasped these truths, this generation of American teenagers may
then be the one that will act to set us free from the nuclear menace that is endanger!'
ing the future of Our world.
.

John E. Mack, M.D.
ProfesSor of Psychiatry
Harvard Medical School
at Tge Cambridge Hospital
A

Dr Mack is the author of several articles on the psychological impact of the threat of nuclear war,

including Beards lee, William, and Mack, John E "The Impact on Children and Adolescents of Nuclear
Development Washington, D C AmenDevelopments Task Force Report x20. Psychosortal Aspects of Human
4

can Psychiatric Association, Spring 1982
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Teacher's Guide

INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE

There is no issue more important than the avoidance of nuclear war. It

is

incredible for any thinking person not to be concerned with the issue. No species

is guaranteed tenured life on this planet. We are privileged to be alive and to
think. We have the privilege to affect the future.
Carl Sagan, astronomer Wand host of the
popular television program, 4Cosmos
November 11, 1981

Most students in junior high school have little, if any, understanding of nuclear
weapons and nuclear war. Yetthey are now confronted with a burgeoning national
debate on, and widespread media attention to, the threat of nudear war. Unless they
are given the knowledge and skills to understand this debate and why the concern
over nuclear war has become so urgent, their response is likely to be one of fear
and despair.
In response to that need, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), with as'sist'ance from the Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA) and the National Educa-

tion Association (NEA), developed this juniof high school Instructional unit. It is
designed to help students understand the power of nuclear weapons, the consequences of their use, and most importantly, the options available to resolve
conflicts among nations by means other than nuclear war.
The unit is not intended to advance specific political positions. Rather, It contains
age-appropriate materials that will help equip students with the skills and knowledge
to understand what choices can be made to ensure a peaceful and secure future for
the'United States and the world. .
tr.

**.

SYNOPSIS AND STAUCTURE OF THE UNIT

This unit raises fundamental questions about conflict, war, and nuclear weapons.

It is designed to highlight both historical decisions on nuclear weapons and the
choices available when considering the future roles of those weapons. It is Important
to tell students that these subjects are complex, and that you are not necessarily an
expert on conflict'or nuclear war. It is also important for you to admit your fears
about nuclear war. This may help students more freely admit their own fears.

7

The unit addresses conflict on a personal level so that students can analyze their
own behavior and understand the Importance of communicating, negotiating, and
dealing with aggression through nonviolent means. Personal conflict is not merely
small-st.ale conflict, rather, It Illustrates problems that may oust among nations. For
exampk, studying the consequences of a fight between two teenagers may help
introduce concepts such as escalahon, negotiation, and resolution. The unit encourages students to understand that violent resolution of disputes does not always lead
tadesired results.
Even those who are considered "experts" on nuclear war admit there is still a
/

greal deal of uncertainty about the uses and effects of nuclear weapons The
teacher's role is to help students comprehend the complexity of nuclear war and the
related issues they will have to deal with as adults.
THE LESSONS

The unit caii be taught in a period ranging from two to four weeks It is possible
to introduce the core concepts in as few as 10 class periods, (2 weeks). To da this, use

only those activities marked with a star. For the full four-week unit, use all activities.

Additional activities marked -optional" are included as poiential substitutes or
supplemental activities.
Lesson I Introduces students to the effects of the first atomic bomb. Students
examine the reasons for studying nuclear war and see that their participation with
othet's can help prevent nuclear war

Lesson 2 begins with an explanation of conflict. Before studying*warthe most
extreme form of conflictstudents examine conflict on a personal level. Both sources
and means of resolving conflict are explored.
Loson 3 builds on the understanding of conflict gained in the previous lesson.
Communication, negotiattn, and compromise are Introduced as means of resolving

personal and group conflict. Games help Illustrate the complexity of conflict
resolution.

Lesson 4 takes conflict to its worst ensl pointnuclear war. Students study the
weapons of history and recognize that nuclear warfare represents a leap beyond
previous weaponry. The chemical and biological effects of nuclear, weapons are
introduced.
LosSn 5 deals with the arps race, escalation, and the economic consequences of
building nuclear weapons. 4 quiz on'Lesson.g 1 through`5 is included.
-a

Lesson 6 elicits students' feelings about Soviet-LI.S. relations, while also examining national foreign policy goals. An exercise on federal budget priorities is included.

Lesson 7 examines ways of reducing tht risk of nuclear war among the superpowers. Several future national security opyans are discuksed.
Les>On 8 encourages students to develop their own opinions apa'rt from the many

infliknces in their lives.
Le5s0ll 9 emphasizes the use of imaginationein considering alternative futures.

A potential outcome of studying nuclear war is a sense of hopelessness and
despair. To counter this, the primary\ purpose of Lon 10 is to help students translate
their knowledge intoaction. Several-class prolects are suggested. It is very ilhportant
for teachers and students to develop the conviction needed to combat hopelessness
and work toward ensurtpg our survival.
If nuclear war should Occur, It will come about not because It was inevitable, but
because ncii enough [people] took the trouble to avert it.'
5

!Cousins, Norman Human Ophon. New York Norton, 1981, p 73

LESSON FORMAT

The lesson capsule summarizes the goals and activities Iach day Where
appropriate, background material for the teacher is cited -or provided, The list of
purposes includes cognitive knowledge we wish students to gain as, well as attitudes
and concepts students will explore. A list of materials needed for each activity is also
included.The lesson descriptionis a step-by-step list of activities; we recommend that
you read this before teaching the class so that, if necessary, background information
or materials can be obtained. Student worksheets appear at the end of each lesson
and may be reproduced as needed. The Tiorksheet number appears in a circle in the
upper outside corner of the page for easy identification. Answers for worksheets 3-2,
4-1, and 4-4 are in the Teacher Notes sections of those lessons. Answers for quizzes
5-4 and 10-1 are on a separate page following each quiz. Homework assignments
provide continuity from one day to the next. Part A of most lessons refers to the
previous day's homework assignment.
Several activities in this unit may need clarification:
Simulation Game Simulation games are learning exercises that place students in
roles similar to real-world situations Playing the game requires them to make decisions as if they ,were partof those situations. Simulation games are meant to be fun
as well as educational: players learn their roles as the game unfolds through the
operation of the rules and the changing dynamics of the situation The basic rule foidirecting a simulation,is this: say no more than the few words necessary before'the
game to start it, during hgame to keep it running, and after the game to keep the
discussion going.2

RolePlaying: Participants are assigned roles and are given a brief description of a
-situation they are to act out as they see fit

Brainstorming. Students give you their immediate and unedited responses to a
question or statement. Responses are put on the board and no judgments or values ".
are discussed until afterward. A free flow cif ideas is-important, and you should put all
responses on the board without criticism. Only after the brainstorming is over
should you and the students comment, refine, ana edit.
Wtitp: You ask students to cOmplete a statement such as "When I think of nuclear
war, I ..." In quick succession; students either complete the statement or pass. Class

discpssion may follow.

APPENDIcES
The Appendices to the Teacher's Guide contain information considered impor-P
tant to your understanding of the material in this unit. Appendix 1' contains lists of
pertinent articles, books, organizations, and aildiovisual materials Teachers, of
course, will have to decide whether particular materials are appropriate for their
classes. Appendices 2, 3, and 4 contain fart sheets and background information which
may serve as a primer for you or as supplemental material for particular lessons. A
Teacher's Glossary (Appendix 5) pEovides definitions of many terms in the unit. A
Students' Glossary (Appendix 6), %ONO teachers may reproduce and make aJai101e,
defines those terms which youngsters may find unfamiliar. A quiz on definitions may

give teachers an additiong grading opportunity. Appendix 7 provides for teacher
comments on the unit, and Appendix 8 allows students to express their reactions.
Finally, a sample letter to parents, which teachers may adapt, is included as
Appendix 9.

2 Heyman, Mark Simulation Gamo for ?he Cla,,roorn Bloomington, Ind
hon, 1977 Many pamphlets are available at low cost

Phi Dettpa Edutation Founda-

STUDENT EVALUATION

For grading purposes, the unit includes two quizzes. (a quiz covering Lessons 1
through 5 at the end of Lesson 5 and a cumulative quiz at the end of liesson 10); as
wellas homeyvork assignments, worksheets, and a long-term class project. The writing of-a daily journal is discussed in Lesson 1. The journal is a way-for students to
express their reactions, especially if they are uncomfortable with the Material. Th,e
journal could also be used as the basis for a grade at the end of the unit. HoWever,
the grade given the journal should indicate its completion rather than evaluation
of its ideas.
BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE UNIT

Read the material in the Appendices to the Teacher's Guide. Understanding this
material will help you teach the unit.
Collect newspapers and magazines from which students can cut out pictures and
articles to create their own bulletin board.'
Write your members of Congress (representatives and senators) or candidates for
these offices. Ask their views on issues such as the nuclear freeze, no first Use, the
defense budget, and nuclear war. In Lesson 10, students may discuss and respond
to the politicians' views with letters expressing their opinions on these issues.
Find out what local resources are available, including films, speakers, and other
special events. Try to identifAspeakers and ionl resources to provide contrasting
points of view on the issues addressed in the unit. In Lesson 10, Ole students.are
asked to plan activities that may use these resources.

10

Lesson
.
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1

1

,

NUCLEAR WAR-WHY WORRY?
..

t

LESSON CAPSULE:

,
. ...... .........

Educating aboutnuclear war is the first step toward its prevention. S udents are
introduced to the atomic bomb and nuclear war by completing suniey with questions spanning topics addressed in the unit. In this lesson students encounter, perhaps for the first time, the destructive power of the atomic bola.
Equipped with some knOwledge of the effects of nuclear weapons, students then
consider the reasons for studying i:var through the story of The Hundredth Monkey. The
class learns that each individual's participation is an important contribution to the
prevention of nuclear war. Students conclude by entering their feelings about the
day's lesson in a journal.

,

PURPOSES:
'

..

To create a classroom atmosphere that encouiages the expression of student attitudes and feelings aboie nuclear war.
To introduce the study of,nuclear war and explain why such study is important.
To study the effects of the atotnic bomb on HirOshima.
.
To give students hope that their awareness of the dangers of nuclear war can help
prevent it.

A.

%.

I

MATERIALS:

,.

Student QuestionnaireWorksheet 1-1.
Mushrooxn Cloud handoutWorksheet 172.
B.C. cartoon handoutWorksheet 1-3.
Adaptation from The Hundredth MonkeyWorksheet 1-4.
Hiroshima accounts (see Teacher Notes for this lesson).

.

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON:
*A.

is important that you first establish an atmosphere of mutual
trust in which feelings about conflict, war, and nuclear weapons can be expressed.
Though the study of nuclear war ,can be uncomfortable on occasion, students
should-be able to expect class respect for their views.
,
*B Student Questionnaire. Have students complete the questionnaire (Worksheet 1-1).
Class Atmosphere. It

.

This survey is meant to generate a discussion on nuclear war so that you may
determine students' knowledge of this topic.
1

1

j

i

(17--------......,,

,

C. Introduction. This activity introduces students to nuclear war and its effects. It is
assumed that they have little or no knowledge of nuclear war.
1. Distribute Worksheet 1-2 (Mushroom Cloud) to students.
2. Questions for discussion:
a. What does the mushroom cloud mean to you?
b. What,produces a mushroom cloud?
3: Distribute Worksheet 1-.3 (B.C. cartoon) to students.
4. Questions for.discussion:
a. In the cartoon what does B.C. mean when he says: "Ite can wipe It all out in
six minutes?"
b. About whatirbrla danger .ifs Mr. Hart writing,in this cartoon?
c. What is nUclear war?
*D. The First Atomic Bomb. The following activity is very powerful. It is intended that
students gain son cognitive andiffective knowledge of the iminediate devasta- .
tion catmed by a nuc r weapon Though the first atomic bomb was much smaller

than today's nuclear weapons, and therefore does not give a true picture of the
extent of current destructive capacity, we will use the memories of atomic bomb
survivors to educate ourselves a4I students about an event we hope to prevent
..
from happening again:1.
1. Read one factual arid one personal account of the dropping of the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima. We recommend that you read Selection 1 and either Selection 2
or 3 in the Teacher Notes sectionAntroduce the word hibakusha (11E-65' -ka- shA)
as the Japanese word for survivor.

2. Divide the class into groups of f`ouLto five student.
3. Ask students to discuss thwir feelings about the Hiroshima accounts.
4. Have the groups list three or four things they felt after hearing these accounts.
5. Ask a spokesperSon from each group to present the group's list to the class.
6. Allow students time to discuss their thoughts and feelings about Hiroshima

.,

/

,

.

arid the atomic bomb,.
1

*E: Why Study Nuclear War? '

1. Inform students that the bombs we have today are even more powerful than
the bomb dropped at Hiroshima. Distinguish here between bombs-andrapons.
Weapon is the the larger class which may be subdivided into bombp and rOckets
(missiles). A bomb is an explosive device which is usually dropped on a target
from- a plane. Other weapons have their own engine or means of propulsion.

,...7Weapon
Bomb

Rocket (Missile)

2. It is also important here to distinguish between nonnuclear and nuclear
weapons. Nuclear refers .to the nucleus 9f the atom, the main source of the
increased power of these weapons. Explain to students that people are concerned because of the perceived increase in the likelihood of nuclear war and a
heightened awareness of its consequences. The United States and the Soviet
Union possess over 17,000 strategic nuclear weapons. Over the next decade,
both countries plan to build several thousand more strategic nuclear warheads.

In 1960, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara estimated that 400 onemegaton bombs would kill one-third of the Soviet people and destroy two-

12

thirds of their industry. If only 400 weapons would destroy the Soviet Union,
what would 17,000 weapons do to the world?
3.. The following story helps students answer the question. Why study nuclear
war? Students learn that one individual's action can help prevent nuclear war.

)

._

The.story of

The Hundredth Monkey

is the account of an actual scientific

experiment Conducted in 1952. The experiment illustrates the concept of "critical number" whereby the attainment of a certain level or concentration causes

some quality, property, or phenomenon to undergo a definite change. In this
instance, a behavior exhibited by several monkeys is transmitted to the entire

colony of monkeys.
. This may be a difficult concept for students. You might illustrate "critical
number': with the following demonstration:

Fill a cup to the brim with water. With an eyedropper, add water to the cup
drop by drop, until it overflows. This final drop, together with the preceding volume, creates the critical amount of water necessary to make the cup
overflow.

As the last drop of water was the tint) needed to make the cup overflow, so the hundredth monkey, in combination with the other 99, was

needed for the whole colony of monkeys to learn to wash sweet potatoes. Once

students understand the concept of the hundredth monkey and critical

number, it is important to relate The Hundredth Monkey to the study of nuclear
war. increasing, numbers of people learning about nuclear war (or any other
topic) Mil oneoday reach a critical number. At this point, a definite change may

occur in society's awareness of:nuclear issues. Since we can dever calculate the

critical number, one individual joining with others really can make a

.0" difference.

a. Distribute copies of the adaptation from

The Hundredth Monkey3

dent (Worksheet 17.4).

to each stu-

b. Have studenti read the story aloud or along with you.
c. Questions for discussion:
(1) How did the knowledge of washing the sweet potatoes spread throughout the colony?
(2) How did the adult monkeys learn to wash the sweet potatoes?
(3) What happened when the hundredth monkey learned to wash the sweet
potatoes?
(4) What would be the effect of the hundredth monkey if the other 99 had
not learned to wash the sweet potatoes?
(5) How are people who learn about nuclear war like the monkeys who
learned to wash sweet potatoes?
(6) Can adults learn about nuclear war from young people?
(7) How can knowing about the dangers of nuclear war help prevent it?
(8) Does one person make a difference?
*F. 'Journal. Have students enter their thoughts and feelings about the lesson
in a
journal. This daily log allows students to express their reactions to the new
material. It is particularly useful for students who may not wish to share their
views in class. If students hand in the journals periodically, you may gain valuable
information regarding their reactions to the unit. It is suggested that you collect
the journals and that students enter their thoughts and feelings in them daily.
Students might also enjoy giving a title to their journal. To encourage communicatfon and sharing, you might read to the class your own first journal entry.
G. Homework. The exercise focuses on the special things that niake life in the
twentieth century exciting, interesting, and enjoyable.
'Keyes, Ken, Jr. The Hundredth Monkey St Mary. Ky Vtston Books
,

Have students build or iiiagine a time capsule in which to put 10 items they
think would best tell the story of our life to people in the year 2000 A.D. Students might elect to make individual time capsules at home (a shoe box will do) or
to contribute their special object to a class time capsule that could be filled at the
beginning of Lesson 2.

.

H. Optional Activities:
.

1. -Have students write an "Ask Beth" or a "Dear Abby" letter about Ithe five
thipgs that worry me most in the world today:"
2. Ask students to complete the statement: "When I think of nuclear war, I ...."
Tiiis would be a good introductory activity for students whoThave some
knowledge about nuclear war. You could elicit responses at random or do a
"whip" wherebi each student answers the statement in turn. If students do
not feel comfortable answering questions on their turn, they have the option
of passing.
3. Have the class create an ongoing bulletin board on nuclear war, bringing pictures and articles from magazines and newspapers to class. This activity could
easily be continued even after the unit is completed, providing the basis for
future discussions.
4. Unforgettable Fire (Pantheon, 1977) presents pictures drawn by atomic bomb
survivors 30 years after the event. Each picture is accompanied by a descriptive
narrative. You may wish to share this book with your students. The memories
recorded in these drawings are very powerful, and should therefore be used
with considerable care in the classroom.
If you use these pictures, you should allow time for discussion. In addition, we stress the importance of ending this lesson on a positive note, i.e., a
reading of The Hundredth Monkey in Lesson 1, Activity E.3.

This activity could be idserted in Lesson 1 as part D.7. ,
D. 7.a. With the class still divided into groups of four to five students, distribute a
packet of three to five drawings (with narratives rimoved) to each student.
b. -Allow small groups to look at all the draWings in their packets.
c. Assign one picture to each group. Have the groups write three or four things
they see happening in the picture.
d. Ask a Spokesperson from each group to present the group's list to the class.
,e. After each report, the teacher may wish to read to the class the survivor's
narrative that accompanies the picture. It is important that the teacher judge
the suitability of this material for students. A summary of the survivor's
language may be more appropriate.
f. Allow students tinie to discuss their thoughts and feelings about Hiroshirria
and the atomic bomb.

TEACHER NOTES:
Atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima (8:15 A.M., August 6, 1945) and Nagasaki (11:02 A.M., August 9, 1945). The destruction of the two'cities was largely complete. The focus of the first part of Lesson 1 should be on this unbelievable ruin.
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It is iniportant here to state the obviousthat individual teachers should decide
how deeply to pursue the troubling issues raised in this lesson. The death and destruction in these two Japanese,citie.s_should not be glossed over, yet it should not
become so dominant as to frighten students. For survivors oi Nagasaki there is 'a
special ironybeing'from the "second city," they are often overlooked.
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The unit does not pursue the reas6ns for targeting populated cities. If the issue is
raised, you will have to determine the extent of the discussion, recognizing that there
are no certain or easy answers here.
We recommend that you read Selection 1. to the class for background information, in addition to either Selection 2 or 3.
Selation 1: Factual Account of the Dropping of the. Hiroshima Bomb

In 1945, President Harry S. Truman was faced with a difficult decisidn. U.S.
armed forces had been fighting in Europe and the Pacific and suffering large numbers
of casualties. The U.S. had demanded unconditional surrender from the Japanese, but
they had refused. Some of Truman's advisors argued that he had to choose between
invading-Japan and using nuclear Weapons on Japanese cities. They said that up to a
million American lives could be lost through an invasion, which would also delay the

end of the war. This giotip of advisors recommended using nuclear weapons on
Japanese cities in which production of war materials was the major activity. They

said that using these weapons would shorten the war and save American and

Japanese lives.

Other advisors said that invasion and nuclear use were not the only Options.
One group suggested that the U.S. demonstrate the power of nuclear weapons by exploding a bomb high over the city of Tokyo or on an uninhabited island. There, the
mushroom cloud could be
but the fellout would be dispersed and the effects of
the bomb,would be limitelelellse advisors argued that after. such a demonstration,
the U.S. could again demand Japanese surrender. Only if the Japanese refused this
oPportunity would the U.S. use nuclear weapons on Japanese cities. A second group
agreed that invasion or nuclear use were not the only' options. However, they said
that the United States shOuld not demand unconditional surrender. These advisors
argued that the Japinese would be unable to surrender on these terms, since tradition
and history required that the Emperor be protected.
On August 6, 1945, the United States dropped an atomic bomb on the Japanese
city sif Hiroshima. It was the first time an atomic weapon had ever been used on
people. Three days, later, another atomic bomb was dropped' on thelapanese city of
Nagasaki. )
Large sections of both cities were instantly leveled. A new disease called radiation sickness eventually killed many people who did not die in the' original blast. The
survivors still remember the "unforgettable fire,"Jhe horrible scenes of destruction,
and the cries for help.
Selection 2:

From the Introduction to Unforgettable Fire: Pictures DraA
by Atomic Bomb Survivors+

\

On August 6, 1945, the morning started with a cloudless blue sky characteristic of the Inland Sea's summer.. . . . Just before the fateful moment the seven
rivers which ran through the city looked stagnant because of the high tide and
reflected the deep blue of the summer sky.
-

The Flash: 8:15

The A-Bomb, which was nicknamed "Little Boy," was dropped from the
B-29, Enola Gay. It exploded 570 meters above the ground with a light blue
flash. .'.. Soon after the explosion black and white smoke covered the whole city
and rose thousands of meters high. . . . Wooden houses within a radius of two
+From Japan Broadcasting Association, ed., Unforgettable Fire. Pictures Drawn by Atomic Bomb Survivors (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1977), pp. 6-7. Copyright 1977 by Pantheon Books, a Division of Random
House, Inc. Reprinted with permission.
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kilometers of the hypocenter collapsed and completely burned from the wind and
heat. The fires continued for two days. Some,people who werb near the center of

the explosion literally evaporated and only their shadows remained; othe'rs
were turned to charred corpses. Those who survived were badly burned. . . .
Friends and relatives trapped under collapsed houses were crying for help....
Later large black drops of rain poured down. it was a deadly rain which
contained mud, ash, and other radioactive fallout. Through burning flames and
pouring black rain there was an endless line of injured people heading for the
outskirts of the city. The burns on their hands made the skin hang down. Their
hands looked like those of.ghosts.
.Selection 3: Child Survivor Account from Unforgettable Fires.

1. About 8:15 A.M. August 6, 1945

As I looked up at the sky from the backyard pf my house, 1 heard the faint
buzzing of a B-29 but the plane was not visible. A few minuteslater, the all
clear was sounded. The sun was glaring in the cloudless summer sky, I fooked
up and suddenly saw a strange thing. There was a fire ball like a baseball
growing larger becoming the size of a volleyball. And then something fell on
my head. I realized it was somethinglike a bomb showering my body. At that
time I was 14 years old....
2. How4many seconds or minutes had passed I;cduld not tell but regaining
*consciousness I found myself lying on the ground covered with pieces of
wood. When I stdod up in a frantic effort to lootaround there was darkness.
Terribly frightened, I thought I was alone in a Arid of-death and groped for
anY light. My fear was so great I did not think anyone would truly understand: When I came to my senses I found my clothes in shreds and I was
without my "geta" (woodensandals)....

3. Suddenly I wo,ndered what had happened to my mother and sister. My

mother waS then 45, ancrmy sister 5 years old. When the darknessbegan to
fade I found that there was nothing around nule My house, the next clOor
neighbor's hous;, and the nex.t had all vanished. I was standing amid the ruins
of my house`M'Co one was around. It was quiet, very quiet, an eerie moment. I
discovered my mother in a water tank. She had fainted. Crying out, "Mamma,

Mamma," I shook her to bring her back to her senses. After coming to, my
mother began to shout madly for my sister, "Elko, Eiko!"

16
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Worksheet 1-1

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

After each of Hie following statements, indicate whether you
agree (A), disagree (D), or don't know (DK):
)

1: The Unired States and the Soviet Union have never
been allies.
.. 2.

-

AIDID,K

,

People can influence government policy.

AIDIDK

,

.

,

.

/

a. Nations that have been enemies can become friends.

AJDIDK

-...

' 4. Arguing with someone is Sad.

AIDIDk

5. Disagreements between,nations are usually, settled by
going-to war..

AIDIDK

,,

6. The Soviets are more likely than the Americans to start
a nuclear war.

,

..
AIDIDK

.

7. Nuclear ,weapons used against another country will
not harm people in the United States in any way. .

AIDIDK

8. The United Statei needs nuclear weapons to keep the
peace.

Alt;IIDK

-

9. The United States should spend more money on
defense.

AIDIDK

1

10. The information that I get from magazines, TV, and
newspapers is always reliable.

AIDIDK
'

11. Radiation from a nuclear bomb is harmful for only two
weeks.

A/DIDK

12. Human beings can create a peaceful world.

AIDIDK

13. The only dif erence between an atomic bomb and a
regular bomb is that the atomic bomb is More powerful.

14. A single person can affect the course of the future.
0 1983 Union of Concerned Scientists
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Wthisheet 1-2

MUSHROOM CLOUD

AddIMII41111

-.7
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Worksheet 1-4

AN ADAPTATION'FROM THE HUNQREDTH.MQNKEy6
o

o

Here is the story of the Hundredth Monkey. It was a scientific experiment.
The Japanese monkey, "Macaca fuscata," has beet observed in the world for a
period of over .30 years. In 1952, on the island of Koshima, scientists provided
Tonkeys with qweet potatoes dropped in the sand. The monkeys liked the taste of the
sweet potatoes, but they found the dirt unpleasant.
An 18-month-old female named Imo found that she could solve the problem by
-*washing the potatoes in a nearby streat.n. She taught this trick to her mother. 'Her
playmates also learned this new way and th'ey taught their ntothers,,top.
This cultural innovation was gradually picked up hy various monkeys before the
eyes of the scientists. Between 1952 and 1958, all the youug monkeys learned to wash
the sandy sweet potatoes to make them more palatable. Only the adults.who imitated
their children learned this social improvement. Other adults kept eatini the dirty
Sweet potatoes. ,
In the autumn of 1958, something staitling'took place. Though the exact number
Is not known, let us suppose that when the sun rose one morning there ssiere 99
monkeys on Koshima Island who had learned to wash thed potatoes. Let's furthef
suppose that later that morning, the hundredth monkey learned,td wash potatoes.
THEN IT HAPPENED!
By that evening almost everyone in the tribe was washing sweet potatoes before

'eating them. The added energy f the huhdredth monkey created a breakthrough!
Thus, when a critical number achieves an awareness, this new awareness may be
communicated from mind to fiind.

Although the exa'ct nu ber may vary the Hundredth Monle0Phenomenon
means that when only a limited number or people know-of a new way, it may remain

in ihe minds of only these people. But there is a pbint-at which if only one more
person tunes in to a new awareness, the idea is Strengthened so that it reaches almost

everyoner
YouT awareness is heeded in preventing nuclear war.
You may be the "liundredth Monkey" , . . .
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Lesson

2./

:

PERSONAL CONFLICT

,

LESSON CAPSULE:.
.

.

.

..

.

Conflict is'a natural part of daily life. Antagonistic forces meet, creating tension
that needs resolution. This resolution can take many:forms, of which war is the most
.
violent. This lesson deals with conflict on a personal level. Students are presented y..
with several conflicts between two persons. They examine the reasons why conflicts
arise and how to solye them. Whether our opponent is perceived as a friend, enethy,

or stranger may produce very different resolutions to the conflict. Through class
activities, students will begin to understand the phenomenon of escalation.
I/

,

.

"

,PURPOSES:

'.

-

,

.

To understand that there are many solutions to a particubr conflict.
To explore the reasons why Conflict arises.4.
.

To understand that underlying assumptions about the other
person in a conflict
.
.
may affect the outconie.
,
,

To encour,age ehought beiore action in solving conflicts.
t

..
- To bepin consideration of compromise and negotiation as processes
of conflict
_

,

x

i

resolution.

..

...

Q

MATERIALS:

t

._

./

.:.)

Conflict situations handoutWorksheet 2-1..
Friend-enemy-stranter handoutWorksheet 2-2.

-

,

0
4

..

,

.

DESCkIPTION OF LESSON:
t

A. Review and discuss homewo.rk from previous day.
*B. Conflict. In this activity students Ayill write endings to two conflict situations. As -you generate on the board a list of,ways in which conflicts are resolved, students
will beconie ayare of two things:, .
there are many different ways to resolve a particular conflict, 'and
theie a're several general strategies fc,r resotying-conflict.
.
1. Mention to studentrthat the tension they experience when there is a difference of feeling onopinion between two persons is'called conflict.
2. Distribute Worksheet 2-1 on conflict situations to all students.
3. Divide the students into grotips of four and then read through Situation 1.
,
each group to write ari)ending to ttie story.
4. Ask each group to read
their situation endings. As students respond, generate
.

i

,.

2

.
,

.
.

.

ft

on the board a list of the l ays they chose to resOlTe the conflicts. You might
write the particular resol tion as well as a generalization of it. For example, a
specific resolution of Situ tion.1 might be that Pat runs out and yells at the
person who is riding her bi e. A generalization of this might .,be that arguments
(conflicd,,,i can be resolved b shouting at an opponent.
nts to read thrbu h Situation 2. RePeat the same process. Instead of
5. Ask st
'asking the small groups to write an ending to the conflict, you may wish to
have two students role-Oa the situation and ending(s). Continue adding to
the list of ways in which 'pe ple resolve conflicts.
*C. Friend, Entmy, or Stranger. In thi ekercise students begin to examine the effects a
knowledge and feelings about n opponent on the outcome of a conflict.
1. Use one of the situations fr m Worksheet 2-1 to initiate a discussion about the
assumptions we make abo t our opponent in an argument or conflict. Ask
students if the offended pe son's response would have been different if s/he
had assumed or known that the opponent wai a friend? An enemy?
,
, 2. Distrib4e the friend-enem stranger handout (Worksheet 2-2) to individual
students.
3. Have students write three r sponses to each conflict, one assumint the opponent is a friend, the other an enemy, and the last a stranger.
a class. Ask: Does assuming the other person is
. Discuss student responses a
an enemy produce the sam result as assuming you'r opponent is a friend?.
.. Does eliminating a "nie vs. y u" attitude hetha.sesolve conflicts?
D. Reasons for Confhas. Summarize a tivities B and C bycreating a list of the reasons
people getinto conflicts. Use the oriflict situations already discussed in the lesson
to encourage students to consid r the origins of conflict including money, jealousy, possessions, ideas, religion and political beliefs.
'

E.

Escalation. This activity shows Iow a disagreement between two people can
escalate info a major conflict.
1. Draw the following staircase on the`board.

22
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2. Present students with the beginning and ending of a disagreement between
two people. For example, the initial conflict might be: "Rick is angry at Jerry for
using his bike Without asking," while the final outcome could be: "Rick and
Jerry and fotir of their friends are fighting in the liKker room."

a. Write the initial conflict on the bottom step of the staircase and the final
u tco me on the top step.

Rick, Jerry, and
others are fighting in
the locker room.

FRick is angry at Jerry
for using his bike
without asking.

.

b. Have students gen'erate a series of reactions which indicate the escalation
from the original conflict to a locker room fight..
c. Ask students:
Does thinking before acting lessen the possibilitY of escalation?
*F. Journal. If you have elected to use the journal, remind students to make their
entries.
*G. Homework. You might introduce this assignment in the following way: Sometimes
compromise is necessary to settle a conflict. When you compromise, each perion
gives up some of what he or .she wanted at the beginning of the conflict. The
process of talking to settle the conflict, whether or not you cOmpromise,is called
negotiation.

Ask students.torite a one-page story about a time when:
,
1. They werein a conflict with someone and settled the conflict by-negotiation

.

withbut having to compromise,.
OR
,
2. They were in a conflict which was settled through comptomisi,
OR
3. Negotiation occurred in a scene on a TV shoW,
OR
4. Negotiation andlor compromise were used to settle a conflict in their family.
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Woi-ksheet 2-1

CONFLICT SITUATIONS
Situation 1
.

I

Pat had just finished delive'ikpg apdrs on her paper route. She was
planning to meet some friends at e lAike-tiffNmi nutes but needed a

change of clothes. Pat rushed home, dashed into the house, and
grabbed alfowel and some money. She was shocked when she returned
to the front yard. The bike she had left in the yard was no longer there!
Someone was riding it in the street in front of the house. Wh4t did Pat
-

do?
Situation 2

Bif and Trish are strangers, but they often see each other at the
local video game arcade. Bif is next in line to play Pac-Man, when Trish

spots a friend who is playing the game in front of Bif. Trish and the
friend start talking; the friend leaves and Trish is now ready to play
Pac-Man ahead of Bif. What does Bif do?

.

\
,
,

3
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'Wdrksheet 2-2

FRIEND-ENEMczSTRANGER

Read each situation. First, assume that the other person is your
friend; write a resolution to the conflict. Next, assume that the other
person'is your enemy; again, write a responie to the situation. Finally,
assume that the other person is a stranger, and Write a resOlution of
the conflict.

\ SITUATION

FIZIEND''

ENEMY

STRANGER

$6meone calls you a
"CREEP."

Someone borrows your
bike without asking.
Some cuts ahead of you
in line.

You hear that Flash started
a rumor about you that
isn't true.
You hear that one of your
classmates was seen This

afternoonin your yard
and.left the gate open.
Your dog is missing..,
You overhear someone in the
locker room planning to.
break into the local record
store tonight.

4
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Lessofi

3
GROUP. AND NATIONAL CONFLICT

LESSON CAPSULE:
This lesson begins with a discussion of negotiation knd compromise on a personal level and then examines conflict on larger levels within and between countries.
Finally, weaponry in warfare is examined in terms of the evolution of technology aiid
the degree of personal contact..
Group conflict is illustrated by playing the M&Ms game in which two iroups
compete for limited resources. Students discover that communicatidn, negotiation,
and compromise are necessary for nonviolent settlements.
Students then explore the reasons for national conflicts. They read three to.five
short scenarios of specific conflicts, and choose solutions they prefer based on both
positive and negative consequences.
Finally, students match weapons used in conflicts through history with definitions andlange of effectiveness.

PURPOSES:
Tdexamine conflict resolution and the role of negotiation.
To demonstrate that resolution of disputes using communication and negotiation
can lead to more desirable,outcohlek than resolution through violent means.

To explore the reasons nations go to war and the means used to settle
disputes.
To experience decisionmaking and the weighing of alternatives,, and to understand
that decisions have conseqhences.
To exaMine the evolution of weapons in terms cif range of effectiveness and personal contact.

MATERIALS:
M&Ms, approximately three to four time s the class number (or Hershey kisies or
small, colored squares).

Case studiesWorksheet 3-1.
Rocks to Nukes handoutWorksheet 3-2.

.

DESCRIPTION QF LESSON:

I cuss the homework froM Lesson 2. Ask students to discuss
conflicts tfiey have witnessed in their lives or on TV: Ask: s.
.1. WhO initiated the negotiatiorl'or conipromise.?

*A. Conflict Reslution.

26
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2. What happened if only one side was willing to negotiate or comcomise?
3. What happened if neither side negotiated or compromised?
4. List some of the difficulties of negotiation or compromise.
5. List some advantages of negotiation or compromise.
6. 'How could ydu persuade someone to compromise if slhe were at first unwilling
to do so?
7. Do you personay find it difficult to compromise? Why or why not?
*B. The M&Ms Game. This game illustrates the importance of communication, negotiation, and compromise. Students are asked to share "resources" that cannot be
divided equally.
Divide students into groups of even numbers (preferably greater than four).
Teachers can assign an observer to report, to the class how the group splits the
,M&Ms. Each group splits into two equal teapis or sides. Give each group an odd
number, of M&Ms (or Hersh'ey kisses, or pennies), so that everyone gets a few
and there is a remainder. One group can serve as a control by being given an equal
number of ivl&Ms, if you wish. When you say "Go," the teams have one to two
minutes to divide up the M&Ms between them in silence, Call time when all groups
are finished. Record the time needed to reach a solution by all groups (or ask them
to keep their,own time). Play the game again, but allow communication between
the two teams. Keep a record of the time for the second round as well. When all
groups have finished, a spokesperson from each group should explain the results
of the iwo rounds. Suggested questionsi
1. How were the M&Ms divided u'p in round one? Who took control? Why do you
think that p'articular person took control?
2. What happened to the extra M&Ms? Were they divided up by the person who
took control?
3, How did the second round differ froin the first? Did communication affect the
game? If so; what. Was communicated? .
4. What happened to the extra /\tI&Ms in round two? Who divided them up?
5. Was there a difference in time between the two rounds? Why?
6. Is it easier to resohie conflicts when 'people communicate? If so, why?

(

*C2 Case Studies, Pass outsopies of Worksheet 3-1. In small groups (or at first individ-

ually), have students discuss three to five case studies of national conflict and'
choose between the alternatives. Students they also Write ihtheir own alternatives.
Emphasize that it is not always easy:to make decisions Mien you are trying to
resolve a conflOtt and that many conflicti do not present a dear choice of alternatives. Conflicts can 'persist for years because of, events beyond the control of
people making decisions today. In any complex Sdciety, a prime ministerdrinesidenthas enoribous and often inflexible historical, cultural, and religious factors to

consider.
After they check the alternative they desire, ask students to write both a
positive and negative consequence of their decision. Groups shotild choose
spokesperson to presenttheir arguments to the class.
:
.
D. Reasons for War. Ask students why nations go to war. Put their ideas on the board:
Encourage them to consider the following:

1. territory
2. resourcei

3. politkil and religiOui beliefs
4. economic pressures
Next to the '1st Of reasons nations go to war, list student ideas of how nations
regolve conflicts, such as trade, treaty, or compromise. What happens when .an
increasing number of people want searce resources?

*E. Journal. If you have elected to use the journal, have students make their entries.
F.

Homework. For homework, pass out Worksheet 3-2 (Rocks to Nukes), and ask
students to look at the list of weapons used throughout history. They are to fill in
the chart with the definition of the weapon, and the face-to-face value, from 1 to 5.

1=arm's length or less from target
2=20 feet froM target
3=50 to 100 yards from target (one-half to a full football field)
4=more than a mile
5=across the ocean
The face-to-face value is the maximum distance from which the weapon is effective. The target does not have to be another person; it could be a liull's-eye. The
purpose of this exercise is for students to think about the personal and inipersonal

nature of weapons. Combat and warfare in past ages required more personal
contact with the adversary. Nuclear weapons will be discussed in more ?etail in
Lesson 4. (See Teacher Notes for explana,tion ofbiological and chemical weapons.).

G. Optional. This version of.Tic Tac Toe involves cooperation, not competition, at a
game. The game is played in groups of three, and all three players win or lose
together.
Have students draw a tic tac toe board. Each person takes a turn and puts a

number (1 to 9) in one of the squares. The object of the game is to have the
columns, rows, and diagonals add up to the same number without using a number
more than once. Students play as many times 'as it takes to construct the squ'are.

Answer: The number 5 must go in the center apd afl the rows, columns, and
diagonals must add up to 15.
6

7

2

1

5

9

8

3
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TEACHER NOTES:
Biological weapons refer to pathogenic (diseasi-causing) microbes that can be
disseminated over a target population'in order to inflict mild to fataf diseases. The
microbes are Inhaled or ingested and the effects are less predictable than other
weapons. Some of the diseases have moderately eifectivi vaccines or antibibtics;
many do not. Oxygen masks could be worn if. adequate warning systems were devel:
oped. Diseases which may be caused by biological weapons include Eastern equine
,.
encephalitis, typhoid fever, anthrax; plague, And cholera.
Chemical weapons include lethal and.oublethal ga$es sprayed cmei a population
to-render it difenseless. Chemical weapons ;,4ere used in World War I. Since that time,

they have been stockpiled by the United Stotes ardt.the Soviet Union, as:mell as
several other nations. An example of.0 modern lethal:chemical weapon is nerve go$
(first developed, but not used, by the ternians in World War It) whiCh is inhaled or
becomes deposited on the skin and absorbed into the rierioussystem;Police 'tear ,gas
is also in this category, but is not lethal. BZ, (military abbreviation) is a cheMical
weapon that elicits unpredictable and often violentbehavior; CS (military abbrevia-

'
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Lion) causes sensations of asphyxiation and acute anxiety; but is nonlethal.

"
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Answers for Worksheet 3-2:

1

ROCK '
BOW AND ARROW
FIST
SWORD
RIFLE

.

D
G
J

C

2

CANNON
3
1
1

4

KNIFE
NUCLEAR WEAPON

CHEMICAL WEAPON
BIOLOGICAL WEAPON

1
F

2
4

A
H
I

1
5

13

4
4
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Worksheet 3-1

Choose the option that you think is the best solutio or Rach case
ion, you midst
study. You may also write a different resolution. In a

write both a positive and negative conseq ence of the resolution
chosen.

CASE STUDIES'

Case One: People in your country are dying from the cold because of a

severe shortage of heating oil. Anothr nation has plenty of oil but
refuses to sell it to you. Would you: .
corisequence
Positive
Negative

attack the other natior and take the oil?
risk freezing (and pos ible uprising by
your citizens)?
I would rather

Case Two: A mority of people in your counfry have lioted to outlaw
your religion. You have tried many kinds of peaceful protests. Would
you:
Consequence
Negative
Positive

fight to keep your religion?
give up your religion to keep the peace?
I Would rather

WOO

Case Three: In your city, most of the people (including your parents)
have jobs in .a factory thit produces Wastes that make the drinking
.,yvater unsafe,. A group concerned about the environment asks people
stricter' laws. The plant will have to lay off many of its
,

.
.

.

..the.laws pass. Would you:
,__Consequence

Positive

.

Negative

fok.#114iiisito make the water safe?

,

'vote agalifit**40..
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PrbIn " Qestgatng.i -*IN World OrifeitY Bettikeardon and Barbara Stanford, in Pearemaktnk A Curie to
Proupt,-iti1(Notto4t5 (iVeW York. Bantam, 1976). Reprinted with permission of
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Case Four: Your country, Andronia, makes machinery required by
another country, Baslef, to pump oil to keep people warm in the harsh .
winter& Even though the projeci provides some iobs for Andronians,
your country will lose a much more profitable trade agreement with a
third country Crescent, if your country sells the machinery to Baslef.
Would you:
Consequence,
Positive
Negative

,sell the machinery to Baslef?
not sell the machinery?
1 would rather

Case Five: You are a poor farmer in a small country who makes a meager

living raising food cropspotatoes, wheat, and beanssome-of which
you trade for wool. Someone from a richer country wants to pay you a
lot of money to raise cattle to sell to them. Would #3u:
Consequence
Positive
Negative

keep raising crops?
raise cattle?

1-dould rather

Q
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Worksheet 3-2

ROCKS TO NUKES

Listed below are fen wekpons htimans have ed in Warfare over
the ages. Historically, people have fought over r igion, idea , natural
resources, or boundaries. As civilizations have ev lved and 6pulaions
increased, weapons have become more complex, more co tly to produce, and more deadly. "Don't shoot until you see the w ites of their
eyes" is a sayipg which has legs meaning today than in tF past. Think
about the differences aMong the ten weapons/below as fyou fill in the
.
chart.
In the first column, place the letter of the definition ou think best
describes the weapon. Use each letter only once. In thee second column,
put a number from 1. to 5 which describes the distance over which the
weapon is most effectilie.

A. A short, thin, steel blade, very sharp
B. Microorganisms that are breathed in or eaten -and that cause disease
C. A long, steel blade, very sharp
Small, mineral-based objects of no definite 'Shape
hick, hollow tubes of varying lengths that fire small leaded objects
E.
t t penetrate the target
F. Larie, heavy tubes.used to fire huge leaded balls great distances
.

G. A long, skinny;pointed piece of wood with a stone tip, shot from-a
curved piece of wood with a string
H. A powerful, radioactive substance projected or dropped on a targef
,resulting in both immediate and long-term damage
I. Powders, liquids, or gases breathed in or eaten that cause disease
J. Alight knot of knuckles
-1:-.arnet's length pr less from target
2=20 feet from target
3=50 to 100 yards from target (one-half to a full football
4=more than a mile
5=across the ocean
1

.

1

2

ROCK
BOW AND ARROW

CANNON

FIST

NUCLEAR WEAPON
CHEMICAL WEAPON
BIOLOGICAL WEAPON

SWORD
32

field)/

RIFLE

KNIFE
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Lesson

4

DOES BIGGER MEAN BETTER?

,

LESSON CAPSULE:
This lesson takes conflicts and conflict 'resolution
nuclear war. Students examine various methods of warfareto the worst 'end point
and reeognize that nuclear warfare represents'a leap beyondused throughout history
all previous weaponry.
Nuclear warfare is the most impersonal means of waging
war. It is extremely sophisticated in ternis of design and technology, and its consequences
are extreine. Today
many countries are developing their own nuclear capabilities.
What are the effects of nuclear weapons? After students recall
their visions of
Hiroshima, they compare that bomb with
weapons in today's arnals to understand
the enormous power of present nuclear weapons.
They then examine in greater
detail the actual short- and long-term effects of
a
nuclear
explosion on people and the
environment.

PURPOSES:
To compare nuclear weapons with past methods offarfare.
To understand the growth in power of nuclear weapons.
To understand the special nature of nuclear war.
To examine the physiological, biological, and environmental
effects of x.nuclear
explosion.

MATERIALS:
Two small glasses (about 6 ounces), one per group of
students.
Food coloring.(preferably dark colors, such as red, blue or green).
Worksheet 4-1 on the nature of nuclear weapons.
Worksheets 4-2 and 4-3 on ihe effects of nuclear
weapons.
Worksheet 4-4 for homework. °

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON:
A. Weapons. List on the board 'the ten weapons from the

students for the letters of their definitions and brieflyhomework assignment. Ask
discuss biological, chemical,
and nuclear weapons so that they understand
thedefinitions.Discuss
the face-tofaFe value with the class and reach a consensus on the numbers for each
weapon.
Ask students to consider the following when
comparing one weapon to another:
the cost of production,
the number of victims,
the area of destruction, and
'far
the possible defenses against attack.
ca.
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B. Nuclear Strength. Ask'students to review from Lesson 1 the effects of the bomb
dropped on Hiroshinia. This discussion gives an introduction to the nature and
.
effects of nuclear weapons.

Distribute Worksheet 4-1 (Giant StepsForward or Backward?) on the
nature of riuclear weapons. +lave students do one or both exercises to compare_
the Hiroshima bomb with weapons in the present nuclear arsenal (see the TeacherNotes for this lesson for background material.)

.J

Effects of Nuclear Explosions. Distribute Worksheet 4-2 (Some Things Never Seem to

End) and have students read about the effects of nuclear explosions. After students have fead this worksheet, distribute Worksheet 4-3 (Radiation). Ask students to look at the two pictures and then discuss the long-term effects on those
who are not immediately killed by the explosion.

This part of the lesson may be one of the most disturbing portions of the
imit. The student have been given many unpleasant facts, but it is crncial to
realize the destruCtive nature of nuclear weapons. In Appendix 4 we have
reprinted a detailed Scientific American article on the effects of nuclear war. This

article may be useful fox you, for an advanced sciehce class, or for students
interested in learning more technical material.
*D. Ground Zero. Provide students with copies of a map or show an overhead projection

of their city (or a nearby city) with concentric circles marking the zones of the
effects of a nuclear explosion.
The
. data below detail the effetts of .a one-megaton bomb at different distances from ground zero (the point on the eartg's surface on or above which a
nuclear weapon explodes):

0 t6 2 mirestotal destruction, 99 percent immediate death rate, and a crater
one-fourth of a mile wide and 20 stories deep;
2 to '3 milesmost buildings flattened, 50 percent immediate'death rate, 25 ver-

cent delayed death rate, with most survivors badly injured or
burned;

3 to 5 milesmany buildings flattened and 50 percent casualty rate (killed or
injured);

5 to 10 Milesmost buildings damaged, 25 percent casualty rate, at least second
degree burns, and many victims blinded by the flash.
Within a 10-mile radius, people would be killed by firestorms (fires caused by
the blaseg great heat) or by asphyxiation (suffocation) as the fires consume oxygen. Lethal radiation would spread throughout the region and would contaminate
areis up to 100 miles from the blast. .
The above scenario is based on averages (a one-megaton weapon exploding at
about 5,000 feet in good weather); individual sites have many variables (terrain,
water bodies, etc.) which either compound or lessen the effects.s
You may choose to have students draw the concentric circles on the maps. If
o have to help students determine the
so, they will need compasses. Yo
correct scale for the map. S ral examples of this type of mapping exercise
appear. in "The P.romPt and elayed %Effects of Nuclear War," included in Appendix 4. Maps and tables o blast effects are also found in Edward M. Kennedy
and Mark to. Hatfield's Fre e! How You Can HelP ,Prevent Nuclear War (New York:

a

Bantam, 1982).
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Statistical information excerpted from the Office of Technology Assessment report, The Effeas of Nuclear
War, Washington, D.C., 1980.
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*E. Journal. If you have elected to use the journal, remind
students to make their
entries. It is a goOd idea' to check the joucnals at this time to.be
certain that
students have understood the assignment.
F. HoMework. Worksheet 4A4 (When Les Is More). The homework
assignment
emphasizes the growing number and increased power of nuclear weapons. It may
be useful to compare the height of all the nuclear
weapons taken together to a
local landmark, such as a tall buildihg or high hill or mountain. .

TEACHER NOTES:
Nuclear weapons are carried by one of several means to targets. Their iource o(
enormous power is located, yiithins the nuclei (centers) of the atoms making up the

weapons. There are two basic types.the so-called alornic bombs and hydrogen
bombs.

,

Atomic Bomb. An atomic bomb, like those dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki,
releases its power through fission, the splitting apart of uranium or plutdnium

atoms. One pound of uranitun releAses explosive power equivalint
to 8,000 tons of
TNT (trinitrotoluene). The key to creating an atomjc explosion is bringing enough
nuclear fuel <the critical mass) together at the right Moment. Particles (neutrons)
are
naturally etnitted -by the nuclei of radioactive atoms. 'These particles then hit the
nuclei Of adjoining atoms, causing them in turn to split and emit
neutrons,and so on.
This is the chain reaction That triggers a nuclear explosion.
Hydrogen Bomb. Today's nuclea*r arsenals consist Of fusion or hydrogen bombs
which release mancy times more energy than atomic bombs. With fusion,
smaller
atoms of hydrogen combine or fuse to form a heavier element (helium). Since
hydrogen bombs use a different process to produce energy, a smaller amount of material
'can be used to produce more powerful weapons..Most fusion weapons
are started by
small fission weapons that generate the enormous heat required
to get the fusion
reactioh going.

Einstein. Some students will have read 'about Albert Einstein and will be
acquainted with his ideas. Einstein saw mass as a special form
energy. Nuclear
weapons illustrate this point better than anything else. In fusio
ns, the initial
atoms to be combined weigh more than the resulting atom; the ost ma " has been
converted to,energy.
.
Explosive Power. The standard means for expressing explosive
power is in tons of
TNT. The Hiroshima bomb was about 13 kilotons (kilo=1,000), or.13,000
tons of TNT,
Many of today's weapons are much larger and use a correspondingly larger
unit, the
megaton (mega=1,000,000). The bomb dropped on kliroshima is now considered a
small weapon.

Radiation. Students May want to know the difference between 'a ground burst and
an ,air burst. A ground burst generates more radiation and fallout than
an air burst.
When a weapon explod at the earth's surface, large quantities of
dirt are drawn
into the mushroom cloud. Sjnce this dirt mixes with the radioactive
residues of the
explosion at an early .stage, t
adiafion effect is substantial. The heavily contaminated dirtand debris later falls back to' the earth ("fallout");
An air burst draws:less dirt into the cloua and at a later stage. The dirt mixes less
effiFiently with the residuei of the explosion. Much of the radiation that results is
dissipated throughout the atmosphere. The fallout Is accordingly less intense and
smaller in quantity.
_

,
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. Notes bn Student Worksheets. There are many ways ,to help students comprehend

what "a *ion times greater" means. The exercise offered has students figure the

length of alnillion inches in miles or how long it takes to count to one million at the
rate of one number per second.tomparing the effect of one drop and then ten drops
of dye in like volumes of water is a way to begin to compare the Hiroshima bomb
with today's weapons; it is qualitative and nOt quantitative.
0

7-.

Answers for Worksheet 4-1:

v.

La. 16 miles (15.8 miles)

b. 12 twenty-four hour days
3.a. 250 times stronger
b. 25,000 Hiroshima bombs

Answers for Worksheet 4-4:

I.a. 80,000 feet
b. 15 miles
C. 8,000 stories
*
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Worksheet 4-1

GIANT STEPSFORWARD OR BACKWARD?"
,

.

When small atoms combine to form a larger one, they give off
tremendous amounts cif energy. This is called fusion and is what maes
modern nuclear weapons so powerful. Fusion also occurs in the center
of tthe sun, giving us heat and light. There are several important differences between the effects of fusion in tfi sun and the effects of fusion
in:nuclear weapons. Energy produced in he'sun's center travels half a
million miles to the surface, losing p er all along the way. It loses
More 'power coming almost locr million Miles to our planet. The earth's
atmosphere protects us even further. The energy of a nuclear explosion is not changect in any of these ways. Its full effects are felt for '
many miles. It is strange, bul true, to think that life's energy. source
(the sun) arid the energy source for most deadly' Neapons (huclar
weapons) are the same.
Today our weapons are much larger than the atomic bombs of
1945. Below ere three ways you can compare the sizes of weapons.
.

-

..

No.

1. Together all the 'nudear weapons in the world have one
(1,000,000) times, more power than the bomb dr6pped on Hiroshima. One million titles larger is a lotit's hard to understand!
Can you figure out how many miles long a line will be that is a
million times longer than one inch? (Hint:'5,280 feet=1 mile.) Or try
to figure out how many days it would take you 'to count to one
million if you could count one number per second.

2. Fill two containers With water. Be certain that each container has'
the same amount. To the first add one drop of food coloring; to the
other add ten drops. Look at the difference in color. The much
greater effect' of the ten drops gives us a way to compare today's
weapons,tb die first atomic bomb.

1983 Union of ConcernectScientists
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3. One warhead in the new MX missile is
about 25 times stronger than the Hiroshima bomb. Tagh MX missile alone:carries

ten warheads! Look at the symbols of the
Hiroshima bomb and the MX missile.
g

IOne Hiroshima bomb

.

<

)

a. How many times stronger than the Hiroshima bomb is the MX?
,

One

1

MX

Missile

,
b. Plans'now carkcioo MX missiles; how
many Hiroshima bombs would that be?

-

.,

,

.
,

)
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Worksheet 4-2

SOME THINGS NEVER SEEM. TO END
,

.

It is, not very pleasant to think about the effects Of nuclear

weapons. The effects of a nuclear explosion are both ,immediate and
delayed:

s-:

,

Immediate: As soon as a nuclear weapon explodes, a very hot fireball
forms. The fireb4l vaporizes (turns to gas) almost anything it touches.
As the fireball expands, it sends out an incredibly strong wind in all
directions, destroying buildings and people. The intense heat of the
fireball burns everything nearby and may stait fires many miles aw4
from ground zero. About two-thirds of a nuclear weapon's effects are
immediate.

Delayed: The remaining third of the effects of a bomb explosion is
mostly in the form of radiation. The aMount of damage done by radia;

tion is determined by thg strength of the explosiOn, the amount of
--\

exposure (the time you'rein it), and how close you are to ground zero.
Radiation is a type of energy like X-rays. You can't see, hear, 9ir feel it;
yet it enters any objects it reaches. Radiation can even damage people's
'genes, affecting future generations.
,

Radiation sickness follows exposure to heavy radiation. People
generally lose their appetite and hair, are constantly nauseated, and
eventually die. In addition, after an explosion, dirt is pulled up into the
mushroom cloud and becomes "radioactiye. The radioactive material

goes into the atmosphere, spreads out, and then falls to earth. This
"fallout" affects oue.Water,, soil, and food. Even if you live far away
from an explosion, you can still be affected.
Radiation can stay around for many years. Although it is always
getting weaker, some radiation remains harmful for A long time. When

we take in any food of water the' has been affected; some of the
radiation may stay in our bodies. Radiation that enters our bodies in
this way may also make us kick.

6 1983 Union of Conc7erned Scientists
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Worksheet 4-3

RMATION
1. Look at the picture below and consider the effects of radiation.

1,

.

,r

a. Put an "R" everywhere you believe radiation would haye an
effect.

b. Which things in.the picture 1c) we depend upon?
Which things do we eat? What do they depend upon?
;?

.

40

c. For 'each item li'sted above, discuss how you coald be affected by

the radiation.that entered that item.

0 1983 Union of Concerned Scientists
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Worksheet 4-4
*-

WHEN LESS-IS MORE

1. The United States anal Soviet Union have more than "16,000
weapons. An average nualw weapon is about five,feet long.

a. If stacked on top on one another, how many feet high would they
reach?

b. Try changing your answer tr) miles. (Hint: 5,280 feet=one mile.)

. c. If stacked beside a building,-how many stories high would that
building be? (Hint: A story is .ten feet.)

.

.

2. 'Read the following cacefully.9 We will disdliss the information in
class tomorrow._

A one megatonexplosion

is the energy equivalent
of exploding one million
tons of TNT.

One million tons of TNT
would fill a Very long freight
train.,

But equal energy is released by:

a suitcase containing about 130

pounds of uranium or plutonium
A-bomb explosive,
or a suitcase containing 20 to
60 pounds of thermonuclear
H-bomb explosive.

The string of boxcars would
be 300 miles long.
The train would take )6 hours
to pass at full speed.

*The Prier of Defense, The Boston Study Group. (New York: Times Books, 1979.)

.

Lesson
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CAN,YOU TOP THIS?

.v

OP.

LESSON CAPSULE:
After discussing the 'growth in power and number of nuclear weapons from
Lesson. 4, students graph the escalation in combined U.S.-USSR strategic weapons
over the last 35 years. Students extend the line to predict 1985 and 1990 weapons
levels. Background is provided on technological and political change during the
nuclear age. Students then play .the natural resourees-armaments game: weapons can
be traded at the,eZpense of natural resources. Class discussion following the game
ma.), stress potential economic costs of arms escalation. A mapping exercise on the
proliferation of nuclear weapons is the final exercise. An optional quiz on Lessons 1
,through5 is included.
SI

PURPOSES:
.To study the.escalation of the nuclear arms race.
To introduce some of the economic effects of arms escalation.

.51k

MATERIALS:
Worksheet 5-1 on nuclear escalation and technological developments.

Worksheet 5-2 for the, natural resources-armaments game.
WorJcsheet 5-3 on nuclear proliferation.
Worksheet 5-4 for the quit on Lesqons 1 through 5.

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON:A. Nuclear Weapons GrotoM. The twofold purpose, of Lesson 4's homework js to drama-

-

tize the growing power and- the increasing_numbers of nuclear weapons. The

work may be done in class if the math is too difficult. Ask students to consider the
following questions:
How might continuedsroWth in the power of nuclear weapons,affect the world?
How might continued growth in humbers of nuclear weapons affect the world?
*B. Arms Escalation and Technological Developments. Distribute Worksheet 5-14Up,1.1p, and
Away!) and have students plot the data to show the growth of U.S.-USSR strategic weapons from 1945 to the present.10 When completed, the graph should
appear as on the following page.

loThe data are approximate; they have been compiled from several-sources.
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The students will then extend the trend line for 1985 and_1990.
They are also
asked to suggest alternative ways to draw the line and the
reasons for the paths
chosen.

There are three ways to continue the graph trend lineupward
(at a constant or changed rate), level, or downward. Each choice implies
a set of beliefs or
feelings about the arms race. An upward trend suggests
a continued arms race, a
leveling off implies a freeze at current levels of armaments,
and a downward
trend could mean reduc6on by arms control or by use of nuclear
weapons. The
discussion that follows should focus on those points.
The arms escalation exercise emphasizes the increasing
number Of nuclear
arms; the game that follows relates to depletion of resources. Proliferationthe
spread of nuclear weapons to countries not now possessing
themis not the

primary issue, although one scenario for the beginning of
a nuclear war has
proliferation as the _backdrop. For example, a smaller
country on terrorist group

might initiate a conflict that escalates to nuclear
war with superpower

involvement.
When the graph is completed the students may then put the technological
time line information along the trend line. Each event is symbolized by
a capital
letter. The letter is to be placed on the graph to correspond with the
year of that
event. In the preceding sample graph all the U.S. entries have been made
above
the trend ling, the USSR entries below. StUdents
may find other ways to show
this point-counterpoint scheme (for example, different colors).
What evolves is an
action-reaction pattern explaining continued escalation. A more detailed
of the time line follows; some teachers may want to provide copies of this version
outline
to their students.
.
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US 1945
, , , s
The nucleak age (jegan wjth. she eaprosiors V.:1 a U $ A&.;rtiti- _of:1.2 '5 'kilotons 4qutvalent to 12.P0 tons qf T.1'(ST) ovarliiroshmul. Japan !The sngJt Wash, which, dettrUyed the--orty.,01:.'e,
troduced to Mr, world a, tencentrateJ,explosIve f.Ofcg e wirtirecedented,pnwef Within .i?ur ,
years, ths US$ conducted Its firstmlorme teo , ,
.,
, .,
,

e

'US 1918 -

-

tercorlUttentattiombitr
-, .
' ,
.`1,956 USSR '
.
-,
' s
By .1948, t6 u$ haclifeg. to teplace theoprOpellerplarie's Of,'World War, il with long-tangc
,

-11'

.

.s.

The:first planessdevelopcsd for strategic (intercontinamat) bombing sreOntr0 refuehrig to
each another..continot In J9S.,f, the US began deployment Cif the AO attercqadaental ft, .
,
Mbeic; and OSSR tobn font:MOW
=

'

6

0,
hydrogen bomb' ",
u,S1954,
"
.. , .` lo5.5:tie8o '
, The til4tombvmultiplied the exp1osfs4 force of die A-buritlis 1.09 Ulna , The qrs,t 'Os lifermonuelear bomb hat a yield equivaleift to 150)000 (ON,``of TNT. a year.litet the,USSR
, .
,,
tested i bomb in die million-ton range
'
'
5VSSR 1957
Intercontinental ballistic rnitialle (ICBM).
.. 195.11ut

'

s.

Following mtensive developMent by both nuclear power's; a lancl-bAct /mullet') carry nOcle.ar`
warheads intercontinental distances was successfully flight-toted by tge-,11.$SR: al 1957, and.

by the US a year later By I962 both nations had ICBM's with u range of -6.000 Miles. tint
missile able to carry a payload equivalent to 5-10.000,0QQ tons of.TVT
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man-made satellit ln`orbit
USSR 1957
. ,
115;14
Sputnik 1 by the USSR mitiated a space race which qutckly took am military funtons, the'
first US satellite was launched into orbit the Wowing year, IiV,ell ova iialf,the supespoikets".

;

satellites have been military for surveillance. targeting, communications, etc`,
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submarine-iltunehed ballistic missile (SWAY:
4949 AigtR s
A nuclear-powered submarine which could fire long-range missiresielfiti'istibmettel postiusis
,

US 1960

was tho third means of strategic delivery The _US produced the nuclear-powered trYaas, wills:

missiles with a range of 1.200 nautical miles Eight years later the USSR' had eampaVable
,
7^,US 1986
multIpli warhead (PARV)
,
19811 USSR
Multiheaded missiles increased die number of targets a ivasile could hit, US MRV'd hrissilea
carried three warheads, each with sixteen tnnes the explosivelorce of the Hircisruma bomb, The
USSR had thcm two years later
,P
nuclear subs

r

,

r.

USSR 1968
aMI-ballistic missile (ABM) ' 1172 US; ....
The USSR deployed 64 defensive amities kround Moscow The OS began xcMittuction of 'the

Safeguard system in 1969 and had one site'completed Aen a treaty, restricting ABM's was
signed in 1972 Generally judged Militarily ineffective, ABM's were restricted W one site tn'
each country in 1974 Subsequently the US site was closed

_. "

._

0

.

.

.

muttiple independently-targeted warhead (MIRV)
1175 USSR ' .,
Further development of multiple warheads ambled one missile to hit three fia ten iniiividitally
selected targets as far apart as 100 miles USSR began to flight-test MiRV'S fhree years after
US 1970

US put them in service and in 1975 began deployment
.

,

s

long-range cruise missile *
1 orr USSR,
Adaptable to launching from am sea, and lands a new generation of Illissilis with .a rangd p
to 1.500 miles is. in production. The cruise missile fs small, relatively inexpensive. highly' c.
curate, with the unique advantage of very low trajectory Following the contours of the ta tb.
and flying under radar, it will be abje to destroy its target wtthout warning The US is reUS 1982

.

portedly 7-8 ycars in the lead in this technology

.

,

,

US 1983
neutron bomb
198? USSR
This nuclear weapon TeleASCS its explosive energy more in the form or an invisible, penetrating
bombardment of radiation rather than in .heat and 'blast The decision to produce and stocks

pile the enhanced radiation warhead in the US was announced in August 1981 The USSR
promptly announced that it has the capability but had deferred a production decision:'.. - .
US 199?
anti-satellite weapons
199? USSR
Because satellites play vital military roles. they have also inspired ti search for weapons ,to
destroy them The USSR began testing intercepter satellites in 1968 Both Superpowers are
attempting to perfect lasers to destroy enemy satellites and nuclear missiles in event of war
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'.K.-_Zolifirel'Oiatiges. The nuclear.artns
aiatjdnc ytigyas Oken p*c0 againStailzackk- "
.grOunct of Wor)Owide,"political Ovarige.;-'Provide students ,with a parpal or full
veron of the folloYging teblelistirig'sonie of the key poliiicaA events'since
1945 .
c(c)ti tnay want tc; suppieMent -this Thehne with sonti

n0ta tion.,1 o yorown ti16-

gi;ven ,io-.'s'tild:erit's as, aliandoist -or as-a ilit'on khe, boarcl. Ha Ve,

Cs

sttidentslOOk at fheir griaphs froin thip`reviouseiercase
(Worksheet 8-1) and see
Where or ho+.N4fit poritiCsafeyent:s i:orresPon04 to chanseS
n terimolowand
..wgaporii, levels. Discussion, Should foc.4s on how- Pohtical
events May influence
Ow arms race.

.'
1447
1948

,

Pittittati Vents,Tir'rfe Pitt

Soviet,hacked co'up:rp'sults inscomanttnist governnient an tzerhosluyakii..
So'cilet Union pio'cka* 13 etlilt.

1950 North Koreans,irivade Sotath*orea
1952 United-46009M, tests attimic
,
1960: Sine-oViet rift.
Francete'itsatOmiAottih.

,

C

,

1 90 U.S., Military involvem'ent in',v,tetnarn bgguts,::

1962 0:1:431 Missile Crisis , ..
'
1963 U.S. and Solitsvign"hOtline"agreementlist4thShing
.

tiontlitikIntwee'n thet1;9-9coWliriel
Atmc;splieric test ban treaty signed.
.1964 chinattests at&nlic homhs...

1968 Soviet*avde Czechoslavakit

,

a direct communaca.;

k

"0

CI

1972 SALT I Triterith`Ageimen°,t;signeil:,

19,4 lildia tesfatonlit.devi
.197.5

19.74

.-

';

Threshole*Test
Trt signed jro Yet ratified).:
cufivii.invesiontkOolkitld;,`
Tr4ty signedinof,yet iatifjed)..

$ovs in4;adejtiihanistan.

,

,
P:.Naturai Rifources,rioinAlt3'.Gatitt.Askribufe Worksheet'
Direc;tions (Or the
natural resourcei-kima0ents gattieWfoiloiki: bividethe.class into gioUps of fiv,c
or more skideritis Ong imrsortis to Serve AS die game director. Players are ntit
allowed..tovsee eaclt,o,thget.papers.,Therearei0;InoVeOn the,game..each'player
' begins with 20 riAturil4'esoterces'At,edch,rnove a player may
moveigte natural
resource bithe arnis pile or oiv,..rmkrnent.;b.ick to ihe natural resourCesju-St
put
a line through ,t}te itatural resource tally td indicate.you have moved it: A player,
may pass and makerto move-.A Player may notshift more than one tally duringa ;
game rnocie, The garna:directorcalis cnit."move one" and players move
or paSS;,'.
"move two," and So on..-6,ny.playerwho has three armaments May declare
war on,.
any othen,player (this cannot happen until "move four"boins),The winner oftthe
war is the one With the most arMsithe winner gains a natnial iesoCarce iiict the
loler loseSa nattrial resource. FlOwever, both the belligerents tose all.their arms.
TPilf6 aranaments are destroyed and cannot be replaced.
,
if hoth iittions have the same number of arms, both loseall then- arMs plus
one natural resotirce. What islcist does notgo to anyone else. itis just troi$ed'off,
At the end of the gime (after 20 moves), thet Winner is tfie person ',With the
most natural resources."Arms ado ncif count in figuring the,winner.
.

Ai

a

.7

12 GOagrher. Mary Beth; and others. atiSizsg for Puri and )igtet: A Amur! for -Threlieis, 5th 0,1,
(p!` lict).
Louis: histitute for Education in Peace and Justice, ite6-D.48i edition available ) Game:44reittons
uqd
with permission of Institute' for Peace and Justice.
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Students may develop innovative ways to play this gamenegotiations,
alliances, etc. When finished, discussion should focus on the game's primary
pointthat it is impossible to win by making war!
*E: Proliferation. A mapping exercise to show the proliferation of nuclear weapons is
included on Worksheet 5-3 (Button, Button, Who's Got the Button?).13 Countries
are pliced in four groups based on when they could develop nuclear weapons.
Students are to locate the countries on the map. Countries in each group should be
marked with the same color and that col& should be put in the key. The completed maps provide an introduction to proliferation. Questions for discussion.
1. How do nonnuclear countries feel about those that have nuclear weapons?
2. What effect might weapon programs have on the economy and development of
'a small country?

3 What are the dangers of nuclear weapons in countries with unstable
governments?
4. Where in the world are most of the nonnuclear countries Idcated?
5. The Soviet Union and the United States have.about 15 percent of the world's
'
population and most of the nuclear arms. What power do they hold over the
other nations?

*F. Journal. If you have elected to use the journal, remind students to make their
entries.

Homework. Have each student write a one-page letter to the U.S. or Soviet
government expressing his/her concern about nuclear war. The letters may
be shared the next day. If some students desire, you may want to fihd out about
forwarding the letters to the respective 'governments.

H. Quiz. If you elect to use the quiz, distribute it (Worksheet 5-4) to, students. The
time needed to complete the quiz will vary depending upon the class. It covers
material from Lessons 1 thrOugh 5. Teachers may choose to add their own essay
or short-answer questions.
Je
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Worksheet 5-1

UP, UP, AND AWAY!

In 1945 only the United States had nuclear weapons. Today the
United States, Soviet Union, Great Britain, France, China, and India
are known to have such weapons.'Others are developing similar capabilities. The United States and Soviet Union are still the "leaders" with
most of the world's nuclear weapons in their arsenals.
1. Plot the following information on the graph:
Combined number of strategic weapons for the
United States and Soviet Union

Number of
Weapons

Year

3

1945

No data available

1950

5,500

1955

6,600

1960

5,600

1965

,

6,000

1970

I

.

10,600

1975,

14,300

17,000

1982
N.\,.._1980

2. When the above information has been plotted on the graph, enter
the following time line developments along the graph's line. Place
the capital letter used to designate each event at the appropriate
year along that line.
,

Key Dates for Technological Developments

(Symbol) U.9.
A

C
/E-

G
I

K
'IVI

1970

i

0

USR (Symbol)

1945
Atomic Bomb,*
1954
Hydrogen Bomb
1958
ICBM
1958
Man-Made Satellite in Orbit
1960 Submarine Launched.Ballistic Missile
1972
Anti-Iyallistic Missile
1982

\

Multiple Independently-targeted
Warhead
Long-Range Cruise Missile

C 1083 Union of Concerned Scientsts

1949
1955
1957
1957
1968

B

D
F

H,
J

1968.

L

1975

N

198?

-

/

47

I

30,000
28,000
26,000
24,000
22,000
0

20,000
18,000

7; 16,000
Z 14,000
12,000

E '10,000

Z

8,000
6,000

4,000
2,000
0

4

1945

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

Year

3. Continue the line as you think it will look in 1985 and in 1990.
4. Is there another way the line could be drawn? What will that depend
upon?

5. When the time line information is put on the graph, do you see any
pattern? Would this influence the way you might draw the line past
1982?
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Worksheet 5-2

NATURAL RESOURCES-ARMA E

NATURAL RESOURCES

GAME

ARMAMENTS
t,

11111

11111

11111

11114

.

,

t.
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Worksheet 5-3

BUTTON, BUTTON, WHO'S GOT THE BUTTON?

Proliferation is the spread of nuclear weapons to countries that do
not have them now. Today there are six nuclear countries. They are
listed in Group 1 below. It is believed some other countries are*able to
ea ..ns right now. They are in Group'2. Groups 3 and 4
build nu
ild nuclear weapons in the future.
list countries t at cou
6

Group 1Countries ith nuclear weapons: United States, Soviet..
Un'on, Great Britain, France, China, and India.

Group 2Countries believed capable of building nuclear weapons;

Canada, Sweden, West Germany, Israel, Pakistan,
South Africa, Switzerland, and Japan.

Group 3Co.untries that could have nuclear weapons within six
years: Brazil, Argentina, Spain, Belgium, Netherlands,
Denmark, Finland, Italy, Austria, Iraq, Taiwan, South
Korea, and Australia.

Group 4Countries that could have nuclear weapons in seven to
ten years: Libya, Egypt, Norway, and Yugoslavia.

On the world map that follows find all the countries of Group 1.
Color all those countries the same and put that color in the key box.
Find all the countries for Group 2. Color them with a different color
from Group 1. Put Group 2's color in the key box. Follow the same
directions for Groups 3 and 4.

1. Which continents contain most of the nuclear countries? Why do
you think that is so?

2. Do you think some of the other countries would like to have nuclear
weapons? Why do you think tha is so?

50
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Worksheet,5-4

QUIZ

Directions:,

For questions 1. through 5, choose the best answer and write
its letter in the answer space.
.For ques4tions 6 through 10, fill in the blank to complete the,
sentence.

_1 Radiation sickness is caused by (a) nuclear fallout, (b) electricity, (c)' sitting too Close to,a radiator, (d) TV.

2 Fusion is (a) splitting of atoms, (b) a welding process, (c) a
defective fuse,-(d) the source of energy for hydrogen bombs.

3 A.big problem for hibakusha (Japffnese siArvivors) after their

cities were destroyed -by atomic bomb§` was the lack of
(a) -telephones, .(b) doctors and medicine, (e) automobiles,
(d) mail service.

4 Often when one superpower develops a new weapon system,

the other superpower, (a) does nothing, (b) blows

it up,

(c) works to get a similar or better system, (d) dismantles a
system.

5 A conflict with a friend is often resolved differently from the

same conflict with an enemy because of your (a) feelings
about your opponent, (b) place of birth, (c) interest in having
few friends, (d) none of the above.

-6.
-0 A megaton equals

togs of TNT.

_.7. The radioactive, dirt,and debris that falls back to earth after a
nuclear bomb explosion is Called

8. Two cities have been hit by nuclear weapons, Hiroshima 4.nd
9. When each side gives 'a little to reach an agreement, it is called

52

10. The point, on the earth's surface pn or above which a nuclear
explosion occurs is called
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Worksheet 5-4

/

QUIZ
(Teacher's Copy)

Directions: For questions 1 through 5, choose the best answer and write
its letter in the answer space.
For questions 6 through 10, fill in the blank to complete the
sentence.
,

a

k. iqtadiation sickness is caused by (a) nuclear fallout, (b) electricity, (c) sitting too close to a radiatör, (d) TV:"

d

2. Fusion is (a) splitting of atoms, (b) a welding process, (c) a
defective fuse, (d) the sour.ce of energy for hydrogen bombs.

b

3 A big problem.for hibakusha (Japanese survivors) after their

i

cities were destroyed by atomic bombs was the lack of
(a) telephones, (b) doctors and medicine, (c) automobiles,
(d) mail service.

.

4. Often when one superpower develops a new weapon system,,
(

The 'other ,superpower (a) does nothing, (b) blows it up,
(c) works to get a similar or better system, (d) dis.mantles a
system.

a

,

5 A conflict with a friend is.often resolved differently from the

same conflict with an enemy because of your (a) feelings
about your opponent, (b) place of birth, (c) intere*in having
,

few
friends, (d) none of the above.
.....--"

9

6.

,

.

7.

A megaton equals

"

I 000.000

tons of TNT.

The radioactive dirt and debris that fa
'nuclear bomb explosion is called

1

,1,5.atk to earth after a.

,
,

8. Twq cities have been hit by nuclear weapons, Hiroshima and
Nagasaki

9. When each side gives a little to reach an agreement, it is called
compromise or negotiation
....

-

10. The point on the earth's surface on or above which a nuclear
explosion occurs is called

ground zero

0 1983 Union of Concerned Scientistc
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Lesson

6
WHAT IS NECESSARY FOR SECURITY?
,

/
LESSON CAPSULE:
Lesson b begins by eliciting student feelings about U.S -USSR relations and ends by

asking how the present military buildup meets U.S domestic needs and national
security goals

.

Students share the letters they have written expressing their concerns about
nuclear war Students then play a decisionmaking game, standing beside different
statements taped around the room that express their views about U S -USSR relations This leads into an activity in which students express the fears that both Americans and Soviets have about the threat of nuclear war
Students discuss the meaning of national security and read the U.S. goals for
national security They then discuss whether nuclear weapons help fulfill those goals

By creating a national budget, students examine the possible effects of future
budgets on the quality of life in the United States Students write in their Journals for
homework

PURPOSES:
To discuss Issues of the needs for national security and the threat of Soviet
aggression

To examine U S. foreign policy and national security goals.
To examine the effects of military spending on the U.S. economy and quality of life.

MATERIALS:
to.

,

The Purpose of National SecurityWorksheet 6-1.

United States National BudgetWorksheet 6-2
Proposed 1987 National BudgetWorksheet 6-3.
100 poker chips or tokens

Newsprint, magic marker, and tape

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON:
t

,

A Le tters Review the homework from L esson 5 Ask several students to.s.hare the
letters they wrote You may choose to have students read each other's letters
After hearing several letters, discuss the following.
What Issues were most Important to your
If students wrote to the Soviet government, ask
If a Soviet youth your age were writing you a letter, what do you think she or
54

he would say?

Collect the letters. For ptudents who want to actually send their letters, you
can either (1) find out the appropriate addresses, collect the letters and mail them

or (2) tell students to find out the appropriate address and mail the letters
themselves.

*B Decisionmaking on U.S.-USSR Relations. Print each of the following decisionmaking

statements on separate sheets of newsprint and tape on the walls around the
room.

-

1. The Soviet Union is out to conquer the world.
2. The Soviet Union wants peace as much as the United States.
3. The United States should prevent the spread of Communism at all costs.
4. The Soviets and Americans should divide,up the world.
5 Both the Soviets and the Americans should look after their own business and
stay out of the affairs of every other country in the world.
Tell students to stand next to the statement they most agree with After each
group chooses a spokesperson, groups should spend five to ten minutes discuss-ing why they chose that position. Then the spokespeople present each group's
perspective. Allow students time to ask questions of each other and respond to
others' positions.
'Draw a line down the center of the chalkboard and write AMERICAN FEARS
on one side and SOVIET FEARS on the other. Ask: "Why is the United States
afraid of the Soviet Union?" Write the answers under the first heading. Then
reverse the question: "Why is 'the Soviet Union afraid of the United States?"
Write the answers under the second heading. (Examples of these fears could be
fear of invasions, Communism or Democracy, nuclear attack, niampulating allies
and controlling the world's resources.) Compare the two columns and discuss the
following:
V-r
Why is national security such an irtportant issue for the two countries today?
How do our fears and attitudes affect the foreign policy of the United States?
C. Ask students to define the purpose of national security. Write the answers on the
board. Pass out Worksheet 6-1 (The Purpose of National Security). (The original
text is in the Teacher Notes for this lesson.) Read the goals aloud and discuss the
following: .
Why are these goals important?
Is it important to help protect our allies and friends? Why or why not?
Is it important fo protect our borders? Why or why not?
Is It important to protect our access to natural resources? Why or why not?
Do nuclear weapons help ensure national security? Why or why not?
What ways of ensuring national security do you think are most Important?
*D. The Milttary Budget and Its Effects. Ask students to brainstorm a list of services that
tax dollars pay for. The list can be put on the board and might include:
health care and hospitals
public transportatkue
parks
public schools
roads and highways

pension plans
social security
police

firefighters
military

Divide students into five groups. Hand out the blank budget sheet (Worksheet 6-2) to all students and 20 tokens to each group Tell students that the'
budget sheet lists the various areas in which federal budget money is spent. The
20 tokens represent the total amount of money in the U.S. budget Each group
has to decide how many tokens should be spent for each category. They should

divide up the tokens and then write their decisions next to each item on the
budget sheet.

55
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Write the categories from the budget sheet on the board Have each group'
indicate the number of tokens they would spend on each category Average the
number of tokens in each category, write it down and circle it
out the Proposed 1987 National Budget (Worksheet 6-3) Tell students
represents the average figures of the proposed 1987 United States budget
Write on the board the number of tokens (dollar figures rounded off to, fit the
exercise) this budget allocates to each category Circle these numbers and compare them with student figures Discuss the following

(i

Were the budget figures simil,ar7 If not, how were they different7-

How might the defense budget affect other budget decision's?

*E Homework Tell students that their homViork assignment is to write their reactions, thoughts, and feelings of the day iti their journals

TEACHER NOTES:

THE PURPOSE OF NATIONAL SECURITY"

(A statement from the Executive Office of the President)
DEPARTMENT oF DEFENSE

The basic national Security objective of the United States defense program is to

prevent warparticularly nuclear war The purpose ci( United States national security programs is to deter other nations from threatenmg our vital interests as well

0

as those of our allies and friends This deterrence must be based on the maintenance
of strategic rkuclear capabilities, which make nuclear war with us an unacceptable
option, maritime superiority, a strong force posture in NATO and Northeast Asia,
and the ability to deploy and sustain our' forces worldwide
.....1.,

.1

Nahanni Neeti< Statement

Protect America's people, its institutions, and its lands from foreign
aggression
TO. Federal Role In MeetIng the Ne.ed

Deter any attack upon, and prevent the coercion of, the United States, its
allies, and friends
Protect U S economic interests and U S citizens abroadMaintain access to critical resources
Maintain, in conjunction with our allies, the military capabilities required to

counter the expansion of Soviet military presence, particularly where such
expansion threatens the interests of the United States

D

5b

iE \terpted from BudOt ot the thntrti ',tat, I,oretntrtent

[N,11 )'cat loS 4

Office of Management and Budget (Washington D (

[xet.littC Of tii.e of-the Precident

Covernment Printing Of fit.e, 10821
.1.

:=5,1,

Worksheet 6-1

THE PURPOSE OF NATIONAL SECURITY'5
(A statement from the Executive Office of the President)

The basic national security objective of the U.S. defense program

is to prevent warparticularly nuclear war. The purpose of U.S.

national security programs is to prevot other nations from threatenihg our natural re4ources and other ii-lterests as well as those of our
allies and friends. To do this we must have nuclear weapons so that
other countries realize that they cannot win a huclear war with us. We
need to have strong naval forces, a glrong military presence in Europe
and Northeast Asia; and the`ability to send our forces worldwide.

NATIONAL NEEDS STATEMENT:

Protect America's people, its government and society, and its lands
from foreign forces.

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN MEETING THE NEED:

Prevent any attack upon, and prevent the manipulation of, the
UnitedStates, its allies, and friends.
Protect U.S. resources, businesses, and citizens abroad.
t Maintain access to important resources.

Continue to have, along with our allies, the military capabilities.
needed to stop the expansion of Soviet military forces, especially
where this threatens the interests of the United States.

#,

, Pa raphra.ed from ENif ot thi Ilecttif shit,. t,,,,iriimirf I ',al 1, 1, IJ', ; f X« u h% e Of Inc ot the President
Office of Management and Budget (tNia.hington f) C (,ocernment Printing Office Ios2i
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'Worksheet

UNITED STATES NATIONAL BUD9ET

Listed below are six categories. The task of your group is fo decide
how much money to spend on each 'category. Your 20 tokens represent

all of the money in the national budget. Distribute the 20 tokens
among the six categories. Once you have 'made your decisions, write
down the number of tokens you have given to each category.

CATEGORY

NUMBER OF TOKENS

1. Social Needs:
Education
Food and nutrition
Job training
Social services

i. Social Security, Retirement, and Unemployment
3. National Defense
4. Physical Needs:
National resources and environment
Transportation
Housing
Community development

5. Health:
Medical researCh

Medical programs for the elderly,
handicapped, and poor
eat

6. Science and Politics:

Energy
Science
Agriiulture
international iffairs'.

,.58
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1,

t.4, ,.
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-

.

-

,

.

.

' , 'List f d lpeloiy,, itie thi. six ''categiaries you used to develop your

.

,

,...

Ilatipr,V . buciget.
1 tte nuynbers;,'that 'Eave, been added represent the
r
amount', or rilbney in ahe 'i*roeposed 140. national. budget.16 Compare
'fhe4e,rictrnbs With., it.* ones.YOU chok,fOr your national budget.
-,)
,

, ...

..

-

, w,

,

,

e,

WEGPIZY
.

..

,

,,

-

,,-

5e.

NUMBER OF TOKENS

,

,

,<.

1. SOciat,Needs' .., 'Echtdation'

1

<

,

oV

.

'

Fdod, and ,nutritiop-

,

Job training
.SociaI services
I

2. Soci41 Securiiy. Retirement, and Unemployment
3.. 'National Defense

6

V

9

0

0

4.

'Physical.14eeds:
',Natural resOurces and environment
Transportatioh.
Housing ,

1

Community, deve lopment

5. Health:

2

Me'dical.research
.
Medical pro-grams for' the elderly,
hanCiicapped, and poor

6. Science and Politics: ..
'Energy*
SCience.

Agriculture,
Internationals affairg.
(NOTE fnterest on the national debt and government administration costs are not included in
this exercise.)

.

(6 The actual figures for this exercise were obtained from Budgrt of the Ontted Statri Gorernment Fmal Year 1983,

Executive.Office of the.President Office of Management and Budget (Washington, D C Government

Priniing Of fiCe. 1982)
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Lesson

7

,

REDUCING THE RISK

LESSON CAPSULE:
Lesson 7 builds on knowledge from previous clag'ses oriconflict resolution and
nuclear war Issues. The lesson begins with the exploration of winning thrOugh coop-

eration ana communication. The students then learn facts about the United Stat8
and the Soviet Union;the countries and people, land mass, population densities, and
what the countries stand to lose in a nuclear conflict. Students begint to examine
various options to reduce the risk of war by learning abouepossible national security
policies.

Students then fill out a questionnaire about national security which they take
home as an adult survey. They begin to study reasons why people hold different
vie..points. These activities are in preparation for Lesson 8, which deals with differing positions and the influerve of the media on public opinion. An optional activity is

to play the Oil Islands Dispute game, Which simulates the struggle between two
countries for the same ten Islands on which there is oil.

PURPOSES:
' To learn that cooperation, especially in conjunction with communication, can
benefit both sides in conflict.

,.

To explore some characteristics and security needs of the United States and the
Soviet Union

To understand different meaats of averting nuclear war, Including arms control
and/or deterrence through military strength.
To examine pers nal feelings about the arms race. .
..,

MATERIALS:
Prepare for Cooperation Rectangles (see Activity A).
Fact sheet on the United States and the Soviet UnionWorksheet 7-L
Fact sheet on National Security OptionsWorksheet 7-2.
Paper ballots.

National Secunty QuestionnaireWorksheet 7-3--two copies per student.
Red and blue poker chips (or colored paper squares, or coins, etc.) enough for
two-thirds the class numbere g , for a class of 30, you need 20 blue and 20'red
chips.

Prepare for Oil Islands Dispute gameWorksheet 7-4.

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON:
prepare a set of five rectangles for each group of
five students, using the diagrams below Make each rectangle on construction
paper or posterboard, using the measurements indicated For each set, cut the five

A Cooperation Rectangles. Before class,
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rectangles into their smaller pieces. Mix all the pieces together-and then sort them
into five piles. Be sUre that no single pile contains an Afire rectangle. Fasten each
pile with a paper clip and place the set in an envelope.

Divide the class into groups of five students and have each group sit at a
table. Extra students can serve as silent observers to report the group process
back to the class. Distribute an envelope with the clipped sets of rectangle pieces
to each group. Tell students that when you give the signal, one member of each
group will quietly distribute the clipped sets of rectangle pieces to the others in
the group Eacrgroup member should unclip his or her pieces and lay them down.
Each group's task is to form five rectangles of the same size by redistributing the
pieces. However, there are two rules to this game. Each group must work in
silence, and no person can gesture to another to get or take a piece. Each person
can only offer a piece to another. The other person can choose whether or not to
accept the offered piece. The group's task is complete when members have
formed five rectangles of equal size.
Remember: No member can speak, and no member may ask or signal that he or
she wants a particular rectangular piece. Group members, however, may give
pieces away.

The letters on the individual pieces allow you to reconstruct the rectangles when necessary. The pieces are not lettered in alphabetical order (for
example, a, b, c and cl--,Rectangle 1) because this would provide a key for students
Note.

Nya

3"

9"
S

4 .5"
9"

4.5"
6"

\

h
6"

40

9"

t
4.5"

r-

3"

6"

6"

km

b

nt

9"

6"

6"

C

4.5"

4.5"
6"

9"

4.5"

4.5"

4.5"

3"

B. Dollar Game

This game demonstrates that bargaining, kmn'promise, and negotiation with "the other side" help everyone in the end. Two teams compete for the
same goala $1 bill and their tendency to try to outbid each other does not
result in a gain
Rules Divide the class into two groups. Hold up a $1 bill and tell students you will
give the dollar to the side that makes the highest bid Both sides must give the
money they bid to you regardless of whether they get the dollar bill. Flip a coin to
see which side goes first.

6:)
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After one side bids a few cents, the other side will bid higher. Both sides may

bid until the amount reaches 99¢and then they see their folly! After one side
goes over 50, it may become apparent that you will gain at the next bid, since the
sum of the two bids will be more than $1. One side may even begin to negotiate
.
with the other at an earlier point.
Both sides can gain if they negotiate early so that each side bids1ess than 50¢.
They split the dollar, and you lose. After playing the game, ask students.
What were their immediate reactions to the bidding idea?
At'what point did they realize that bidding higher and bigher was not working

in their favor?
Do people automatically compete?
Does negotiation help each side win? If so, how?

*C. National Security Options. Divide students into groups of four to seven. Have students read the fact sheet on the United States and the Soviet Union (Worksheet
7-1) and answer the questions about what would be lost in the event of nuclear

war Then on Worksheet 7-2 have students rank order their preferences for
national security options (see Teacher Notes).
*D. National Security Questionnaire. Have students fill out the questionnaire (Worksheet
7-3) in class.

*E Journal. If you have elected to use the journal, have students make their entries
*F. Homework. Students take home a copy of Worksheet 7-3 (National Security Ques-

tionnaire) for an adult to fill out. Tell students to inform the adult that the
purpose is to compare answers between two different age groups.,
G. OphonarActwity

Oil Islands Dispute. Cut up and distribute Worksheet 7-4, giving each student
$10 billion to start the game. Have students play the game in groups of three
(see Teacher Notes)

*

TEACHER NOTES
National Security Options (Activity O.
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ee the information from Union of Concerned

Scientists and the Committee on the Present Danger (Appendix 2) for background
information on security policies.
After students are in groups of four to seven, pass out both Worksheet 7-1 on
the United States and the Soviet Union, and Worksheet 7-2 on national security
options Have students read and discuss the fact sheets about the two countries
Students should answer the questions on Worksheet 7-1 before rank ordering the
national security options from most to least desirable (1 to 6). After 10 to 15 minutes,
ask for group rankings with one or two advantages and one or two disadvantages.
Tell students that they viII be given the chance to vote for the policy of their choice
after hearing arguments for each option. While each group spokesperson gives his
or her presentation, it is important that other students not respond with Judgments
or criticisms, since this could affect the later presentations
. Students then vote with paper ballots and the votes are tallied At this point the
teacher should explain that many military experts believe that the U S and the Soviet
Union may need to pursue several of these ophons in order to reach a new arms
limitation agreement
Ask students what keeps the United States and the Soviet Union from reaching
agreement on mutually beneficial national security policies They may mention distrust, suspicion, and ignorance. Discuss- this activity in terms of what they have
learned about the benefits of communication and cooperation

,

6i

Game Rules for Oil Islands Dispute (Optional Activity)." Divide the class into
groups of
three. One person represents the United States, one the Soviet Union, and the
third
is referee and scorekeeper. Read the following scenario and then explain the rules:
It is the year 2030 and vast oil deposits have been discovered on 10 Islands in the
Bering Straits between the United States and the Soviet Union. Neither country has

ever pressed its claim to the islands although each has strong historical and legal
reasons for doing so. Now, however, with a serious shortage of oil clearly ahead, both
countries consider the islands eitremely im?ortant.
During each round of this game (10 rounds total), the United States and the
Soviet Union must decide to SEIZE or COOPERATE on an island. The two students
each hold both a red and blue chip under the table. When the referee
says "Go," both
players quickly, and at the same time, display a chip that indicates their intention.
The
red chip will represent SEIZE and the blue chip COOPERATE. (Alternatively,
a
closed fist could represent SEIZE and an open palm could represent COOPERATE.)
If one player shows a red chip and the other a blue chip, the first (red
chip)
receives an oil island and gains $2 billion in profits; the second (blue chip) loses $1
If both show blue chips, both cooperate, and gain $1 billion in profit and share
the Island When both show the red chip, both seize; neither gets the island, and
they
lose $1 billion the first time, $2 billion the second time, and $3 billion the third time,
(the third time both seize can represent nuclear war and both sides lose
everything
both have scores of zero). Students keep track of gains and losses, and all
groups give
the teacher the scores at the end of 10 rounds

Comments: A variation would be to play the game first in silence, then again
allowing communication. Explain to students that people from different
countries often do not speak the same language and cannot communicate verbally.
Students are strongly discouraged from continuing to seize. It can be pointed
out
that nuclear war declared by one superpower can become disastrous for both sides.

After the game, discuss the results with the students:
Did escalation and the threat of nuclear war prevent them from seizing?
Did communication (during the second round) encourage cooperation?
Did efforts to seize the islands increase mistrust?
Did illy of the groups establish trust without communication?

The following matrix may help explain the possible comlimations of SEIZING

and COOPERATING.

SOVIET UNION
COOPERATE
(blue)

SEIZE

(fed)

+1
+1

+2

-1

-1

-'----C------------3
l'Oil Islands Dispute game rules and matrix from "Teaching Youth Abbut Conflict and War" by William
A Nesbitt and others, in Teaching Sara! Studie in an Age of Celoi (NCSS Bulletin No 5, 1973, pp 79-82)
This game was developed by William A Nesbitt, based on "Prisoner's Dilemma See Anatol Rapoport,
Fight. Gamec and Debate. (Ann Arbor. Mich University of Michigan Press, OW Reprinted
with permission of the National Council for the Social Studies
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Worksheet 7-1
.4"

-

U.S.-USSR FACT SHEET

The Soviet Union, or Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), is
a country, approximately 21/2 times the size of the United States. It has
270 million people, mostly concentrated in the western portion of the
country due to the harsh climate and liying conditions elsewhere. The
Soviet Union has large important reserves of minerals.
The Soviet Union is bordered by many countries, including some
.

liP

unfriendly countries and others that are part of the Warsaw Pact,
which includes countries that are friendly to the Soviet Union. In the

past, there have been as many as 1 million Chinese troops on the
Soviet-Chinese border. The Soviet Union lost about 20 million people
in World War II in addition to about 11 million in World War I and the
Civil War of 1918. The country exploded its first nuclear weapon in
1949 and now has about 7,500 warheads targeted at the United States.
About 75 percent of Soviet strategic weapons are on ICBMs. Another
20 percent are on submarines and 5 percent are on bombers.*

MISSILE-SUBMARINE BASES

CITIES (POPULATION)

MAJOR AIRFIELDS

100.000 TO 250.000

IMISSILE-LAUNCHING SITES

250.000 TO 1,000.000
MORE THAN 1.000.000

Vi

MISSILE-TESTING CENTERS"

41,
i's From 'The Prompt and Delayed Effects of Nuclear War'' by Kevin N Lewis Copyright © 1079 by
Scientific American, Inc All rights reserved

The United States is a country smaller in size' than. ihe Soviet
Union. The United States has 230 million people, and its population is,
more dispersed, partially clip to milder climate. The United States has a
wealth- of natural resources' including rich farms, waterways, and.
minerals.
The United States is bordgred on the north by. Canada and on the
south by. Mexico, both friendly countries. The Unifed States has lost
over I million people in past wars including the Civil War, World Wars, I
and H, Korea, and Vietnam. However, no war has been fought in the
United States since the Civil War. It exploded its first nuclear weapon
in 1945. Less than a month, later, it dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The United States has about 9,500 warheads targeted at the Soviet Union. About 25 percent of U.S. strategk weapons
are on ICBMs. AnotIler 50 percent are on submarines and 25 perant
are on boinbers.

,

MISSILE-SUBMARINE BASES

CITIES (POPULATION)
100,000 TO 250,000

MAJOR AIRFIELDS

250,000 TO 1,000.000
MORE THAN 1.000,000

IMISSILE-LAUNCHING SfTES
I.

MISSILE-TESTING CENTERS "

oFrom "The Prompt and Delayed Efiects of Nuclear War" 1,), Kevin N Lewis Copyright ©
1079 by
Scientific American, Inc All rights reserved
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After reading the fact sheet on the U.S.-USSR, answer the following:

1. How do the populations of the two countries compare in
a. number?

.b. concentration or density of peoPle (see dotted key below the
maps)?

2. Compare the two countries in terms of the number and location of
a. major airfields
b. missile-launching sites.

3. Compare the two countries in terms' of the number of people who
died in past wars. '-

4. List three ways the United States couId benefit from arms control
,,
agreements.
*

5.

'tist three 'ways the Soviet
agreements.

Unign

could benefit from arms c.ontrol
,

.-

6. List three reasons why the continuation of aKa7-rns 6uildup copld
protect each country's interests.
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.Worksheet 7-2
NATIONAL SECURITY OPTIONS
Below are six possible actions that the United States and the Sovet Union could
take' tn order to either limit or continue the arms race After reyeng the fact sheet
and thinking about previous lessons, discuss with the group which option is in both
countries best interest and assign that choice a #1. Agree on tbe neszet one preferred
(#2) and continue until the group ranks all six possible actions. For e
action, decide
ll "report your
upon its advantages and disadvantages One person from wur gro
decisions back to the class
Number

Advantages
.

.

COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN TREATY

Disadvantages

..

Consideration of a Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty began more than 20 years ago, The

.

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty would erid, not

lust limit, all testing of nuclear .weapons' It

.

would also provide Nr possible on-site inspections in each country

BILATERAL DISARMAMENT
This ould gradually reduce the number of
wevto
on each side until eventually all
nucTek .arms were eliminated.

UNILATNAL DISARMAMENT
This invktIves one country announcing that it
will reduct arms regardless of what the other

(

,.

.,

does The goal is to gradually reduce antis until
t
there are no mdre.
,

PEACE.THI3OUGH STRENGTH

One country tries to convince another not to
attack, threatening to do massive damage if it is

attackell' Many supporters of "peace through
strength" say the U S needs mot* weapons
before it can choose this option

BILAtERAL FREEZE
% Each side would agree to half the testing, pro- '
duchon, and deplbymeni (placement) of all new
nuclear weapons and their delivery systems
NO'FIRST USE .
One co.untry anztounces that it promises not to
be the first to use nuclear weapons in the hope

that the other country will agree to do, the
'same

OTHEk
pfr3Unton ot Cencerned SClientiqc
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Worksheet 7,3
,

NATIONAL SECURITY QUESTIQNNAIRE

After each of the following statements, indicate whether you agree
(A), disagree (D), or don't know (DK):

1. There can be no such thing as a "limited" nuclear war.
2.

The world has too many nuclear weapons.

AID-IDK

3.

The United States and the Soviet Union can work
together to stop the threat of nuclear war.

AIDIDK

4.

Conflict is a normal part of life.

AIDIDK

5:

Conflict always results in violent action.

A/WOK

6.

War is sometimes necessary to settle disagreements.

AUDIDK

7.

The Soviets are more likely than the Americans to start
AIDIDK
a nuclear war.
.

,

4

AID/DK

The radio, TV, and newspapers always report what is
really happening in the world.
9. The world is becoming more violent.

AIDIDK

10. A single person can affect the course of the future.

AIDIDK

8.

AIDIDK

If adults make comments on questions above, briefly state them
below:
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I

1

1
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i
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I

i

1

1

1
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A
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Lesson

8
OPINIONS AND PERCEPTIONS OF WAR

LESSON CAPSULE:
In Lesson 8, students learn to develop their own opinions separate from the
nkany influences in their lives

The student questionnaire completed in Lesson 7 and the adult questionnaire
completed as homework are tallied to find general opinions on conflict and war They
are then compared for similarities and differences. Students explore their sources of
Information about the world and try to decide which sources are factual and which
emphasize opinion Students learn to separate fact from opinion and' discuss the
concept of propaganda. Through the rumor game, students learn how facts may be
distorted. The Who Said It? exercise demonstrates that people may be Influenced as
much by the person speaking as by the content of a statement
Lastly, in the Optical Illusions exercise students learn that situations can be
perceived in more than'one way They use this Idea irt completing the homework
assignment

PURPOSES:
To compare adult and student opinions on conflict and nuclear war

To understand that an event, situation, or statement can be viewed in more than
one way.

To learn to separate fact from opinion.
To explore how opinion or bias in the meaia can influencepublic opinion.
To ormulate opinions about the arms race.

MATERIALS:
Fact/opinion articles and letterWorksheets 8-1a, 8-16, 8-1c.
Kennedy and Hitler statementsWorksheet 8-2
Optical IllusionsWorksheet 8-3
Is This Fact or Opimon?Worksheet 8-4
a

DESCRIPTIQN OF LESSOM
*A. Comparing Student and Adult Surveys. Wnte the numbers 1 through 10 on the board

Have students take out their questionnaires completed the previous night Also,
pass out to each student the same questionnaire (which they took during the
previous lesson). Tally the number of adults who agreed, disagreed or didn't know

for each statement. Follow the same process to tally the student results
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(If

students are self-conscious about sharing the results of either questionnaire, have
them pass in their papers and compile the results yourself ) Post the results on the
board

fr-

Review each statement and have students discuss the general Opinlow of
adults on that statement Ask students to share any other comments Idults macl.e
during the interview Discuss adultsgeneral views about conflict arid war -as'
determined by the questionnaire Follow the same process in exprnining.student
opinions of each statement Discuss the followingAre there any differences between adult and student views on these issues?.lf
so, what are they? Nhy do ychi think .they exist?
What are the similarities between adult and student views on these issues?
What differences arcd similarities did you have with the adult you interviewed?
*B Where Do You GI't 'Your Information? Ask students to list where they get their
information about the world (TV, radio, movies; magazines, newspapers, friends,

parents, teachers, other adults)
Write FACT and OPINION on the board. Ask pudents what each word
means (Fact' something known as 'certain Opinion a belief based on knowledge,
but not proven )
Split the class into groups of four to six,students Each group should choose
two sources of information that are more fact than opinion and two that are more
opinion thanlact Each group should choose a recorder to write down the reasons

for their choices. After 10 to 15 minutes, have the class reconvene and the

recorder from each group present the group's conclusions Discuss the following:
Which sources were cdnsidered to be more factual?
Do these sources alwys give out facts?
Which sources seemed more oriented toward opinion?
Why is It Important to be able totell the difference between fact and opinion?
Do you believe everything you hear or read?
*C ,Separating Fart from Opinion. Prior to the class, choose the letter or articles labeled

Worksheet 8-1 for students to use in this activity based on reading ability, interest, and content If none of the selections seems appropriate, you may select an
alternate article from the, newspaper.
Pass out Worksheet 8-1 Have students take out a blank sheet of paper and
write two headings across the top, FACT and OPINION Tell students to read the
article and, afterward, to write down three facts and three opinions from the

article
Write two headings on the board, FACT and OPINION Have students share

the facts and opinions they found and write them on the board Discuss the

following
Why is it important when listening to TV or reading a newspaper to know what
is fact and what is opinion?
How do you decide what is fact and what is opinion?

Why is it Important to develop your opinions from fact rather than someone
else's opinion?
Is it OK if your opinion differs from someone else's? Why or why not?
Write the word PROPAGANDA on the board Ask students if they knoiv the
meaning (American Heritage Dictionary definition all words and actions that
express an opinion in the form of facti-Write students' definitions under the.word
on the board Discuss the following
How does propaganda Influence us?
How can opinions be used as propaganda?

/ How might propaganda prevent the United States and the Soviet Union from
peacefully solving their problem?

D The Rumor Game Divide students into two groups and place both groups at one end
of the ;loom at 'points C and D (see diagram below) .Ask for a volunteer from each
4

group Have the two volunteers go to the other side of the room Quietly read
them the Rumor Game statement given in the Teacher Notes for this lesson. Tell
them they have to tell the statement as accur-ately as possible to someone else in
their group The students should stand at points A and B, call someone from their
group to,come over, and quietly tell that person the statement The first student
from eachgroup should sit down at points A and B, and the second student from
each group should call over another member of hislher group, Continue until the
last member of each group has heard the story Both of the final students should
say what they heard (You may wish to have one of these students leave the room

while .the other gives his or her version of the story ) Now read the original
statement, nd discuss the following.
How did the statement change?
If someone believed what the last person said after hearing it, how far from the
truth would shelhe be?
How could this process create misunderstandings between the United States
and the Soviet Union?
A

Who Said It' Cut copies of the Kennedy and Hitler statements (Worksheet'8-2) in
half. Give the top half to one ,s--ide of the class and the bottom half to the other
side Have students silently read the statement and think about It. (This is actually
a fictitious stateme(t ) Then ask how many students agreed with the statement
Tell everyone that it was written by neither person Discuss the following.
How does knowing who said something influence how It is Interpreted?
Why is it Important to evaluate the meaning of something aFrTFrom who said
it?
F

Perceiving Different Images Pass out the Optical Illusions (Worksheet 8-3) Have
students look at each figure and tell you what they see. If they haven't yet seen
that there are two ways of looking at each picture, have them go back and look for
a second image: Figure A, a goblet and two faces; Figure B, the face of a young
woman and the face of an old woman
Tell students that many times when people look at things, they see what is

most pleasing to them, or what they are most used to People don't usually
discover more than one way of looking at things Discuss the following:

When reading or hearing about something concerning the world, why is

it

important to think of more than one way of looking at a ,situation?

*G Journal If you have elected to use the journal, remind students to make their
entrtes
H Homework Hand out Worksheet 8-4 (Is This Fact or Opinion?) Ask students to
complete' it for homework, based on the day's discussion

TEACHER NOTES:
Rumor Game Statement Read this statement to the first person in each group Read
it aloud to the entire classaiter the final student in each group has stated what she or
he heard

Alice likes John But John has been going out with Sue for several months John
likes Alice also, but Isn't sure what to do
72

fictitious statement
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Worksheet 8-la

Reagan; 'right time' for right missile'20
By Curti,s_Wilkie, Globe Staff

WASHINGTONPresident Ronald Reagan
announced yesterday a plan to deploy the MX missile
force in a tight cluster of silos near Cheyenne, Wyo
The decision was coordinated with a televised
address by Reagan last night in which he said the US
military buildup was necessary as part of a "strategy
for peace."
"It is sadly ironic that in these modern times It

still takes weapons to prevent war," Reagan said "I
wish it did not Contending that "one-sided arms
control doesn't work," Reagan added, "We have tried
time and again to set an example by cutting our own
forces in the hope that the Soviets will do likewise
The result has been that they keep building
To counteract the Soviet threat, he said, "We will
modernize our military in order to keep the balance
for peace."
Even as he announced plans to modernize the US
strategic nuclear force, Reagan said he was pursuing

improved relations with the Soviet Union and still
hoped eventually to obtain an agreement with Moscow to reduce the arsenals on both sides
He made It clear that his chief initiative will be a
move to place 100 MX missiles in "superhard" silos
a basing mode recommended by the Defense Department And known as "dense pack
In connection with the theme that the new Intercontinental ballistic missile is essential to deter the
\'`.----- Soviet Union from launching an attack, Reagan said
he was naming the MX "Peacekeeper

t

.0

The program\ would cost about $26 billion,

concentrate the missiles at the Francis E Warren Air
Force Base near Cheyenne after weighing a wide
range of,optionricte said cost was a consideration
A plan by the C'cte.x
ministration to scatter
missiles through several Weste
tates was abandoned by Reagan a year ago "Not only Was the
financial cost high$40 to $50 billion," Reagan said
in a formal statement announcing his decision, "but
the cost of our Western citizens in terms of water,
land, social disruption, and environmental damage
seemed unreasonable ".
"We concluded that by pulling the launch sites
much closer together and making them a great deal
harder, we could make significant savings," Reagan
said "We would need fewer silos, much less land,.
and, in fac , fewer missiles The President did not
mention it, ut Wyoming was more receptive toward
serving as t e base for the missiles than the other
states
Under the "dense pack" theory, Reagan said, "we
would achieve a system that could survive against
the current and protected Soviet rocket Inventory
Deployment of such a system would require the
Soviets to make costly new technical developments if
they wish to even contemplate a surprise attack
He said the system would be designed to provide
for additional silos "If the Soviets will not agree. to
strategic arms reductions

"The Soviet military buildup must not be
ignored," he said "If my defense proposals are
passed, it will still take five years before we come

Reagan said. If Congress approves funds quickly,
the system could be operational by late 1986
Aware of opposition to the proposal, the Presi-

close to the Soviet level

dent appealed, in a letter released by the White
House, to members of Congress to "keep an open
mind on this complex and Important question and
permit the Administration to make its case for the

Soviets, since they are so far ahead, have little incentive to negotiate with us," Reagan said

decision "

Before making his speech, Reagan met with a
bipartisan congressional delegation to make a personal plea on behalf of the program, but there were
indications that he faces a difficult struggle to win
funds for the MX
Reagan said Illhat he settled on the proposal to

"Unless we demonstrate the will to rebuild our

strength and restore the military balance, the

The President promised to continue efforts to
eliminate all intermediate-range nuclear missiles, a
policy he announced almost exactly a year ago in a
speech in which he called upon the Soviets to dismantle .their 5S20 missiles in Eastern Europe in
exchange for an American agreement not to deploy
an equivalent missile m Europe

"The Soviet Union has thus far shown little
inclination to take this major step," Reagan said

20 Exec rpted from The Boston Globe, November 2, 1982 Reprinted with permission
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Worksheet 8-lb

THE MUSHROOM CLOUD CORKING IN OUR MINDS,'
Once again we paid homage to these, the grim-

has been a leader in this antinuclear awakening How

mest of our anniversaries Aug o, the bombing of

do we live with this bomb7 Do we live as if the end
were inevitable, and opt for the private pleasures of
life Do we live as if change were possible? Do we

Hiroshima Aug Q, the bombing of Nagasaki
By now, there has grown a kind of ritual to these
anniversaries We round up the usual survivors, the
usual statistics, the usual sentiments
We remind ourselves annually that those two
primitive nuclear bombs killed 200,000 people
immediately, and 130,000 people slowly
We have on hand for these occasions a ready

supply of powerful quotes about nuilear bombs
Which one did you hear this year? Einstein, Eisenhower,, or perhaps this one from Churchill 'The

Stone Age may return on the gleaming wings of
may even brin4about its total deScience and
struction Beware, I say Time may be short
Still, this Is always a curious anniversary It's less
of' aAemorial to the pain of the past than a homage
to:theanxiety of the present
This past week we commemorated 37 years of
life with the bomb In this time we have built enough
weapdryS between us, the United States and USSR, to

destr,oy a million Hiroshimas Two generations of us

have kpwn up with the sense of their future hanging by,'s,hair trigger
. The ,3,var babies, the postwar babies were the
.first wriose childhood nightmares took mushroom
shapes

Otir monster was One that we couldn't

escape Despite the school drills, all the civil-defense
folhes of the fifties, we knew that it would be impossible to duck the bomb
The bomb has hUng over us like some apocalypse

without the 'promise of redemption It s hard to cakulate lust how completely the bomb ha's permeated our
dady hves I don t know whether the existence of this
doomsday weapon paralyzed us orcatalyzed us, made

us fed hopelessness or an urgency But even during
the decades of denial, it hovered at the edge of our
consciousness

One teenaged summer night, I lay in the dark
and played out a fantasy with a friend What would
you do if you knew, you absofutely knew, the bomb
would be dropped in a year7 How many of our actual
aduR decisions are still made in that mode7

Last summer, on the 3oth anniversary, I had a
similar coniVersattop ,with Dr -.Helen Caldicott, who
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hve as if we can plan for our old age?
These questions have all seemed more intense

this year, when our government began to talk in a
mad patois about winnable wars and survivable wars
As the President ordered the making of 17,000 more

bombs and reassured us with bizarre plans for civil
defense, the country began to talk again about the
unthinkable
In the midst of this, a teenaged friend rephrased
my .own childhood questions. Matter-of-factly she
said that if she knew there was going to be a nuclear
war she wouldn't make plans toward medical school
Medical schlol, you see, took so long, was such hard
work
I reminded her about aH the people who had
made their lives since the bomb was invented We
don't stop, don't wrap oursdves in mourning sheets
and wait for the end We proceed, have to proceed, as
if there is sense to it.
Yet I have often wondered how much of the postwar unwilhngnesS Co delay gratification, to postpone
pleasure, to sacrifice for the next generation came
from the sense that we are living, literally, on a dead
hne

We may not overtly think about the bomb when
we invest in an IRA, sign a 25-year mortgage, plan a

pregnancy But it sits there mocking us from our
subconscious

I know that humans have always lived with fear
of the future Over centuries, religious zealots have
regularly been sure that Armageddon was around
the wrner Over centuries, ordinary people have had

fears of plague and childbirth and wars We are
hardly the first generation to ask how would Hive if I
knew precisely when I wcculd die?

Yet this is different We are not talking about
death but extinction Not talking about our future,
but about any future This .was, once again, the ominous background hum, the theme song for the annic,ersary of such an incompatible couple the human
being and the nude.* bomb
Ellen Goodman i% a {-Jobe iolumnisi
thc Wxyhington Po,t Writers Croup

Worksheet 8-1c
->

JUNIOR HIGH StHOOL LETTER
I&

Hi Terry,

Did you hear about Billy and Louis? They are 8th grade students at
my school. Billy is a nicer person than Louis. They eat during the same
lunch period.
Louis gets good grades but you can't trust him. I heard that Billy
.

doesn't like Louis. Billy has a girlfriend named Debbie. I saw Louis
talking to a girl during activity period. I think it was Debbie. I'm going
to tell Billy that Louis is moving in on his girlfriend.
See ,ya,

Pat

e--

*

,
1

1
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WorkAheet 8-2

KENNEDY AND HITLER

-

"There's too much crime being committed in our society today.
The justice system is muCh too easy on lawbreakers, and many times
favors the criminal, not the victim. We have to provide more protection
and create tougher laws to ensure the safety of our citizens."
.t,

John F. Kennedy

"There's too much crime being committed in our society today.
The justice system is much too easy on lawbreakers, and many times
favors the criminal, not the victim. We have to provide more protection
and create tougher laws to ensure the safety of our citizens."

Adolf Hitler
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Worksheet 8-3

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS"

Figure A

,
a

4

4

Figure B

,

v

..

22 Drawings from "The Allfe and the Mother-in-law" in Fundamentals of Scuial Psythology by Eugene L 'Hartley
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and Ruth E Hartley (New York Knopf)

.,

p

Worksheet 8-:4

IS THIS FACT OR OPINION?
.

Answer the following que"stions using the information we discussed in class today. You may usethe discussion or any wprkshets
from today's lesson.
1. List three facts about nuclear weapons.
a.
b.
c.

2. List three opinions'about nuclear weapons.
a.

b.
C.

3. Is it possible to heave different opinions from the ones you wrote
above? Why or why not?
4. Pick one of the opinions about nuclear weapons (from #2) and write
three facts to support the opinion.
a.
b.
c.

5. Why is it important toSAe your opinions on fact?

,
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Lesson.
A BETTER WORLD

v

LESSON CAPSULE:
THE STARTING POINT for a ,better world is the belief that It is possiPle.
Civiliiation begins in the imagination. The wild dream is the first step to reality.
It is thedirection-fincler l:;y which people locate higher goals and discern their,
highest selves.zs
Norman.Cousins

This lesson suggests the vision of a bette world through creative imagination.
Stilt:lents Will select oneof five diagrams that they think best describes their view of

the world today. The words A n d music of a song of your clique may be used to
;provide the background music and inspiration for the construction of student projects. Tjtese projects will present student'visions of how they would like the world to
be in the future. Individual projects may take any form the student chooses. story,
Painting, collage, mobile, song, skit, etc. This lesson is the "dream," the first step.
toward the reality of a better world. It.provides 'the imaginative force leading to the
action o f L e's s.on 114.

PURPOSES:
To have students reflect on.their view of the U:S. relationship to theworld today.
'To encatrage the Cise of imagination as a tool for cleating future options.
To begin to exathirie actions that might lead to t'he futures that steidents envision.

MATERIALS:
Dots handoutWorksheet 9-4.
. Optional background
muSic.
.
41- Art matelials: paints, craypas, collage in erial, scissors, glue, paper, etc.

DESCRIPTIO OF LESSON:
A. Homework. RevieW lesson 8's homework with students.

*B.. U.S.-Warld Rdationship Today.
1. Provide the class with five dot drawings in one of two ways:
a. DraW the diagrams on the board.
b. Distribute the "dots" liandout,(Worksheet 9-1) to each gudent.24
...
...4

2`Cousins, Norman i-iuman Options New York Norton, 1981

21Diagrams from Gallagher, Mary Beth, and.others Educating tor rfait and jushtr A Manual for rtnthers 5th ed

0 (p, 189) Si Louis. Institute for Education in Peke and Justice, 1976 (1981 edition available )
.
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41

2 Ask students to visualize the relationship between the United States and the
rest of the world..Have them select the dot drawing that best expresses their
view of Iluselationship and label the dot which they think represents the
e [hilted States.
r if
. Students. may draw a clot picture different from the five given

-.

-they Orefer.

3. After students.have chosen their pictures, ask a volunteer to explain his/her
view of the
relationship as well as .the reason she/he chose a partie. U S.-world
,
.
.
ular dOt picture
,

4. Count and record the number_kif students who also chose-this picture. Ask
,
severalotIler students to evIal why they thsose the same drawing.
i. Tally the number of students choosing Och dot crrawing. Elicit reasons for'
choosing each of the five drawings. The followip de,scriptione
may be hejpftil
J

.

,

...

in understanding the pictures:
.
a. Polarity; complete division
.,
:
-, b Separate groups with a few people in communtcaticin
"
'N
c_ Everyone t9gether
(.-__
d Tveryosne equichstan.t=conformity s
e Group that hangs together.but with. a number of people on the margin.25
6 After concliding the discussion of the current U.S -world relationship, have
stUdents choose the l'icture that-describes their hope for the U.S -world
: rela-,
onship in the year 2080 AtD.
,
A
rC Cla ss Atmosphere. H ave students listtiii ti> s o.me n3usicwhich encourages creativity.
The selections that follow or another Of yo choice might provide background
.,
'
111F :music for the subsetpient.art project:
Imagme" by John Lennon
"I Want to Live by John Denver
,
"Ain't Gonna Study-War No More" hy Pete Seeger

.

.

'

4.

.

;

.

-

.

,

':Ther,e's a Place for Us" from West Side Story.

t
.

.
.
i,

.

.

*-D. 2086 A.D This activity encourages students to create and consider options for t4e
future. Emphasis should be on, the idea*thatka better woHd begins with.the belief
tilt
that it is possible
L'
Ask students to create their vision of._how they would like the world to be in the
4.
,
year 2080 A.D. They may use any artistic expression they wish. story, i)ainting, t ollage,inobile, song', skit, etc
.
2. Ask students to comment on their vision of how the world will be in the year
4,1
2080 A D. Are tile two imageig different? Why?
3 You may wish to tust the year 2080 A.D. to the phrasee2,0 years from how,"
.1
or "when you are 60 years old." Some students may have,difficCilty envisioning
Hie world so far into the. future
*E Joiirnal f you have elected to use- the journal, remind students to make their'
-

i

!

..,.

,

.

enttkes..

Homettoork, (ndividvals Count). This homework.prePares students for Lesson 10
gardentstOnsidertwhat-aalons they could take tq mike the world a better place
Have studdits make 4 ltst of three to five things in each of these categories.
1 Things I Could Do,Now to MakeMy Eyeryday Life Better.
2 Things I Cquld Do Now to Make the World Better
3 ,Thingg I Copid Do When I'm Older to Make the World Better
.
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Workshrt 9-1

/

.DOTS26

Choose the picture that. best describes your view of the relation-.
ship between the United States and the world today. Label the dot
which represents the United States in the picture youshoose. You may
'draw a dot picture different from the five given if you prefer.

.of

-

o
Oft

o'
0:.1:
1

.'

IP

0

0.

.0

'

to
1

1

16 Vom Edutahng for Peace and Justice A. Manual for Tea, her, 5th ed , p 189, by Mary Beth Gallagher and olhers

(St Louis Institute for Education in Peace and l'ustice, NW Reprinted with permission of Institute for
- Peace and lustIce
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Lesson

10

..

CHOICES

a

LESSON CAPSULE:
The final Aay of the unit will give students time to reflect on the unit and
consider ideas for action At the beginning., you should remind students of the story
of The Hundredth Monkey and the power of the individual to make a difference, espe-.
cially when joined with others in group action Imagining what a better world could
look like (Lesson 9) can also be productive in encouraging students to act on their
beliefs

.

We hope this unit will have a lasting impression on students. Students should be
encouraged to express their feelings in a healthy way by contrnuing io discuss the
issues of nuclear war and conflicts and by incorporating their awareness in action
Students will suggest different ways theytcan educate Themselves And others
Activities and prOjects within the classroom and school are suggested to supplement
their ideas Encourage students to make realishc and appropriate suggestions (see
Teacher Notes), recognizing the climate of the school and community.
A few suggested projects may involve the entire school and require the approval

,

4.

of school administrators. One possibility is to present sympathetic administrators s.
with project ideas and to solicit their reactions. It is Important to gain such support
before publicizing an event.
Students should be given a few minutes to retake the student survey from
Less'on 1, incluading time to compare and discuss the differences in their responses
Students .should
also be encouraged to express their feelings about the unit in
.
general

(

PURPOSES:

,

, c---7.

To work together at brainstorming activities tor taking action within the classroom
... and sc hool

.

.

'1

.

,

c'

To embark upon a class or group project that will allow students to act on their
knowledge and feelings.

To reflect on the unit and evaluateot

,

MATERiALS:
Final quizWorksheet 10-1 (optional)

a

Student surveys (see Lesson 1, Worksheet 1-1)
82

Eisenhower sheetWorksheet 10-2
,

S i
..,

DESCRIPTION OF LESSON:
*A.

Homework from Lesson 9. Write on the board. Everyday. World. When I'm Older. gsk

students for ideas in each category.

*i3

1,1Prre#

Activities and Projects. Have students work in small groups (four to seven) to suggest

projects they can realistically accomplish within the classroom or school that will
incorporate their new knowledge (See Teacher Notes for suggestions )
After 15 minutes, have a spokesperson from each group present the group's
ideas to be written on the board or on newsprint. Ask students which projects, if
any, they would like toodo
Optional Have students work in small groups and decide on actions they can
take outside school, on the following leve[s of involvement.

COMMUNITY STATE LEGISLATURE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WORLD

*C

Journal Students should now pass in their journals fckr display or optional grading

D Optional

Have students take the final quiz (Worksheet 10-1) Add your own short-

1

answer, vocabulary, or essay questions based on what was emphasized in your
class

2 Have-students do a "whip" completing the statements
From this unit, I enjoyed
I learned

I didn't like
I recommend
Give students a few minufes to reflect on the unit In turn, they complete the
statements, or they may choose to pass
Have students list ways their feelings or ideas changed during this unit.

4 Have students read the Eisenhower quotesWorksheet 10-2anwer the
questions and express their feelings.
Have students write an essay on their feelings about the unit

5

TEACHER NOTES:
The following are suggested student activities
School

Teach younger children within the school topics learned in this unit
Do a videotape on the unit and play for the school.
Form student study groups on issues of ncklear war and its prevention Continue
to bring in clippings for the bulletin board and share information with friends
Have a poster display in the hall; have a poster contest
Have an awareness day at school ['ass out leaflets, pictures, poems, or essays on
nuclear war.
Write and perform a skit for the class or a school talent show
Organize an assembly on important issues pertaining to this unit Order a film (see
Appendix 1) or ask someone from the community to conie to speak
Write an article or editorial for the school newspaper
With the help of students, faculty, and school support staff, list concerns about the
arms race Have each person sign the list and mail it t6 state and federal policymakers

Design a logo or pattern for a T-shirt Work with the art department to have them
silkscreened If the class sells the shirts, send the extra motley to an organization in
the community that the class wants to support.

83

Take out an ad in the school newspaper with a list of concerns
Encourage teachers in other classes to spend a class period discussing nuclear war

Issues.

Have students organize events, such as poster displays, skits, or cassettes, for a

school open house.
Community

Organize a "fair" with booths, films, speakers, and music.
Write a letter, editorial, or article for the city newspaper. Call a local reporter and
tell himlher what the class is doing.
Contact the local radio and TV news and ask to present a one-minute summary of
class opinions on nuclear weapons or nuclear war
Set up a literature table at a community event such as iflea market or block party.
Contact the PTA and make the class's concerns known. Go to a PTA.meeting
prepared to speak for three minutes on issues of concern.
Find out the role the military plays in the community. Are weapons produced at a
local plant (see the map which follows)? Is research and development in progress at
a local university? Are weapons stored at a nearby base? Write an article containing
these facts for the local newspapei
Call or write your state legislators. Find'out their positions on arms limitation and
peace through strength. Write back expressing your views.
Collect signatures to place a referendum question on a nuclear issue bn the ballot.

Contact the state Department of Education and find out which schools have
courses on nuclear War.

Write the White House and tell the president of your concerns.
Send a telegram or mailgram to the president or your representative in Congress
(telegrams cost about $3.00 for 15 words).
Write your representatives and senators, and ask their views on nuclear war,
national defense, and potential arms agreements such as SALT, START, Freeze,
and No First Use After you receive their letters, write back explaining how you
agree or disgree with their views.
Read articles or congressional hearings on civil defense (available from conlmunity
groups or.the library) Write your views in response
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Worksheet 10-1

..

I

FINAL QUIZ
.,

Qirectwnsi For questions 1 throu-gh 12, choose .the best answer and
write its letter in the-answer space.
For questions 13 through 20, indicate whether the statement
is true or lalse.

1. Hiroshima is (a) a city in Japan, (b) the name of the
hundredth monkey, (c). eaten with chopsticks, (d) ,a city in
China.

2. The first atomic bomb was dropped in (a) 1925, .(b) 1935,
(c) 1945, (d) 1955.

3. A person who helps sgttle an argument is known as a

(a) warhead, (b) egghead, (c) escalator, (d) negotiator.
4. An MX missile is about as powerful as how many Hiroshima
bombs? (a) 50, (b) 100, (c) 200, (d) 250.

5. Invisible, harmful leftovers from a nuclear explosion are
known as (a) fusion, (b) radioactivity, (c) fission, (d)
escalation.

,

6. The U.S. government spends more of its budget on

(a) military programs, (b) social programs, (c) foreign aid,
(d) environment.

It

7. How many strategic nuclear weapons do the United States
and.the Soviet Union possess? (a) 2,000, (b) 4,000 (c) 8,000,
.

(d)-17,000;
,.

s

8. When one or more nations announce plans to stop te§ting or
developing new weapons, this policy is called (a)` freeze,
(b) no first use, (c) an arms race, (d) fallout.
9. When one nation announces that it will reduce its weapons
regardless of what another does, this policy is. called
(a) a test ban, (b) a freeze, (c) bilateral disarmament,
(d) unilateral disarmament.

10. Hibakusha is the name for (a) a city in the Soviet Union,
(b) Japanese survivors, (c) the atomic borpb dropped on
Japan. (d) the hundredth monkey
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11. The Hundredth Monkey is really a story about (a) sweet potatoes:

(b) the ability of the individual .to make . a difference,
(c) creation, (d) 10 different ways to compromise.
12.

Putting dangerous bacteria in the air or water supply is an
example of (a) chemical warfare, (b) a type of new warhead,
(c) biological warfare, (d) peacefal negotiation.

The following are either true (T) or false (F):
13.

Half the people in the world live in the' United States or the
Soviet Union.

14.

Conflict resolution is settling disputes.

15.

The United States is larger in size than the Soviet Union.

.16:

An opinion is always the truth.

17.' Fission is the splitting of atoms.
18.

Fallout is a measure of energy in a nuclear weapon.

19.

A bomb is:a weapon.

20.

Conflict is not always bad.

e 1983 Cnion of Concerned Scientists
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WorlAeet 10-1

FINAL QUIZ
(Teacher's Copy)

Directions:

For questions 1 through 12, choose the be6t answer and
write its letter in the answer space.
Eck questions 13 throl:gh 20, indicate whether the statement
is true or false.

a

1. I-iiroshima is (a) a city in Japan, (b)_ the name of the

hundredth nt-tkey, (c) eaten with chopsticks, (d) a city in
China.

2. The first atoMic bomb was dropped in (a) 1925, (b) 1935,
(6) 1945,, (d) 19 5.

3. A person who helps, seftle an argument is known as a
(a) wathead, (b) egghead, (c) escalator, (d) negotiator.

4. An MX misile is about as powerful as how many Hiroshima
bombs? (a) 50, (b) 100, (c) 200, (d) 250.

5Invisible, harmful leftovers from a nuclear explosion are
known as (a) fusion, (b) radioactivity, (c)1' fission; (d)
escalation.
a

6. The U.S. government

.

pends more of its budget on

(a) Military programs, (b) social programs, (c) foreign aid,
(d) environment.
7.

How many strategic nuclear weapons do the United States
and the Soviet Union possess? (a) 2,000, (b) 4,000 (c) 8,000,
(d) 17,000.

a

8. When one or more nations announce plans to stop testing or
developing new weapons, thi pOlicy is called (a) freeze,
(b) no first use, (c) an arms race, (d) fallout.

9. When one nation arinounces that it will reduce its weapons
regardless of what another .does, this policy is called
(a) a test ban, (b) a freeze, (c) bilateril disarmament,
(d) unilateral disermament.
11
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10. HibakUsha is the name for (a) a city in the Soviet Uniop,
(b) Japanese survivors, (c) the atomic bomb dropped on
Japap, (d) the hundredth monkey._
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11. The Hundredth Monkey is really a story about (a) sweet potatoes,

(b) the ability of the individual to make a difference,
(c) creation, (d) 10 different ways to compromise.

12. Putting dangerous bacteria in the air or water supply is an
example of (a) chemical warfare, (b) a type of new warhead,
(c) biological warfare, (d) peaceful negotiation.

The following are either true (T) or false (F):
_false

13. Half the people in

Soviet Union.
true

world live in the United States or the

14 Conflict resolution is settling disputes.

±Lls2_15. The United States is larger in size 'titan the Soviet Union.
false

16. An opinion is always the truth.

true

17 Fission is the splittingOf atoms.

false

18. Far lout is a measure of energy in a nuclear weapon.

true

19 A bomb is a weapon.

true

20 Confliot is not always bad.
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Worksheet 10-2

EISENHOWER

Dwight D. Eisenhower was Supreme Allied Commander in Europe
during World War II and one of the principal architects of the military

victory over Nazi Germany. For two terms, from 1953 to 1961, he
served as president of the United States.
Have students read the following Eisenhower quotes and respond
to the questions which follow them:

... One who hal-witnessed the horror and the lingering sadness of

waris one who knows that another war could utterly destroy

this civilization which has been so slowly and painfully built over
thousands of years . . .
Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket
fired, signifies in a final sense a theft from those who hunger and
are not fedthose who are cold and not clothed.
This world in arms is not spending money aloneit is spending
the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the houses of
its children.
I like to believe that people in the long run are going to do more to
promote peace than are governments. Indeed, I think that people
.

want peace so much that one of these days governments had
better get out of their way and let them have it.

1. What do you suppose Eisenhower meant by the "lingering sadness
of war"?
2. Why do you suppose Eisenhower thought that "another war could
utterly destroy civilization"?
3. Why does Eisenhower call the making and use of guns, warships and
rockets "a theft from those who hunger and are not fedthose who
are cold and not clothed"?
4. What did Eisenhower see as the costbesides moneyof armaments? Explain.
,5. Do you share Eisenhgwer's belief that people will do more than
'governments to promote peace? Why?
6. How can people make government?"get out of the way" so that
peace can be achieved? Is the answer the same for the United States
and the USSR?
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APPENDIX 1
RESOURCES
AUDIOVISUALS
Atomic Cafe Color, 87 min Archives Project, P 0 Box 438 Canal St Sta New York, NY 10013
Feature film on the development of the atomic bomb and the futility of civil defense
Bombs Will Make the Rainbow Break

16 mm or 1/2 or 'A video, color, 17 min Zahm-Hurwitz Productions, 43 W 93rd St , New York, NY 10025 Depicts through children's voices and artwork
the impact of growing up in a world on the brink of destruction Excellent introduction for
Lesson 1 of this Lunt
Countdown for America 16 mm, color, 25 min $35 rental American Security Council, 499 5

Capitol St , Washington, DC 20003 A critical assessment of the proposed bilateral freeze on
deployment of nuclear weapons
Dishrmament A Select Film Bibliography The Riverside Church Disarmament Program, 490 River-

side Dr,, New York, NY 10027

Dr Strangelove 16 mm, 90 min Swank Motion Pictures, 393 Front St , Hempstead, NY 11550
Eight Minutes to Midnight 16 mm, color, 60 min Direct Cinema Ltd , PO Box 315, Franklin Lakes,

NJ 07417 Nominated for an Academy Award, documentary portrait of Dr Helen Caldicott,
antinuclear activist, doctor, wife, and mother
John, Mary, MIRV and MARV The Arms Rate and the Human Rate Slide show with cassette, 24
min , 1979 $7 rental Institute for World Order, 777 UN Plaza, New York, NY 10017 Examines
issues and questions concerning national security, such asHow real is the Soviet threat to our
national defense7 What does being "number one" mean in the nuclear age7 How can we better
achieve national security7
The Last Epidemic

3/4 video, 1/2 Betamax, color, 48 min AFSC, 2161 Massachusetts Ave , Cam-

bridge, MA 02140 $15 00 Doctors speak out on the dangers of nuclear war to health and
survival
The Last Slide Show Carousel with cassette 23 min Packard Manse Media Project, Box 450,
Stoughton, MA 02072 Disarmament seen, as an issue of life over death

Media Network Information Center, 208 West 13th Street, New York, NY 10011 (212)

620-0878

NO FIRST USE Preventing Nuclear War 16 mm, color, 30 min Union of Concerned Scientists, 26 Church St , Cambridge, MA 02238 Examines issues concerning U S willingness to
use nuclear weapons first in Europe
Ii) Frames No Boundaries 16 mm, ¼ video, color, 21 rmn Creative Initiatives, 222 High St , Palo
Alto, CA 94301 Explores "frames" of reference and artificial "boundaries" that exist between
nations and the current spending of $500 billion each year for armaments to defend them
a

The SALT Syndrome 16 mm, color, 26 min $25 rental American Security Council, 499 S Capitol

St , Washington, DC 20003 A critical view of the effects of SALT II on American security
Threat of Nuclear War Slide show Union of Concerned Scientists, 26 Church St , Cambridge,
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The Threat of Nuclear War
Nuclear War: Noil3 lace to Hide
Toiday with nuclear tests under
ground and Out 01 sight most
people are not aware of the awe
some power of nuclear weapons

Jn evLess Ot 100 miiiiun Russians
and a comParate number of
Americans wOuid be killed out

A single one megaton nuclear
weapon which is detonated over a
rnalor City would mean the rollow

Cr intones

ing

portions or the United States and

,lea910fallout wc+uld hlankcet large

the Soviet Union air water and
iind would be contamynated live

if detonated above ground a
crater-1 000 teet in diameter and
300 feet deep if detonated On the
ground

stock and srups would suffer
enormous deStrurtion

In both nations Medlcal ra,hries
and personnel wowd be largely

50 square miles of total destruc
lion by blast and tire 600 Square
miles in &itch ail unprotected
People would be killed

desr,oyed little INIc `t anS, h1nO
would come to the sun.Jvors
many of whom would Ole from
stanation ar,1 epidemics

close to 500 000 fatalities total
casualties over 750 000 and

the superpowers would have their
ondustne agucuqure and commu
ni,ations destroyed They would
De shattered Societies unable to

1 000 square milesthe size of
Rhode Islandin which all per
Sons looking at the fireball would
be permanently blinded 4 000
square Miles the Side Of Con
necticut-:blanketed with deadly
radioactive contamination

recover ts_>r an indefinite period

Widespread death and destruc
bon wool,' nil'many tlyStander
nations and

smoke and dust from blast and
fire and destruction of ozone in
the atmosphere might severely
damage the global environment
and the biosphere

In a full scale nuclear war
between the United States and the
Soviet Union
as many'as 50 000 nuclear weapons could be detonated

i

The relentless nuclear arms race is wll
illustrated by the steep curves above
The curves show the total number of*
nuclear warheads and bombs that ch
of the two superpowers can deliver vie
long range missiles and bombers Th
uS has over 9000 today the Soviets
some 7000 Note that the US has always
been ahead of the Soviets, even during
the alleged "missile gap of 1960 The

mid 1960 s dip in numbers of US wimp
ons is due to a drawdown of obsolete
long range bombers The sharp rises for
the t,

and USSR in 1970,and 1975

respectively illustrate the development

of MIRVIng capabilitiesplacing mul
tiple warheads on missiles The 1960's
arms race may witness both super
poWers increasing their nuclear arsenals
by 7009 or more warheads and bombs

Tt4 missile gap of 1960 pro
iected that the Soviets would
have 1 000 missiles by 1961 They

Where will we be in a decade if
the nuclear arms race Continues
unabated" Present expectations are

chtul

wlyehbaudotten1 000by

seventy-five thousand nuclear

.,,

f --

Total US & USSR Strategic Nuclear Weapons

,ightfand at least another 50
million in each country would die

a fireballover a mile in diameter

_I
1
It ---,

The Arms Race:Overkill and Overreaction

e
.

----,

.#

1-4P
,

warheadsiC tfie U S and

Th. ABM gap of the 1960s pro
iected that the Soviets would
have 10 000 ABM s by 1970 They
had constructed 64 when the
ABM treaty was signed in 1972

Soviet arsenals with an explosive
power approaching two million
Hiroishirna bOmbS

f

.

more than ten thousand missiles
and bombers in the United States

,, .6"/

."
L

Iwo

'

Fallout areas at 1 hour alter a nuclear attack
on U.S. Military Installations

and Soviet nuclear forces
double the number today

over $ac) billion spent on nuclear
missiles aircraft and bombs by
the United States alone S6 000
from each American family
small, concealable weapons sys
terns that Could deliver therMO
nuclear warheads unverifiable by
agreements or ordinary detection

systems Today bombs with Hiro
shima level destructive power can
fit in a 6 inch shell or rocket
1111/110F'

They use only a grapefruit size
amount of plutonium

ten or more nations some
. highly volatilemay have nuclear
weapons Terrorist groups may
have aLquired Hiroshima size
bombs

Misralr ulations by the U S about
Soviet arms build ups have led ill
the past to U S overreaction

The 'bomber gap of 1955 pro
jected that the Soviets would
have 600-700 long range bombers

In anticipation of this Soviet ABM
system we deployed multiple war. head missiles IMIRVI The Soviets
th'en followed with their own
MIRV program

Projections made in 1977 by influ
ential defense analysts nOw serv
ing in this administration esti
mated the Soviets wOuldhav9
almost 11 000 nuclear warheads
by 1982 This is more than 50%
above Official estimates Of the
current Soviet inventory but
close to the present size of the
U S strategic nuclear arsenal

A miscalculation now current
,;uggests that the United States is
vulnerable to a Soviet boll from the
blue nuclear attack But even if the
U S landbased missiles were
totally destroyed in such a surprise
attack

by 1959 In reality they actually

Fallout areas at 24 hours after a nuclear attack
on U.S. Military Installations

itself virlually impossble

oui submaiine arid bomber fleet
would iemain largely intact and
would devastate the Soviet Union
with the equivalent of hundreds of
thousands of Hiroshima bombs

built 190 by 1961 and have about
150 today We had built over 600
by 1961
1 t I
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BEST COPY hAILABLE
Proliferation: OutAacing Our Will and
Capacity to Control
In 1945 only the United States
had nuclear bombs General Groves,
wartime Manhattan Protect leader,
predicted a U S monopoly until
1965 By 1949 the Soviets had
e-xploded their first nuclear weapon
followed by Great Britain in 1952
By 1965, France and China had
enlarged the nuclear club to five
Continued proliferation of nuclear
weapons is a deadly threat to all

.

1991: Neutron Bombs and More
Unchicked weaponS technology
could lead to
Eiger more accurate multiple war.7

, head ballistic missiles The
combination of accuracy and mul

Libya has actively sought nuclear
weapons

tiple warheads, in the hands of
both superpowers, is leading the
U S and Soviet leaders to believe
'that t,4eir fixed, land-based
missfies are threatened This
could raise the risk of a pre
emotive first strike

Pakistan is believed to have a
nuclear weapons prOgram

There is reason to believe that
Israel, and perhaps also South
Africa, have completed virtually
all the steps necessary to con
struct nuclear weapons

powers, or possessing vital
resources such as oil, could draw in
the superpowers, and lead to general nuclear war
Further nuclear proliferation
appears very likely

India exploded a "peaceful"
nuclear device in 1974.

,

1981

China
France

breed their own arms race of
thousands cif offensive weapons
to overwhelm them

Neutrczn bombs that will make
nuclear war in Europe appear
limited and more "acceptable".
hence more iikely

Weapons In outer space that will
surround the planet with "Star
WarS technology and orbiting
nuclear forces

4reat Britain

Flares recently detected by satellite sensors off South Africa
looked suspiciously like nuclear
tests
Israel destroyed an Iraqi
Alt research reactor in 1981 for f

Nations with nuclear weapons In

Antiballistic missiles that will

Anti satellite weapons that will
threaten our vital nuclear com
mand, communications, and
warning systems, whose destruc
lion could trigger a nuclear war
out of ignorance alone

Thousands of nucleartipped
cruise missiles, small enough to
be launched from large trucks or
readily placed on ships and
planes ?round the world Because
these missiles can be easily con
cealed, no nation will be certain
of the military threat it faces
Once deployed. these missiles

.nations Nuclear exchange betweir
minor powers, allied to the super

will be impossible to limit,
because they are impossible to
.monitor with confidence

thdia (?)

Soviet Union
United States
Nations which could hove nuclear
"weapons by 1991

r

v- that Iraq was buildinw bomb i
Thirty-five nations hoe nor
signed the 1968 Non-Proliferation
Treaty, and another eight have
not ratified it
Thirty-seven non-nuclear states.
signatories to the Non-Prbliferation Treaty, do not have mleguards to help prevent diversion
of nuclear materials from power
reactors

Argentina
Brazil
Iraq
Israel

Libya
Pakistan
South Africa
South Korea
Taiwan

India

1

China 25
UK 30
France 85

a.
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udlear Explosions Since 1945

Union of Concerned Scientists
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1HE TIGHTER 1DRAW THE BOW, THE SAFER I BECOME

1384 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02238
(617) 547-5552

THE 1982 ARMS CONTROL DEBATE
Nuclear Parity:
The Arms Race Standoff

keeps more than half of its missile submarines

on patrol at any given time Only about 15

SUPERPOWERS' STRATEGIC ARSENALS
percent of SOviet submarines are on patrol
In March 1981, President Reagan alleged at sea at any One time
that "the Soviet Union does have a definite
Comparison is further complicated by the
United
Soviet
margin of superiority over the U S in nuclear fact that Soviilet land-based
missiles are genStates
Union
striking power Many experts disagree, how- erally larger than their 'American
counterparts
ever, and the President's statement remains and have greater littiAg
power and larger
Bombers
a point of debate today
i4%
warheads U missiles are considered more
1
The problem i thalthe strategic arsenals accurate tha
Soviet missiles, although the
of the United States and the'Soviet Union are accuracy of
oviet missiles is improving
/ICBMs BomberS'
not mirror images of one another Comparing
'\-----27%
SLBMs
When broken down into 'their component
23% I
25'Io
them to see who s ahead or who s behind parts. some Measures show
a U S lead, and
cannot simply be based on any one measure 'other measu es a Soviet lead
--I
SLBMs
Both nations.
ICBMs
of nuclear strength
501,,
however, cl arly have a sufficiently large
71% A
The strategic miclear forces of both nations number of, d verse and survivable
I.
weapons
consist of a triad of land-based interconti- systems so t
at neither car(confidently attack
nental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), submarine- the other wit out risking Cievastatig
retayabased missiles (SLBMs) and long-range lion The end result nuclear
parity and mutual
9,500
7,700
bombers (Both NATO and the Warsaw Pact deterrence
Warheads
Warheads
also deploy thousands of tactical or battlefield
nuclear weapons in Europe ) Here any simiStrategic Expansion Continues
larity between the arsenals ends
The greatest difference is in the basing
Despite ths condition, apparent nuclear
schemes used by the two superpowers Of parity, the Feagan Admini tration
is advo- Are We Closer to the Brink?
the 7,700 warheads in the Soviet triad,
cating a huge expansion in e nuclear forces
approximately 70 percent are on land-based of theUnited States The 'Administration's
Fear of nuclear war has increased submissiles The remaining Soviet warheads are
build-up is expected to cost about $200 billion
stantially in the past year This renewed anxdivided betweken submarines (abOut 25 perover six yeas The six major components of
iety is not unfounbed and can be traced to
cent) and bombers (about 4 percent) Of the the program are
several soukes,
U S total of about 9,500 strategid warheads,
only'23 percent are carried by ICBMs Almost
Deployment of 100 fiAX missiles with at
widely publicized policy directives-in which
50 percent of the U § strategic nuclear force,
least tem highly accurate warheads per
the
U S Secretary of Defense has
is carried by submarines Moreover, the U S
missile
instructed the military services to prepare
Continued production of Trident submafor fighting limited" and "protracted"
Total Strategic Nuclear Weapons
rines (twé are, currently in operation) and
nuclear wars,
developrnent of the more accurate Trident r!
United StatesSoviet Union
continued emphasis on building the highly
D-5 missile
IOO r
accurate MX missile io close a fictitious
Production of 100 B-1 bombers to replace
9000
window of vulnerability," even though the
the fleet of B-52s, and deployment of
wisdom of proposed bving schemes has
*MO
thousandS of air-launched cruise missiles
been seriously challenged Many believe
Improved command, control, and cornnos
that deployment of first-strike weapons
municatidns systems
.oilike the MX will lead to a situation in which
6000
Continued research and develobment of
each superpower will feel vulnerable to
5000
anti-ballistic missile systems, and devel-'
an attack by the other, and might launch -°
opment of anti-satellite weapons, and
4000
a pre-emptive strike in a crisis situation
Improved civil defense and air defense
as a means of self-defense
C..-^ USSR
3020
increased risk of nuclear accidents a'S the
The Soviets are also expanding and
2000
number of nuclear weapons increases and,
improiong their strategic forces, The deploy\ 1003
as the short delivery time of new weapons
ment of Soviet SS18 and SS-19 ICBMs, with
forces
both countries to consider com0
their improved accuracy and large payloads,
puterized
"launch-on-warning" decision
7.
riiirew has added a new round of instability to the
systems,
The curves above show the total number of nuclear
warheads and bombs that the two superpowers
can deliver via long-range missiles and bombers

Sources 1982 Pentagon Annual Report,
Center for Defense Information

arms race, as .has the introduction of the
mobile SS-20s which threaten Western
Europe The Soviets are also testing new
SLBMs and large missile-carrying subm
nnes, such as the Typhoon They may als
be developing a new long-range bomber

renewed discussion of anti-ballistic missile
systems (ABMs) resulting in fear that the 101
Administration is preparing to scrap one

of the most successful arms control
agreements yet concluded
Treaty of 1972; and

the ABM

continued explicit rehance on nuclear
weapons for the defense of Europe and
other hot spots such as the Middle East
In a serious confhct with the Soviet Union.
the U.S. would almost certainly be forced

to initiate the use of nuclear weapons in
response to a setback in a conventional
conflict.

Arms Control Options:

hma the number of MIRVs permitted on
new and existing ICBMs,
ban the Soviet SS 16 -an intercontinental
ballistic missile which may be conver ted
into a mobile, intermediate-range ballistic
missile (the SS-20),

on site inspection of.. suspicious events.

throw weight of strategic bailistic missiles,
prohibit rapid reload ICBM systems

we.

The public response to these policies,
combined with extensive grassroots organizing on nuclear issues, bas stimulated
widespread debate on various options for

START

Strategic ArMsjteduction Talks
On May 9, 1982, President Reagan

achieving arms control and reducing the threat

However, the Reagan Administrabon indefinitely postponed resumption of these talks,
in part because the Administration wants to
develop a variety of new nuclear warheads
and delivery systems that might be seriously
constrained by a CTB. Some U.S, officials
also hold the widely disputed view thet the
U.S. would be unable to check the reliability
of existing warheads, and as a result, confidence in our deterrent would decline.

No-First Use

of nuclear war Numerous arms controi pro
posals are now under discussion, including
a nuclear FREEZE, SALT 1, START, a Com
prehensive Test Ban, and No First Use

announced a two phased US proposal for
This proposal would make it a matter of
the START talks, the successor to SALT I. U.S policy not to be the first to use nuclear
and a replacement for SALT II The U S pro weapons No-First-Use is advocated
an
posed reducing warheads to equal cengs alternative to current policy whi7TT1s for

The Nuclear Freeze

of about 5,000 for each side (down from 9,500
for the U.S and about 7,700 for the Soviets)
To enhance stability by reduting any incentive

First discussed in 1964, the most recent
freeze proposals have become the basis for
a national movement In calling for a halt to

the NATO Alliance to initiate the use of nuclear

weapons, if necessary, to turn back a din-

ventional Soviel attack against Western

or capacity each side might have to attack Aurope Presently, nuclear weapons are
fast, no more than half the remaining war viewed as a way of balancing numerically

the nuclear arms race, freeze advocates seek

a mutual freeze on the testing, production
and deployment of nuclear weapons and of
missiles and new 4jercraft designed primarily
to deliver nuclear weapons'. At present, the
Senate is considering a-proposal (the Ken
nedy-Hatfield Resolution) which advocates a

moratorium on the testit, production, and
deployment of nuclear weapons and calls for
subsequent negoqations to reduce the num
ber of weapons poSsessed by the two super
powers A companion resolution in the House
al Representatives was narrowly defeated (204

202) in August 1982 Instead, the House
passed a resolution calling for negotiated
reductions followed by a freeze This position
was preferred by President Reagan, at least
in part because a permits continued produc
tion of nuclear weapons

SALT,H
After years of negotiation, SALT II was
signed in. 1979 Ratification of it by the U S
Senate was indefinitely suspended not long
after, largely because of reaction to the Soviet
inyasion of Afghanistan. More recently however, the Reagan Administration has said the
U.S. would do nothing to undermine the Treaty
so long as the Soviets concurred. A complex
agreement, SALT II would:
pprmit each side a total of 2,400 strategic
102

progress toward completion of a treaty. The
parties had resolved some difficult verification
issues, and had agreed in principle to permit

set ceilings on the launch weight and

What Do They Mean?

vo

lima of 820 on MIRV d
restrict the testing and deployment 01 new
types of ICBMs to one on each side,

heads would be land based The total number
of ballistic mi.ss»es ICBMs) would be reduced

s)ipe,Lior Warsaw Pact ground forces.

to 850, about half of the current U S. level

put forward that would guarantee that the use

The U S. also proposed a second phase

of nuclear weapons would remain hmited,"
a No-Fast-Use declaration would create a
dear tine of demarcahon between conventional and nuclear war. Advocates of a NoFirst
e policy believe that selected use of

reduction in bathstic missile throw seight the
useful weight carried by a missile, 1.e guid
ance components and re entr y vehicles con
taming warheads) to below the current U.S.
level. The replacement of existing systems
with newer ones would be permitted under
the proposai, Including production of systems
such as the MX and Trident
At the same same time, however, President
Reagan has said ever ything is on the table,
and all offers would be considered. In fact,
the Soviets have countered by proposing a
ceiling of 1,800 on ballistic missiles and heavy
bombers on each side The Reagan Admin
,

istration regards this Soviet proposal as

short of total escalation to all out nuclear war
between the superpowers. No-First-Use, d

adopted and accompanied by certain
improvements in NATO s conventional
defenses, would reduce the rehance of the
U.S. and NATO on nuclear weapons, diminish

the risk that nuclear war will occur, and
strengthen the credibihty of the Western
deterrent to Soviet aggression.

Union of Concerned Scientists

.CTBComprehensive Test Ban

934 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02238

A Comprehensive Test Ban, which some
have proposed as one component of a freeze,

would prohibit Underground nuclear tests
except possibly for tests of a few kilotons,
which may be too small to detect using existing
seismic techniques. Tests in the atmosphere,

outer space, and underwater- are already

and long-range bombers) at the outset, to
be reduced to 2,250 during the duration
of the treaty;
set a sub-limit of 1,320 on launchers for

prohibited by existing agreements (the Partial
Test Ban Treaty), as are underground teSts
having a yield above 150 kilotons (Threshold
Test Ban Treaty),
In 1977, the United States, the Soviet Union,
and the United Kingdom began negotiations
on a corbprehensive test ban. By 1980, when
negotiations were suspended, they had made

SLBMs, and bombers with long-range
cruise missiles; a sub-limit of 1,200 on
MIRV'd ICBMs and SLBMs; and a sub

nuclear weapons to counter a setback in
conventional conflict might not bit stopped

unacceptable, since in the AdminiStration s
view it does not focus sufficiently on landbased missiles, which are seen as the most
serious threat to the U.S. (and which make
up the greater part of the Soviet triad).

*terns (laulichers for ICBMs, SLBMs

multiple warhead (MIRV'd) ICBMs,

' Because no plausible argument has been

.
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HAS AMERICA BECOME NUMBER 2?
The U.S.-Soviet Military Balance
and American Defense Policies and Programsm

THE MILITARY BALANCE

A. Strategic Nuclear Forces
A steady deterioration in the strategic nuclear
balance has taken place. In all indices, save possibly (but doubtfully) numbers of deployed on-line
warheads, Soviet superiority, given existing programs, will grow during the next few years. A study
conducted in 1978 for an agenCy of te Department
of Defense identified over forty indices of comparison between U.S. and Soviet strategic nuclear
forces, and traced these from 1962 to 1982. In 1962,

all favored the United States. In 1978, all but a
few favored the Soviet Union. It was projected that
by 1982 all would favor the Soviets; and this has
occurred.'
The Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Thomas

Hayward, summarized itstarkly during the 1979
SALT' II hearings:

"With respect to essential equivalence it
is friy view that without ahy, question the
Soviets will have a first-strike capability
over the next few years. If that is not a
loss of essential equivalence, I do not
know what is, and we have to do something about that to correct it."'
Relentless efforts over the past twenty years have
moved the Soviet Union from strategic inferiority to
strategic superiority over the United States in nuclear capabilities: The Secretary of D9fense states:
"While out strategic programs have been restrained
because of expectations for SALT and detente, the

Soviets continually improve the quality of their
taMeasures and Trends. U.S. and USSR Strategic Force EffecReport for the Defense Nuclear Agency, Santa Fe
Corporaiion, Alexandria, Virginia, 1978.
tiveness

2 Military implications of the Treaty on -the Limitation of
Strategic Arms and Protocol Thereto, Hearings, Senate Armed
Services Committee, Part I, p. 177. (GPO, 1979) Admiral Hayward was Strongly supported by' General ,Richard Ellis, Commander of the Strategic Air Command in 1980, who stated:
"An adverse strategic imbalance has developed and will continue for several years to come." See testimony of General
Ellis before the Senate Armed Services Committee, 22 February 1980.

,strategic forces." ' By 1968 the Soviets were spending twice as much as the United States,.and the,gap"
has subsequently widened to a 3.3 to 1 ratio.' The
cumulative effects of this, long-term trend have
produced Soviet superiority in strategic nutlear
forces.

Superiority, not ,parity, has, been and continties
to be the Soviet goal. For twelve years, the Soviets
have asserted publicly that nuclear "balance" and
"parity" exist between the two sides, while, at the
same time, they have produced and deployed
weapons systems on a scale and at rates far beyond
standards in the West.
. Soviet:investment in military technology has now

permitted the Soviets, to shift emphasis from their
earlier preoccupation with quantity to advancement
of the quality of their strategic nuclear forces. This
has produced a greater capability to destroy American strategic deterrent forces before they can be
launched, as well as to. provide for the survivability
and endurance of their (On forces. SHaving made
great stricks in these ,areas, it is .pinsjble that,the
Soviets will now place. even gre'ater "bmphalis on

the ability to destroy, or negate the effects of,
American deterrent forces after being launched. An
overwhelming strategic nuclear reserve and secure
command and control systems support both. capabilities.

1. Soviet Progiams
Since the Committee's previous assessr-hent of the

military balance, Soviet strategic nuclear capabilities have continued to grow. The Soviets produce
approximately 200 ICBMs and 200 SLBMs every
year, in a variety or mOdifications and with accurate MIRV warheads.5. Last year, the pentagon, an-

nounced that "certain versions of the SS-18 and
Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense Annual Report, FY 1983, p. II-11.

Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense Annual Repoll, FY 1981, pp. 73-74.

5 U.S. Department of Defense, Soviet Military Power, Washington, D.C., US GPO 1981, p. 12.,

21 Committee on the Present Danger, Washington, D.C., 1982. Reprinted with permission of the Committee on the Present Danger.

,

that the Soviets have 55-16 moblle ICBMs deployed
at Plesefik." These missiles are'not in the.SALT
countable inventory because the Soviets said theY/

SS-19 are among the most accurate ICBMs operational anywhere."' Subsequently, the Secretary of
gefense stated, "Soviet missiles are, now more
curate than ours.' More recently, 'genior Pentagon
officials said that the latest version of Soviet ICBM
warheads are more accurate tFian their U.S. counter-)
parts.' This has enormous implications for U.S.
ICBM survivability. $nce the smallest Soyiet MIRV
warheads are- twice \a4 large as the largest .1.S.
MIRVs, their counterforce pbtential is far greater.
Soviet, Backfire bombers continue to be produced,
and recent reports,of a new Soviet B-1-type stra-

.their offensive programs and "point to a strategk
concept of layered, in-depth defense of the homeland." " Extensive resources are committed to strategic defensive programs both active (ABM, air de-

tegic bomber, which may well be in operational

fense, antqw,40 anti-submarine warfare)

statu9 before the B-1, have now been officially conb.
firmed.'
The Soviet inventory of strategic ballistk mssile
materially exceeds the numbers contained in SALTaccountable. launchers. In 1980, the Soviets were
reRorted tohave staged an exercise thal simulated

passive (civil defense).

had not been deployed, did not includelhern in
the data provided in accordanee with SALT II, and

specifically promised that they would not be deplOyed.

Soviet strategic defensive program's corhplement

As to ABM capabilities, the Soviets have continued to modernize their deployed Mciscow ABM
system and bale vigorously-pursued research and
development along a variety of lines. In air defense,
the Soviets have maintained and modernized a dick,
bomber defense based Upon 16,000 SAM launchers,
more than 5,000 racilars4-and some 2,500 interceptor
aiicraft "Soviet air defense systems are unsurpassed arad a're deployed in great variety and quan-

the reload ahd refiring '.of up to 40 SS-18 silolaunchers."
The Joint Chiefs "of Staff have summarized the
situation:

tities." ". The civil defense program costs more*

"According to accumulating evidence, the
Strategic Rocket Forces may have plans to
reconstitute and reload at leasi a portion

than the eqUivalent of $2 billion annually, an effort
that has been sustained for a nurn,ber of years."

of their silo-based ICBMs during a pro..

traded

,

nuclear

conflict.

2.

COntingency

plans for the reloading and refiring of

Since the essence of American strategic policy is

deterrence, and the foremost objective is deterrence of attacks on the United States and its allies,
it is essential that our surviving forcesLb., those
that can confidently be expected to survive possible enemy -attacksbe capable of acComplishing
the missions set for them. It is not enough to look

fire capability." "

at the peacetime inventory of strategic nuclear

In addition, evidence presented in Congressional
hearings on SALT ll suggested that Soviet ICBMs
might be fired directly from their canisters without
beinveloaded in silo-launchers.
The- number, of Soviet strategic ballistic missiles
with operational capability is Unknown, but it prob-

weapons, one must also assess the adequacy of
fokes raining after enemy attacks and countermeasures. Both static (peacetime) comparisons and
dynamic (exchange, post-exchange) comparisons
are important in assessing the strategic balance.
U.S. strategic forces are expected not only to deter attacks on the U.S. but also to play an.important

ably greatly exceeds the number of missiles accounted by SALT counting rules, hence, the usually
listed inventbries of Soviet strategic missiles understate the actual situation.
This point was recently underscored by reports

role in ."extencling deterrence" to allies (i.e., their
use in situations where those forces have not themselves been attacked). In peacetime, U.S. strategic
forces constitute an essential backdrop for.foreign
policy; in the event of local confrontations they
must provide security against escalation so that other
forces may be effective. And, for sound pohtical

Soviet Military Power, p. 54.
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Evalt,ating U.S. Strategic Force

silos probably have been developed. The
cold-launched SS-17 and SS-18 are well
suited for refiring. Additional evidence
'supports the hypothesis that the .hotlaunch systems also have a.reload and re-

e-

and

7 Washington Post. 16 April 1982, p. A 11. On the following
day, the Pentagon's press officer issued a formal statement saying "some of the Soviet missiles are more accurate and some
are not.". Washington Post, 16 April 1982, p. A 11.
Air Force Magazine, June 1981, p. 25.
Washington Post, 4 March 1982, p. Al, also see Defense
Daily, 1 March'1982, p. 3, -and Defense Daily, 27 May 1982,
p. 146,
10 News Release from Congressman Robin Beard, 18 September 1980.
-

77 Rowland Evans and Robert Novak, "Soviet Free.ze Warn-

ing," Washington Post, 5 April 1982, also, Henry Trewhitt,
"ScNiet Said to Display Long Range, Missiles," Baltimore Sun,
6 April 1982.
" Soviet Military Power, p. 64.
74 Soviet Military Power, p. 65.
73 Soviet.Military Power, p. 68.

".11 United States MilitarY Posture for FY 1983, p. 107,
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BEST COPY MAKE
and military reasons, it has been decided by succes-

baSed not ur5on officially established standards but
on lesser and, more subjective ones, such. as "assured destruction" or even "minimum deterrence."
In these the full politico-military importance of
strategic forces and the-full range of objectives they
must meet are disparaged or ignored. Former President Carter lent support to this approach when he
suggested, in a.State of the Union address, that the

sive administrations that our strategic forces must
have, at a minimum, "essential equivalence" with
those of the Soviet Union, in both reality and in the
perception of others.
It is essential to evaluate the capabilities of surviving U. strategic forces in the event of enemy attack This varies with differing attack scenarios.
Planning for adequate forces following effective stra-

nuclear force represented by one Poseidon submarine was adequate to destroy 160 Soviet cities
an obvious hyperbole.
Usually implicit, sometimes explicit, is the as-sumption that U.S. strategic nuclear forces have
only one purposeto target crties. Without addressing all the fallacies of this view, surely a major
falia, is obvious today when all official estimate
show that the U.S. would suffer far greater damage
than would the Soviets by a city-attack exchange.
Can such a threat then be made credible against
a wqe range of possible cballen'ges? The answer
is no. In reality, U.S. strategic forces have alWays
had -as part of their deterrent mission the option
to attack targets other than cities, or, should deterrence fail, to attempt to limit damage. Surely
U.S force capabilities should provide a President
'with options other than a suicidal attack on cities,
4nd having sucl. Options has been official policy

tegic warning (i.e.,, warning that is timely enough,
unambiguous enough, and in response to which we
do in fact take all necessary actions to increase
force survivability) is far different from planning for
adequate forces ifter a surprise attack. 'If effective strategic warning and effective U.S. responses
to that warning (e.g., increasing the alert, dispersal,
and operational rates of bomber and submarine
forces, upgrading tactical warning, communications, and national command authority responsiveness) could be assumed with high.confidence, there

would be fewer demands placed op retaliatory
forces than if the U.S. continued to plan deterrent
forces that could absorb a surprise attack and still
be wholly effective. The problernin many aoalyses
of force adequacy is that the attack and response
conditions assumed may be imprudently optimistic,
elastic, or simply unarticulated, Published analyses. by the Department of Defense in recent years have
frequently reflected t s sort of questionable method in an attempt t make forces and programs
appear more satisf tory than they are. For ex-

for some time.

In the view of this Committee, assessments of
strategic force adequacy based upon standards that
fall well short of those officially established are inappropriate, thence, it is useful to review those
standards-contained in official doctrine.
Specific standards and requirements for judging

ample, even thougPr both the FY 1980 and FY 1981
Department of Defense Reports stipulated that

forces must be able to survive "a well-executed
surprise attack" and still fulfill all planned missions,
both reports reached conclusions as to the 'adequacy of U.S. forces by assuming (a) stra,tegic warning, (b) Soviet attacks less than "well-executed"
and (c) virtually unimpeded acGess to targets for our

the adequacy of ,our strategic forces have been
officially established for some time. While they
have been subject to modification, in essence they
have been reaffirmed and reiterated by successive

-surviving forces.

They are definitely not reducible to minimum de-

The Committee believes that the standard of a
"well-executed surprise attack" should be scrupu-

terrence or assured destruction standards.

lously followed in assessing the adequacy of forces.

assured destruction criterion .the need to avoid any
major retaliatory force vulnerability in the interests
of crisis stability, the need to be substantially equal
to the Soviet Union in strategic capability, and the
need to be able to limit damage at least against light
nuclear attacks. In 1974, several specific require-

administrations since the Nixon Administration.

In 1969, th'e Nixon Administration added to the

prudent deterrent must be designed
to function in the absence of strategic warning.
Further,

"

a

"Launch-on-warning," whbn applied to missile forces., is a high-risk, low-confidence option that can
and should be avoided by providing for a survivable ICBM force.
Adequacy of forces should be evaluated in terms
of the full range of missions that these forces are
desigiied to aCcomplish. They must meet the objectives and criteria officially established for them.
Unfortunately, judgments expressed on the adequacy of these forces often ignore these requirements. Frequently, assertions about the plentitude,
or even over abundance, of forces are implicitly

ments were added in ihe interests of maintaining
deterrence, controlling escalation, and denying any
Soviet political advantage from the buildup of their
strategic forces. U.S. forceS, it was declared, must
be capable of "riding out even a massive surprise
attack" and responding with a variety of controlled,
selective,,and limIted strike options, including op-

tions against hardened counterforce targets, while
still being able to "withhold an assured destruction

1
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reserve for an extended period of time." In addition, it was emphasized that U.S. forces must have
visible and measurable capabilities at least equal to

those of the Soviet Union, or "essential equivalence."

The annual reports of the Department of Defense
under the Carter Administration were not quite as
unequivocal. Indeed, they tended to display some
uncertainty and ambiguity. Yet, in the final analysis, particularly after "PD-59" officially confirmed
the basic tenets of the doctrine inherited from the
Nixon and Ford Administrations, offidal Defense
Department statements set forth similarly extensive
and demanding standards. These appeared under
the rubric of a "Countervailing Strategy" (of which
the FY 1981 Report acknowledged, "the name is
newer than the strategy"). U.S. forces must be able
to "(1) survive a well-exacuted,surprise attack, (2)
penetrate any enemy defenses, (3) react with the
timing needed, both as tq promptness and endurance, to assure the deliberation and control deemed
necessary,.and (4) destroy their designated targets,"

in which are. specifically included both soft and
hard military targets. U.S. strategic forces must be
able to control escalation arra limit,damage to the
extent possible, rather than assure escalation and

to deny gain from aggression.... There is no contradiction between this attention to the militarily
effective targeting . . and our primary and overriding policy of deterrence.") " Assured destruction is. not "sufficient in itself as a strategic doctrine," and the U.S. must "have plans for attacks
which pose a mbre crpdible threat than an all-out
attack on Soviet industry and cities . . . while retaining an assured destruction capability in re.
serve." "
It is obvious, then, that official U.S. strategic deterrence doctrine, since at least 1974, bac., been
based upon a need for enduring "war-figthting"
capabilities, even for relatively protracted contingencies. The present Administration has only confirmed this., Sensational press reports of a maj r
change in strategy to "war-fighting" and protracted
nuclear conflict disguise the fact that such criteria
have been officially accepted for some time. Reagan Administration policy, in this regard, reflects
continuity, not major change.
Properly evaluated, then, the health and adequacy of our strategic forces must be assessed in
that context. Unfortunately, neither today's capabilities nor those programmed for several years fulfill those criteria.
.

massive destruction by spasm or unlimited responses. A distinction between a "deterrence-only"
and a defensive or denial capability was explicitly

/rejected. ("Our surest deterrent is our capability
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le Secretary of Defense, Annual Report, FY 1981, p. 67.
17 Ibid., pp. 65-66.
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nuRoDucricv
For the last 35 years, the human race has lived with a day to day
threat of nuclear annihilation. The resultant widespread anxiety has
increased with current defense policies and statements about survivability
and "limited" nuclear war. It is common knowledge that the United States
and the Soviet Union have thd capability to destroy eachother's population
and industry. The potential long-term consequences for the planet are also
relatively well known, including the dangers of radiation and the potential
destruction of the ozone layer. However, many defense and arms control
issues are not well understood. Frequently, important issues are
surrounded by impenetrable jargon and obscured by opinions that are,stated
as facts.
This primer is an introdUction to the arms race and nuclear issues.
It is designed to provide basic information for an adult without an
extensive technical background, who wants to understand the nature and
potential consequences of nuclear war. The unit consists of eight
sections, each of 1.4hich deals with a subject area that may be considered in
sequence or independently of the others.

_040

The guide begins with background information on the nature and effects
of nuclear weapons. It is followed by sections dealing with the history of
the arms race, comparative measures of the military strength of the US and
the USSR, and descriptions of the strategic policies thattave served as
ihe basis for nuclear deterrence. These four sections contain the basic
Material needed to understand the arms race and the positions of.the US and
the USSR. The next three sections provide mcxe depth, including an
explanation of the US strategic warning network, a description of new
weapons systems and technological developments, and an assessment of the
economic trade-offs inherent in military expenditures. The last section
examines various aims control proposals, ranging from treaties now in
effect to proposals that have.not yet been negotiated.
For the reader who is interested in studying the entire unit, the
suggested order is ass follows;
I.

II.

III.
TV.
V.

VI.
VII.
VIII.

108'

Weapons effects and background information on nuclear weapons
Chronology of the arms race
ComParisons of military strength; who's ahead
Strategic policy
Close calls and mistakes
New weapons systems and developments
Economic trade-offs
Solutions, treaties, and verification issues

'Each section consists of an introduction to the issue, a set of
questions for investigation or discussion, and suggested readings. Many of
these ibsues are highly complex and technical; wherever possible, the
readings emphasize less technical-material. There,is no suggested schedule
forcompletion_ of the unit. The amount of time needed to gain a basic
understanding of the issues will vary greatly, largely dependent upon the
reader's level of intereSt and initial knowledge.

ilL

I.

WEAPONS EFFECTS AND BACXGROUND INFOINATICN ON NUCUEARFEAPOINS

In order to understand nuclear war, it is first necessary to
comprehend the nature of nuclear weapons. There are several major
differences between nuclear and conventional weapons. In conventional
exposives, energy is released as a result of chemical reactions. In
nuclear weapons, energy is released through the fission or fusion of atomic
nuclei, capable of producing thousands of times more force than
conventional explosives. Nuclear explosives require considerably
less mass
than oonventibnal explosives to produce the same amount of energy. In
addition, nuclear explosives produce far greater thermal effects, including
sizeable "fire storms." Finally, nuclear explosions produce
substantial
immediate and long-term radiation dangers.
The first nuclear weapons (atomic bombs) were fission weapons, in
which the fundamental reaction involved the splitting of an atomic nucleus.
This reaction produced a great deal of energy; substantially
more than with
a traditional chemical reaction. For example, the complete fission of a
pound of uranium or plutonium would release explosive energy equivalent to
about 8000 tons of conventional explosives (TNT).

Further development of nuclear weapons led to a different principle in
order to more efficiently produce even more massive amounts of energy.
These weapons (hydrogen bombs) use fusion or the merging of two nuclei,
as
the basis for the explosion. At very high temperatures
the two nuclei
unite to form themucleus of a heavier spun, a process ..hat results in the
release of substantial amounts of energy. For example, the fusion of all
ofthe nuclei in a pound of the hydrogen isotope deuterium would release
energy eqpivalent to about ,?6;000 torts of TNT.
,

-

For comparison, the Pe-bamb,..41ropped on Hiroshima had an explosive force

equivalent to 13 kilotons of TNT. Modern warheads such as those on a
Minuteman III Missile (Which carries 3 warheads per missile)
carry warheads
with an explosive force of 350 kt, more than 25 times that of the Hiroshima
bomb. The total explosive force of all of
the conventional weapons used
during Wbrld War II was approximately 2 megatons.
Just two Minuteman III
missiles equipped with the new Mark 12A warheads carry more than 2 megatons
of explosive force.
QUESIIONS

What is a nuclear weapon? What is the difference betwCen an A-bomb
and an H-bomb? How do nuclear weapons work? How were they developed?
What are the cases of actual use of such weapons? Haw do modern
weapons
compare with those dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki? What are the short
and long-term effects of any use of nuclear weapons?

IO

READMGS
Kevin Lewis, "The Prompt and Delayed Effects of Mclear Whr,".Scientific
American, ally 1979.
Michael Riordan, ed., The Day After Midnight, (Palo Alto, California:
Cheshire Books) 1982.

Jonathan Schell, The Fate of the Earth, aim Yoik: Alfred A. Knopf) 1982,
Part I.
Shmuel Glasstone and Philip J. Dolan, The Effects of NUclear Whr, 3d ed.
(Washington, D.C.: GPO) 1977, pp..1-11.
1
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE ABMS RACE
In order to understand the nuclear arms race, we must examine both
past and current actions of the major nuclear. powers. By analyzing the
major weapons choices and the ways in which the nuclear arms race has
escalated, we may be able to prevent further escalation. The arms race
itself is a symptom of a larger problem of misperception, over-reaction,*
and mistrust. Only by comprehending this more general problem will we be
able to reach constructive solutions.

The arms race has evolved out of a set of key weaOIRS decisions, each
of which has prompted a reactive response from the other side.
Important
developments included the following:
1945

1949
1952
1953
1§57
1958
.1960
1964
1968

1970
1971
1973
1975
1978
1980
1982

US tested the first atomic bamb, "Trinity", at
Alamogordo, New Mexico, July16
US dropped an atomic bamb on Hiroshima, August 6
US dropped an atomic bomb on Nagasaki, August 9
Soviet UniOn tested its first atomic bomb
US tested its first hydrogen device
Soviet Union tested its first hydrogen device
Soviet Union conducted first full-range ICBM test
US conductearfirst test of Atlas ICBM
US launched first Polaris missile from submerged sUbmarine
Chinese detonated their first nuclearNompon

US testedMIRV warhead
Soviets launched their first nuclear powered missile submarine
US began to deploy M1RV'ed ICBMs
MCORV'ed Poseidon SLBMs operational
Soviets conducted their first tests ofMCORV'ed warheads
Soviets began to deployITERVed ICBMs
,

First.SovietbDISred SLBM operational
First Trident misbile submarine enters US fleet
US bombers ecluipped with long-range air launched cruise

missiles MOW

GuEsrictis
What major choices have escalated the arms race? How many'countries
possess nuolearweapons? Did they all go through the same stages of
development? What are the prospects for additional countries joining the
"nuclear clUb"? With respect to major developments (including but not
limited to ICBMs, SLEMs, MIMI, and ABM), which,country has been the
first
to develop and/or deploy the system2 Was there a bomber gap in 1955? A
missile gap in 1960? How accuratewere past assessments of Sovietweapons
developments? What is the significance of the development of Nam What
is the likely impact on the arms race of the deployment of advanced
systems
including the American MX, Trident II, and cruise missiles, or the Soviet
SS-18 and 55-19 ICBMs?
.

III.

CCMPARISONS OF MILITARY STRENGTH; WHO'S AHEAD?

Analysts, academics, and politicians often compare US and Soviet-force
levels in order to determine which country has an advantage over the other.
These comparisons assess the extent or seriousness of the national Security
threat posed by the other country. While it is important to understand the
nature of US and Soviet military forces, it is essential to recognize the
limitations of certain types of analysis. Analysis of US and Soviet forces
frequently involves static or fiXed ooRoarisons,, based Zn the number of
missiles, warheads,' or amount of explosive material each side possesses.
However, such analysis fails to take into account the uses of these
weapons. Comparing one ship to another is appropriate if they will serve
the same function. However, if one is a carrier, and the other is a supply
ship, the comparison is neanth4less. Similarly, effectiveness is often not
directly related to weight. Thus a smaller ship with more accurate or
efficient weapons.will be more useful in many circumstances than a larger
ship with less accurate weapons. The difference is accentuated due to the
potentially increased vulnerability of the larger ship.
In addition to large nurtioers of theater nuclear weapons' the US has
over 9000 strategic warheads and bombs, of which approximately 25% are
carried on ICBMs, 50% on SLBMs, and 25% on bombers, The Soviets have about
7000 strategic warheads, of which approximately 75% are carried on ICBMs,
20% on SLEMs, and 5% on bombers. Soviet missiles have greater throw weight
(the capability to carry larger warheads with more explosive power), while
US missiles are generally more accurate. The US has more bombers, which in
turn have greater speed and range than Soviet bombers. US submarines are
less noisy than Sov.iet submarines, And are consequently more difficult to
detect. The US also has the advantage in anti-submarine warfare, but the
Soviets have more air defenses with which to intercept a bomber attack.

QUESTIONS
What is the current status of the US and Soviet nuclear forces? ^How
can the two forces be compared? Is there a "window of vulnerability?"
Which country "1
s" the nuclear arms race? Wbuld more nuclear weapons
change the Telati
hip between the superpowers? What threats do the
Soviets pose for
U.S. and our allies? What are U.'S. perceptions of
Soviet security goals? Soviet perceptions-of U.S. security objectives?,
, What threats does the U.S. pose for Soviet military planners? What are the
,purposes and capabilities of U.S. and Soviet defensive forces?
,

1:

READINGS
George Kennan, "Reflections: TWo Views of the Soviet Problem","Ibe New
-Yorker, November 2, 1981.
-

4

American Friends Service Committee, "Questions and Answers on the Soviet
Threat and National Security", 1981.

112.

Colin Gray and Keith Payne, 'Victory is Possible", Foreign Policy, #39,
summer 1980.
Sources for information on annual expenditures and reports on force
structure include hbrld Military and Social Expenditures (Ruth Sivard), and
The Military Balance (International Institute tor Strategic Studies).
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STRATEGIC POLICY

The basis for strategic
weapons decisions often lies in "doctrine", a
term that refers
e structure of a nation's
strategic plans. A key
portion of the US uclear doctrine
concerns the ways in which the US
attempts to deter n k.11clear war. US strategies to
prevent nuclear war range
from the formulation of plans to fight limited
nuclear wars to plans for
massive retaliation in the event of a Soviet
attack of any magnitude.
In the past, one of the

cornerstones of US strategic policy has been
the conception ofi deterrence.through the
maintenance of a "triad" ormix of
three different forces. The triad consists

,

of bombers, land-based
missiles, and submarine-launched
ballistic missiles. For successful
deterrence, each of the legs of the triad
must be Able to survive a Soviet
nuclear attadk, and in response do "unacceptable"
damage to the Soviet
Union. Unacceptable damage has
been defined as the ability to destroy a
substantial portion of Soviet industry and
population. It has been'
calculated that a forte equivalent to 400
oneinegaton weapons could destroy
35% of the Soviet population and 70% of
Soviet industry.Some analysts have suggested that the triad
is a costly and overly
conservative.strategy. They argue that the
US would be just as safe, and
our deterrent just as strong, if only two-thirds
of the triad were,capable
of doinl unacceptable damage in response to
a Soviet attack. Others
suggest that the US should adopt'a policy of launching
its ICBMS on
warning of a Soviet attadk, to avoid
a "use them or lose them" situation.
Opponents of this option stress the ri
of accidental nuclear war, dueAo.
computer malfunction or miscalculation
UJESTIONS
What are, the meanings and potential
consequences of the following
deterrence strategies: containment; massive
retaliation; flexible response
and counterforce targetting; mutually
asured destruction; limited nuclear
war? Does the triad strengthen the US strategic
position? Mat ere the
advantages and disadvantages of the Soviet concentration
on land-based
missiles? What are the primary arguments
for and against a triad of
strat#gic forCes? To what,extent do the
stated policies of the U.S. and
Soviet Union correspond to their ca?abilities?
What is launch on warning?
launch under attack? How could either be
used to reduce Minuteman
vulnerability? If the U.S. adopted
an early launch strategy, what would be
the likely Soviet response? If the Soviet Union
adopted such a,strategy,
how would the U.S. respond?

READINGS
James Fellows, National Defense, (New York: Randan
House) 1981, chapter

6..

James R. Schlesinger, "The. Zvolution of American
Policy TOwards the Soviet
Union", International.Security, v.1 #1,'summer 1976.

Bernard Brodie, "The Development of Nuclear Strgtegy%
International
Security, v.2 #4, spring 1978.
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V.

CIASE CALLS AND NISMEES.

The US missile attack warning system is designed to provide the
earliest possi4e warning of an attack on the US.. Uhe waring system has
three parts: sensors, computer centers, and_command posts. The.sensors are
designed to detect missile launch' or boMber attack, and inclwies satellites
and extensive radar networks. The computer centers process and analyze the
sensor data, passing this information to the command posts. At the oammand
Posts, the data from the sensors and computers are analyzea and the
necessity fcT action is assessed.
For example, on several
Unfortunately, this system is krone to error.
occasions, the computer portion of the system has'indicated that the US was
under attadk, when in fact'no such threat existed. .Assuming that detection
systems are never 100% reliable, one may err in two.different directions.
The first type of error is to make the system too sensitive. An overly.
sensitive system will almost never miss an actual attack. .However, it may
frequently give signals indicating attack where there.is little evidence to
support suCh a conclusion. The alternative is to make the system less
sensitive, so that false alarms rarely occur. This Choice leaves the
possibility that there will be an attack that the sensors will be unable to
detect. CUrrently, public attention is focused on the number of false
alerts, and the possibilitythat an overly sensitive alert system Mai,
provoke a nuclear response to a ncn-eXistent attack.
In 1979 and 1980 there wtre four determinations of a possible threat
to North America. In each case, the Commander-in-Chief of the North
AmeriCan Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) decided that there was a
potential threatito North America and caller; a threat assessment
conference, the last step before direct Presidential involvement. Cme
incident was caused by the misinterpiretation of the nature of a rocket
in atecaying orbit; another resulted from the assumption that simulated
data (inadvertently introduced into the 'NOIZAD system) ware reiiable'_
indicators of a'nessive attack. A third inCident was a mistaken response
to a Soviet SLBM training launch; the last was.caused by a faulty chip in a
communications processor computer.
QUESTIONS

What is the nature of the US alert system? What sorts of errors does
it make most frequently? How are they caused? If these errors are
eliminated, are different errors likely to result? Could a nuclear war
start-as a result of caTputer'.error? human e5rok? What is the command,
control, communications, and intelligence (C I) 17steme How is it supposed
to functioh 'during nuclear war? What are potential problems with this
,system? What happens to decision-making processes when the "timg'of
travel" (from one country to another)'is reduced from 30 minutes to
minutes? What effect does the deployment of Soviet SS-20s and US Pershing
IIs have on this decision-time?
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"U.S. Nuclear liapons Accidents:
Danger in Our Midst",
Center for Defense
Defense Monitor,
Information, vol. X #5.
,

"Pecegt False Alerts from the
Nation's Missile Attack Warning Sistem",
Senate Armed Services
Committee, (Washington, D.C.: GPO) 1580.
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VI.

NEWWEAPONS SYSTEMS AND DEVELOPMENTS

One of the most serious thkeats to peace is that technology and
weapons development will outdistance or dominate arms control efforts.
Arms control negotiations may take years to conduct, alloWing research and
development of new systems to proceed, often at an increased pace. In
addition, if one couniky leads the development of a waapons system, it may
be unwilling to forfeit this advantage to secure an arms control agreement.
The decision not to include multiple independently-targetable
re-entry vehicles (MIRVs) in SALT I is an example of the difficulty of arms
control. The MIRV decision was attributed to three primary.factors. First,
some scientists and military officials were anxious to determine the
technological feasibility of MIRVing a missile. They did not want to ban
its development before they tested the technology. The'US was also
concerned that the Soviet Union would develop ABM capabilities. This
development could have endangered the US ICBM force. US officials thought
that MIRVing US ICBMs would allow the US to retain the ability to launch a
successful retaliatory strike against the Soviet Union. In addition, the lib
was ahead of the Soviet Union in the development of MIRV technology, and
did not want to relinquish this advantage. At this time, arms control
advocates felt they had to choose between fighting the proposed
ABM, and opposing MIRV. They chose to fight the ABM,-and allowed the
development and deployment of MIRV'ed missiles. In retrospect, many of
these same advocates feel they made the wrong choice.
At present, several new systems are under consideration or
development. Same have been justified as bargaining chips for arms control
negotiations with the Soviet Union; others are seen as responses to Soviet
military and technological advances. In order to understand the current
arms race, and the potential for future escalation, it is necessary to
comprehend both the nature of these developments, and their potential
impact on future negotiations.
QUESTIONS
In general, what are the arguments for and against the development of
new weapons systems? What is the historical response to the deployment of
new weapons? To what extent are new systems justified as bargaining chips?
What are the characteristics of the following systems: the B-1 bomber, the
MX missile, Trident II submarine, cruise missile, SS-18 and SS-19 ICBMs,
apd Typhoon-class submarines? What is the schedule for deployment of each
of these systems? How may they threaten future arms control attempts?
%hat are the potential capabilitiee of these systems?

READINGS
James Fallows, National Defense, chapter 3.

Frank Barnaby, Norld Arsenals in 1981", The Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, AtguSt/September 1981.
1 lb

"Preparing for Nuclear War: President Reagan's Program", Defense Monitor,
,Center for Defense Information, vol. X #8.
.
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VII.

ECONOMIC TRADE-OFFS

If the government could spend at will, choices
between military and
social expenditure's might not be a major issue.
However, economic
realities preclude this option. Accordingly, the discussion
of trade-offs
between military and social expenditures proceeds
fram
the
assumption
that
the governmental budget is restricted.
However, it should be noted that
funding for strategic nuclear weapons represents
only About 10% of the
annual defense budget. In fact, building nuclear
weapons is often cheaper
than deploying the equivalent destructive capability
in conventional
weapons. Thus, a decision to
convert from nuclear to conventional.weapons
might actually increase defense costs.

Ad k .tes of decreased military expenditures
argue that every dollar
spent on
military diverts a dollar from social expenditures.
In
additi4F there are various arlfilyses of the
number of jobs foregone as a
result of military expenditures.
MOney spent on goods and services creates
more jobs than money spent on military hardware and
weapons stockpiles. For
example, durable goods may remain in use for
a
substantial
period of time,
and the wages paid to the producer of suCh
goods may subsequently be 'used
to purchase other goods and services.
In contrast, money spent on military
hardware is spent once, and then the weapons
are stored; there is no
further cycling of goods or services through the domestic
economy. There
is also concern that the military and the
private sector compete for scarce
resources. One phenomenon of this type is the domestic "brain
drain". ThiS
term refers to the loss of trained technical
specialists who move from the
civilian to the military sector, often leaving
a shortage of talent in that
portion of the civilian sector.

-QUESTIONS
What is the relationship between military and social
expenditures? .11b
what extent do social or civilian expenditures
create more jobs than
military expenditures? Why? Can "military dollars"
be sUbstituted
one-for-one for "civilian dollars"?
What kinds of effects do military
expenditures have on the economy? What effect
would a constitutional
amendment requiring.a balanced budget have
on choicei between military and
social expenditur4?
READINGS

a

JOhn Kenneth Galbraith, "The economics of the
arms race--and after", The
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, JUne/July 1981.
Marion Anderson,. "The EMpty Pork Barrel",
Employmen Research Associates,
1982.

Michael Parenti, "More bucks from th,4 1e bang',
The Progressive, July 28,
1980.
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VIII.

SOLUTIONS, TREA!ITES, AND VERIFICATION IdSUES

During the last twentY years,.there have been many attempts at arms
control, including more than.a dozen negotiated treaties'and agreemefiti.
Many proposals have focused on a particular weapon or system, sudh as the
:ABM. Other attempts have included quantitative limits on the nuMber of
n1.1clear missiles, laundhers, or warheedsthat a country may deploy. Akv,
agreements and provisions include:
'4PARCLIAL TEST BAN TREATY (PTBT), wflich prohibited'the testing of
nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, in outer space, and under

1963

water.
1972

.

.

,

SALT I INTERIM AGREEMENT, whidh providedlar a fiVe'y'eat:freeze'
on the total nUmber of ICBM and SLBM launchers,for the US and the

.

Soviet unióia.

4

4
* In September 1977, both doUntries announced their intent to
continue honoring the SALT I agreement, 'éven though it
'
technically expired that fall.
ARA TREATY, a part of SALT I, which l7lnited the deployment of
two,sites: Each country
ARA systems by the US andthe USSR
national
capitols and one
was allowed one site to protectthe
to protect an ICBM complex.
c,

* A 1974 protocol to this treaty further limited each party to a,
single site.

19%
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THRESHOLD TEST BAN TREATY (TTBT), whiCh prohibited underground
tests of more than 150 kilotons.

* This treaty has not yet been'ratified by the'dnited States.
1979

SALT II, which sei,a 'ceiling of 2400 on mag and SLBM
launchers, heavy bombers, and air-to-surface ballistic missiles
(20BMs) capable of a range of more than 600 kilometers., The ,
treaty required a reduction of this ceiling to 2250 by the end
of 1981, with decreasing Inventories beginning January 1, 1981.
it alSo dontained sub-limits on MIRVed,missiles, and
restrictions on the number.of re-entry vehicles allpwed on
current launchers. A protocol to the treaty contained
short-term prohibitions on the_deplcyment of mobile ICBM
launchers and the flight-testing of ICBMs from such launchers.
* Thit treaty has not yet betn ratified by the United ftates.

In addition,,several proposals are now under consideration.
proposals and provisions include:

Key

COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN TREATY (CTBT)
This treaty4oculd prohibit all nuclear weaponS4teSting,
including underground tests of any size. Netiations on the
CTBT were suspended in'1980.
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NUCLEAR FREEZE
This proposal exists in various forms. The most common
interpreIation of the freeze is a "mutual and verifiable freeze
on the testing, production, and deployment of nuclear warheads,
missiles, an-15th&r delivery systems". Others suggest a freeze
in deployment, but not testing or productioni; still others
,suggest a freeze only after the US has impldMented a
weapons buildup that will Nhieve what they consider to be
parity with the USSR.
.

STRATEGIC:ABMS REDUCTION.TALES (START)
This proposal, suggested by President Reagan, includes a "phase
I" limitation of 5000 on the total.number of warheads deployed by
each country. Within this limit, there would be a sub-limit of
2500 on land-based missiles.
In Phase II, the parties are to
concentrate on an agreement to equalize throw weight, but only on
ballistic missiles, where the Soviet Union's forces are
concentrated. ,Bomber throw weivht,. in which the US leads the
Soviet Union, iS:rii6t*to be liftatda under this agreement.

ND FIRST USE
This proposal includes a declaration by the US,
that we will not be the first to use nuclear weapons. Such a
declaration might be accompanied by a significant change in the
US force structure, deemphasizing the use of nuclear weapons.
It might,also inclxide -01e removal of 6000-7000 battlefield
nuclear weapons from Europe.

In Addition,,it has been suggested that the US c9u1d simply ratify SALT II
to begin the next phase of arms control.

VERIFICATION
Many of these proposals raise issues about the verification of.arms
control agreements. Uhless the provisions of treaties and agreements are
perceived as verifiable, the chances of domestic acceptance are severely
diminished. SALT I and II depend on the national technical
'mans available
.to each country for verification, and.rely on standing consu/tative
commissions to implement the agreements. However, there is concern that
national technical means are insdficient, and that the Soviets may be
violating these and other arms control agreements. This ipSue was
important in thalpeonsideration of,the SALT II treaty.
Others argue that this concern is vastly overstated. They claim that
it is virtually iMpossible for either country to make substantive changes
in the balance df.forces without the other side discovering the attempt.
In additionithese anaZysts emphasize the costs if a country detects treaty
violations. Fbr example, it was assumed the US would vastly
accelerate its
research and development' pragram if it was proven that the Soviets had
violated the SALT II treaty.

.

Jig
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Both countries are conoaned with the question#of on-site inspections.
The Soviet Union areed to on-site inspections as pert of theamprehensive
oampaeted.
Test Ban Treaty negotiations, but 1he negotiations were never
Same analysts claim that the Soviet Union would violate arms control
that the
agreemnts if on-site inspections were not required; others say
conduct
Soviets are concerned that the US would use on-site inspections to
-- espionage activities within the Soviet Union.
QUESTIONS

Mat attempts have been made at negotiated arms control? What
being
treaties are now in effect? Which ones have expired but are still
ratified;
are
in
the
process
of
observed; have been negotiated but not
others,
but
not
pdtsued
by
the
negotiation; have been proposed by
administration? How does SALT differ from START? What are the differences
no-first-use?
in the various freeze propcgals, and between the freeze and
the
What effect wou.Lthese proposals have on the belance of forces and
forces?
How
comprehensive
are
theoieticar vuineraility of land-based ICBM
ratification
or
t'are the potential obstacles to
these proposals?
issues
acceptance of these proposals? For each of these proposals, what
would require verification of compliance? What is thelikelihood that
cheating could be detected?

READINGS
Philip J. Farley, Betty G. Tall, Gerard C. Smith, Herbert Scoville, Jr.,
and Michael Krepon, "Nuclear Arms Control: Options for the 1980s", The Arms
Control Association 1982.
Daniel Fbrd, H
Nuclear Sanity,

Kendall, and Steve Nadis, peyond the Freeze: The Road to
on of Concerned Scientists (Boston: Beacon Press)

1982.

Raymond Garthoff, "Mutual Deterrence and Strategic Arms Limitation in
Soviet Policy, International Security, v.3 #1, suMmer 1978.
"Verification", Wall StreetIllournal, May 20, 1982.

RobeEt J. Einhorn, "Treaty Compliance", Foreign Policy, #45, winter
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198'241982.

New York
Nbel Gayler, "Haw to Break the Monentum of the Nucaear Arms Race",
Times Magazine, April 25, 1982..

APPENDIX 4

The Prompt and Delayed Effects
of Nuclear Wae
The prompt effects ofnuclear weapons are the basis for the size
of U.S. strategic forces. The delayed effects are equally great,
ensuring that these forces teniain a more than ample deterrent
by Kevin N. Lewis
The primary purpose of this country's strategic nuclear forces is to

deter the USSR from launching
an attack on the U S or its allies. To
accomplish that mission the U.S. main-

tains the constant 'ability to inflict in
tolerable damage on the U S $ R The
long-range missile and bomber forces of

the U S have been designed to survive
even an all-out surprise attack by the
USSR in'numbers sufficient to deliver
a devastating retaliatory counterattack.
Since the USSR has similar forces, it
is considered unlikely that either side
would find it aavantageous to attack the
other It is this mutual retaliatory poten
tial, or assured-destruction capability,
that is widely held to be responsible for
tf)e strategically stable military balance
between the two siiperpowers.
Since in this view the avoidance of
war depen, ds in part on the integrity of
the assured destruction capability of the
U S , any degradation of that capability
would be a grave matter Accordingly
recent assertions by some military analysts that the USSR is actively pursuing measures to reduce the effectiveness
of an American retaliatory strike have
given rise to much concern. Specifically

faster than the U.S. One result of this
line of reasoning has been a revival of

interest in the moribund American civildefense program, another has been the

consideration of new strategic-missile
targeting options designed to defeat the
Russian civil-defense program.
Such hypothetical scenarios are based
in part on underestimates of the damage
the surviving U.S. forces could inflict on
the U.S.S.R. Many estimates of this kind
include only the easily calculable blast
effects of nuclear weapons. They ignore
the equally devastating effects of ther-

mal radiation and ionizing radiation.
When these additional effects are in-

cluded in the calculations, it is clear that

nuclear war remains an unmitigated
mutual disaster, and that no conceiv able

civil-defense preparations could niaterially change the prospect. Therefore
from an operational inilitary point of
view there is no validity to assertions

that the U.S. retaliatory capability is
"eroding." Moreover, it is extremely un-

it is alleged that ambitious Russian civil-

likely that the situation will change in
the foreseeable future.

defense initiatives could create a dangerous strategic asymmetry in the absence of countervailing,U S efforts For
example, in conjunction with a surprise

How is the damage from nuclear war
estimated, and what consequences

"counterforce" attack on U.S. land
based missiles the 1.1 S S,R could at

'

and the U.S.S.R. wbuld then in various
ways be able to.impose its will. Even if
all-out war were to ensue, the U.S.S.R.,
it is said, would be able to recover much

tempt to evacuate its cities, with the projected result that Russian fatalities in an
all-out nuclear exchange would be substantially fçwer than American-ones. In
such a situation'the U S might be inhib-

ited from further escalating hostilities,

of such a war are routinely excluded
from calculations of the damage? In this
article I shall compare calculations frequently used to assess "adequate" levels

of assured destruction with estimates
of the probable wider results of a nuclear exchange between the two superpowers. The more comprehensive analysis shows that neither the U.S. nor the

U.S.S.R. needs to be concerned about
the integrity of its retaliatory capability.
Although much of the current debate on
the,gravity of the Russian threat,tends to
ignore this fact, there can be no conceiv-

able doubt that all-out war remains a
losing proposition for both sides. Credible deterrence of course relies cokmany
factors other than the ability to conduct
a massive retaliatory attack. It is in the
interest pf all parties, however, that the
notion of "?,. Inning" an all-out nuclear
war, in the sense of one.side's being able

to improve its relative position at an
acceptafile cost, be dismissed from the
strategic debate, and that the f ull consequences of such a calamitous event be
brought to public attention.
Specific criteria of retaliatory effectiveness were first established under the
direction of Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara in the early 1960's. Up
to that ttrne strategic military planners

lacked any formal quantitative standards for determining the appropriate
levels of U.S. retaliatory forces. Secretary McNamara therefore advanced the
concept of assured destruction, arguing
that the destruction of between 20 and
25 percent of the U.S.S.R. s population
and at least 50 percent OT its industrial
capacity would constitute unacceptable

damage in the eyes of that country's
leaders. By establishing these measures
McNamara was Setter able to- coorch7

nate Air Force and Navy planning, to
match strategic military requirements
with existing force structures and to
eliminate programs that were superfluous. Although the task of defining a
certain level of damage had a political
purpose, namely to ihreaten the government of the U.S.S.R. with intolerable de-

1From Scientific American 241. no 1 (pp. 35-47). Reprinted with permission Copyright 41) 1979 by Scientific
Arrieticsin, Inc. MI rights reserved
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struction, the specific percentages chosen reflected the caPabilitiet of the U.S..

strategic forces programmed at that
time The required levels of destruction
were also based to some extent on the

their dispOsal a large store of information on each target, sophisticated analytical techniques and an advanced data-

processing capability. The results of
these detailed calculations can be approximated fairly well, however, with

is released in the form of thermal radiation. The rest of the energy is represented by prompt nuclear radiation and de-

layed thermal and nuclear radiation,

none of which are treated as being important in assured-destruction planning
system represented by the U S.S.R_
the aid of some simple procedures.
but all of which nonetheless add to the
The population and economic redestructiveness of a nuclear attack.
sources of the U S S R. are concentrated
he yield of a nuclear weapon is usuThe mechanical motions of a nuclear
in a remarkably-small number of major
ally described in terms of the quanti- explosion are analogous to those of a
urban centers About a third of the pop- ty of chemical explosive required to re-- tidal wave. The shock front is literally,a
ulation and nearly two-thirds of the in- lease an equivalent amount of energy, a wall of compressed air. As it passes,
dustrial capacity are concentrated in the nuclear weapon is said to have the pow- structures are exposed to a nearly incountry's 200 largest cities Nuclear at- er of kilotons (thousands of tons) or stantaneous rise in the local atmosphertacks on additional cities,would not ap- megatons (millions of tons) of TNT. As ic pressure, and they may be crushed.
preciably increase the retaliatory dam- in a chemical explosion, the energy from Followmg the shock front are strong
age (except for the delayed effects of a nuclear explosion is generated very winds analogous to the water currents
radioactive fallout) McNamara's crite- quickly in a small volume. When the that follow a moving ocean wave. The
rion of assured destruction could there- nuclear explosion is set off,in the air, the forces resulting from these winds may
fore be loosely translated into the ability energy released instantaneously vapor- also lead to the collapse Of structures
to destroy the 200 largest cities in the izes the components of the warhead. -in the target arca. Depending
on their
U.S.S.R.
creating a hot, rapidly -expanding fire- -shape and construction, buildings may
Given this assumption, U S. force re- ball The explosion gives rise to two be vulnerable either to the shoeic wave
quirements could be set by determining prompt effects that in an attack on a Lilt or to the winds that folltrst or to both.
the number of 'nuclear warheads needed can be devastating. First, as the fireball- The -hardness" of a tar§et (its ability to
to destroy the social and economic tar expands it sends a shock wae through
withstand the destructive effect of the
gets of importance in those 200 cities the surrounding medium. The shock shock liave) is generally described in
Target planning is sensitive to m,any op- wave, which travels away from the point terms of the induced peak "overpreserational factors, such as the composi- of the explosion at supersonic speeds, sure- (in pounds per square inch above
tion ang layout of cities, but above all does blast damage to structures and peo- atmospheric pressure) at which the tarit calls for predicting accurately how ple. The hot fireball also radiates ther- get is destroyed.
the local population will be affected by mal energy, mainly photons in the visiThermal radiation can lead directly
the lethal effects of nuclear explosions ble and infrared_ regions of the electro- to flash-burn casualties and indirectly
In actual practice retaliatory damage magnetic spectrum. which can cause (through the ignition of nearby materiis predicted by matching the physical burns and ignite materials that are not als) to flame-burn casualties, superposproperties of nuclear explosions with protected by some,f)in
-' d- -of opaque
ing both effects on blast casualties. The
the relevant target characteristics on 'a screen. Roughly ha of 'the weapees, extent of such damage depends on both
'city-by-city basis In calculating such energy is eventual converted into me-, the power of the radiant energy delivdamage levels U S planners have at chanical blast motions and about a third ered (Ustially measured in calories per
square centimeter) and the period over
.
which-the energy is:deliverecl. DestrucTHE PROMPT EFFECTS of the explosion of a one.megaion,nuclear-warhead,detonated at a five blast effects decay w ith distance
height of 6,500 feet over the heart of New York are depicted chronologically in the sequence faster than thermal effects. Thereto&
of scenes on the opposite page. Immediately !Met such a detonation int extremely hot, lummous
under
ideal conditions nuclear explo,
fireball woulil form. The fireball would emifintense thermal raftation (color), capable of caus- sion
ian do substantial incendia daming skin burns and starting fires at a considerable distanci. The explosion would aiso give rise -age well -beyond thc area devast ted by
to a destructive blast wave, which would move away frOm the fireball* supersonic speed; at
blast. The thermal damage, however, is
1.8 seconds after the detonation, for.eximple, the fiont of the blast wave (black circle) Would
much influenced by external factors, inbe roughly half a mile ahead-of, the fireball. in addition the nuclear

- characteristics of the particular target

T

-

processes responsible-for
the explosion Would be acconManied by the,emission of hard radiation, mainly gamma rays
and neutrons.(wary whitc,lines), which would have enoughonge in air to reach-the ground in
the midtown aim When the primary blast wave from the explosion hit the ground,another
shock wave would be caused by refection. At a certain distance from ground zero (depending .
on the height Of the explosion and the energy yield of the weapon)_the primary and reflected
wave fronts would fuse near the ground to /tom a single reinforced Mach front; In the case of a
on-e-megaton warhead detonated at 6,500 feet the Mach effect would begin sonic 4.6 seconds
after detonation ot. a distance of 1.3 miles from ground zero, At that point' the overpressure
(that is, the air pressure above ambient -atmospheric pressure) would be 16 pounds per squar9
Inch (p..s.i.), At 11 seconds after detonation the Mach front would have moved outward to 32
miles from ground zero, the overpressure at the Mach front would be 6 p.s.i. and the velocitY of the wind just behind the front would be approximately 180 miles per hour; appreciable
amounts of thermal radiation and nuclear radiation would continue to reach the ground. At 37
seconds after detonation the Mach front would be nearly-4.5 miles from ground zero, theoverpressure if the front would be 1 p.s.i. and the wind velocity behind the front would bel0 miles
per hour. (diass would be broken at overpressures down to .5 p.s.i.)Althoughthermal radiation
would no longer be significant, gamma rays would still reach the ground in potentially lethal
amounts. The fireball would no longer be luminous, but it would still be very hot, and it would
therefore rise rapidly, causing air to be drawn inward and upward, producing strong air currents called afterwinds. These winds would raise dirt and debris from the city to form thestem
of what would eventually become the charasteristic mushroom cloud. By 110 seconds after
detonation the hot residue of the fireball, while continuing to rise, would have begun to expand
and cool. As a result the vaporized fission products and other weapon residues would condense
to form a cloud of radioactive particles. By this time the cloud would have risen to a height
of seven miles. The maximum height attained by the cloud (after 10 minutes) would be about
14 miles. Ultimately the particles in the cloud would be dispersed by the wind-, anfunless there '
were precipitation there would probably be no early (or local) fallout of radioactive material.

cluding the presence of clouds Or of

snow cover, the relative transparency of
the atmosphere and the composition of
the target. Hence thermal effects arc fat
less predictable than direct blast effects.
Since retaliatory forces are planned
on the basis of assured damage, the consequences of an attack are typically calculated only on thc basis of the more
predictable blast effects Consider thc
problem of allocating a suitable "pack
age" of nuclear weapons to an urban
area after a re% icw of the targets within

that city. Aim points for each weapon
are selected in such a way as to ensure
that the desired blast effects will cover
all the targets. if the targets arc close
enough together, a single warhead may
suffice If the targets are dispersed or
hardened, it may bc preferable to allo
cate more than one weapon to a target
arca, as opposed to increasing the yield

of a single weapon. This approach
guards against the failure of a single
large warhead, which would leave a tar-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
specifically designed for blast resistance
would be destroyed if it were exposed to
an ovuprcssurc of five or more pounds
per square ineh (p s I.) above the ambi

targets were considered important, an

ent atmospheric prcssure of some 15
p.s.i , and those structures that would
not actually collapse would typically

heads) to achieve the desired effects.

ly constitutes the bulk of the U.S. strAte
gic arsenal.

Each city has a unique set or target
characteristics, but some simple rules
make it possible to predict damage and
fatalities. In general any structure not

be damaged beyond repair. Some reinforced buildings (and heavy equipment
inside than) could w ithstand an ov er
pressure of 40 p s t or more, but if these

get uncovered.- It also reflects the fact
that few industrial and military com
plexes are sufficiently concentrated or
have the right shape to be attacked by a
single weapon of the type that current
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LETHAL AREA cs defined by LS. nuLlear-wat -planners as the Lircoin region within which the number of survivors of a nuclear explosion equaLs the number of fatalities outside the region. This simplifying assumption makes it possible to arrive at an estimate of thc
prompt fatalities resulting from a nuclear explosion by multiplying
the lethal area by tbe population density eassuming that thc population density over the entire area cs uniform). As a general rule the lethal area is considered to extend roughly to ale S-p.s.i. one:pressure

attaCku could lower the height at which
his weapons were sct to explode or t-ould
atm his weapons (or allocate new war
Still, as a rule of thumb an ONermssure
of 5 p.s.i..is considered sufficient to de,
stroy most struCtures.

The human body Lan endure a far
more intense blast than most buildings.

Therefore in a nuclear attack most of

Lontoui, which for the one-mmiton airhurst represented on page 4
Lonesponds to a Lne.ular area With a radius of 4.Xmiles (area *Am
bla,k wat). The-,lethal-area LonLept exe.ludes several impOrtant (if
leps piediLtabk) aelayed efleLts of nutleat explosions, such as files
and racheneLtite fallout. On a Lica: day, for example, a one-megaton
anburst Lould ignite files as mud) e. 10 miles away. Ik these files
were to Lunsohdate into a mass file, the entire region within that range
t...iluted atm) would bc devastated, enlarging the lethal area fivefold.

e.

the blast casualties would be caused by
indirect effects. The bulk of the population would be at risk from being inside
or hear collapsing buildings, from being
hit by debris thrown by the shock wave

or-from being hurled into an immobile surface. Thermal effects would also

cause many fatalities ,within a certain
range, regardless of external conditions.

In estimating fatalities the simplifying
conceet of 'ffie "lethal nrea" is often
used. Based on theoretical and empirical

data developed by the Atomic Energy
Commission in the 1950's, the lethal
area is defined as the circular region
within which the number of survivors

would equal the number of fatalities
outside the circle, assuming that the
population density over the entire area
is uniform.
10

T

o simplify the calculations the estimated fatalities are redistributed, so
that planners consider everyone w ithin

the circle to be a fatality and no one
outside the Lirde to be a Tatality. An
estimate of prompt fatalities is then
made by multiplying the lethal area by
the population density. The experience
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and also
test data indicate that for weapons in
the range of 20 kilotons the lethal area
extends roughly to the contour within
which there is an o. erpressure of 5
Henct. cxnerage by that ok,erpressure is

considered a satisfaLtory standard for
calculating both, the fatalities and the

100

1,000

10,000

ENERGY YIELD OF EXPLOSION (KILOTONS OF TNT)

TYPICAL RANGES to which three aifferent harmful effects of nuclear weapons extend are
represented here for a typical airburst as a function of the energy yield of the explosion. The
colored line shows the Istance to which thermal radiation can cause second-degree skin burns
and ignite fires, creating the risk of a mass fire. The black line measures the radius of the
overpressure circle, within which the passage of the blast wave front, folio* ed by 160-milep er-hour winds, would cause massive urban destruction and a high percentage of fatalities. The
gray line gives the range to which prompt nuclear radiation from the explosion would result
in 100 percent fatalities. It is evident that under favorable weather conditions the destructive
thIrmal effects of such an explosion could reach well beyond the area of major blast destruction. Prompt nuclear radiation, on the other hand, is clearly not an important damage mechanism for strategic nuclear weapons (which have explosive yields of anywhere from a few tens
of kilotons to many megatons), since jhe areas covered by deadly radiation would also be exposed to severe blast and thermal effects. It is only at much lower yields (on the order of a
kiloton or less) that prompt nuclear radiation becomes an important lethal mechanism, that
relation in fact is the basic principle of the enhanced-radiation weapon, or neutron bomb.

economic destructiveness of nuclear explosions.

Nuclear weapons will generate an
overpressure of 5 p.s.i. to a distance pro-

portional to the cube root of their yield.
For this reason larger weapons are said
to distribute their destructive power le,ss
efficiently than' smaller ones. For example, a 100-kiloton bomb will generate an

1 oo
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so

60

so

40

40

20

20

overpiessure of 5 p.s.i. to a range of
about two miles. Yet a warhead with 10
times tbe explosive yield (one megaton)
will generate the same overpressure to
only about twice thardistance. In recognition of the inherently greater efficiency of smaller weapons, a scaled measure
known as equivalent megatonnage, defined as the yield of a bomb in megatons
raised to the two-thirds power, is considered a better index of countercity capability than the unadjusted yield in megatons. It was calculated by McNamara's
systems-analysis staff in the 1960's that

the reliable delivery of 400 equivalent
megatons would kill 30 percent of the
population of the U.S.S.R, and destroy
75 percent of the industrial capacity,
more recently tbe population damage
and industrial damage have been estimated to be closer to 35 and 70 peri-ent.

In actuality these damage levels are
the lowest that would result from nucle-

ar explosions, since they are typically
calculated on the basis of the predictable "prompt" effects described above
When delayed effects (fires, fallout and
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SIZE OF ATTACK (E6LIIVALENT ME(3ATONS ON TARGET )

ASSURED-DESTRUCTION CRITERION, relied on by 1,S:strategic planners to determine
the retaliatory potential needed by U.S. nnclear forces to deter a surprise attack by the U.S.S.R.,
is callbrated here in terms of the number of delivered equivalent megatons It would take to destroy key population centers and industrial targets in the U.S.S.R. (Equivalent megatons are
defined as the explosive yield of a nuclear weapon raised to the 2,3 power.) Given the decreasing value of adding extra equivalent megatons to such a retaliatory attack, it is evident from
these eurveithat the delliery on target of some 400 equivalent megatons would be more than adequate to achieve assured destruction. Population damage (color curre) was estimated in terms
of fatalities only; industrial damage (block curve) was determined by calculating the "manufacturing value added" destroyed during a U.S. retaliatory attack on the U.S.S.R. (Manufacturing value added is the ineremeatil valne imparted to raw materials in any indostrial process.)
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so on) are introduced, the damage es
timates become much higher. The de

induced fires would be Joined ;by. blast

layed effects also ensure that even if the
blast damage lev els cited in assured de
Struction definitions were not reached,
an all out nuclear war w9u1d still result

stoves and boilers. Scattered debris and
ruptured tanks and pipelines would add

triggered fires from toppled furnaces,

fuel to the fires. Firebreaks w?uld be
bridged by materials hurled by the blast.

in the devastation of the combatant After the attack the suppression of poscountries.

The temperatures in a mass fire can exceed 1,000 degrees Celsius, a temperature higher than that necessary to melt

glass and metal and to burn ordinarily fireprpof materials. In Hiroshima an
atomic bomb with a yield on the order
of 15 kilotons caused a firestorm that
lerated for si hours, totally destroying
4.4 square miles of the city. American
cities are constructed of materials that

sibly hundreds of small fires, per acre
would be a monumental* task; water
prompt and delayed nuclear weapons mains would be shatter0 and firefight
effects Lan be contrasted by consider
ing equipment and crews woidd be de
are more fire-resistant than those in HIing an attack ona typical urban target, stroyed or disabled. In Hiroshima some roshuna, on the other hand, American
for example the greater Boston metro 70 percent of the city's firefighting cities are more built up and more fuels,
politan area The detonation of 10 one
equipment v.as crushed in the collapse notably gasoline and heating oil, are
megaton warheads, aimed at. local eco of firehouses Find 80 percent of the fire
available to feed fires. Most important,
nomit and military targets, would' gen
men did not report to their posts.
the yitlds of many modern strategic nucrate an overpressure of 5 p.s.i. over
Depending on weather conditions and clear weapons exceed those exploded
more than 500 square miles Kore than the characteristics of the target area at Hiroshima and Nagasaki by, two or
1 3 million people would be killed by (particularly the densit) of flammable more orders of magnitude. In addition
the prompt blast and thermal effects of structures), the many individual fires much of the area under attack would be
the explosions, and more than 80 per
might consolidate Into one of tv.o types exposed to thermal radiation from more
cent of the area's industrial capacity of mass fire. a firestorm or a conflagra- than one fireball.
would be destroyed. It is likely that tion. A firestorm is driven by a strong
Blast shelters would .provide little
the secondary effects of the explosions, vertical updraft of heated air, which is protection against large fires. The surparticularly fires and fallout, would in
replaced by cool air sucked in from the vival of the occupants of such a shelter
crease these totals .
periphery of the fire. A conflagration is would depend critically on the temperaIf conditions were fav orable to the at
driven in addition by a strong ground ture and humidity inside the shelter, and
tack, the most devastating effect might wind that v.as present before the attack. if mass fires were to start, the problem of
be incendiary. Under certain weather Whereas a firestorm continues only as maintaining a shelter environment in
conditions each one megaton burst long as its centripetal v. inds do; a confla
which people could survive would be
could ignite fires as much as 10 miles gration Lan continue as long as fuel is aggravated beyond solution. Moreover,
away. In such an attack a fire threat available.
unless there was an independent supply
would presumably exist throughout
The consequence of a mass fire is total of oxygen for each shelter, carbon monmuch of eastern Massachusetts. Flash
devastation within the affected area. oxide and other toxic gases generated by
111110
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ground zero, the point on.the ground directly under the explosion. The
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from the conversion of nonradioactive

the fire could be deadly to the occupants The heating of shelters, bttth by
flames and by heated rubble (which
could remain intolerably hot for days
'after the end of a fire), would jeopardize
the occupants of shelters with an isolated atmosphere In Dresden, where a fire
storm ignited by chemical bombs killed
more than 100,000 people in 1945, only
those inhabitants who had left their shel

ters before the firestorm began were
able to survive the twin threats of noxious gases and shelter heating

After a n-uclear attack manY people

i I would

be disabled,

trapped id*

wrecked buildings or prevented from
fleeing the city because the streets were
blocked by debris or fire. If mass ,fires

were to form, which seems to be the
probable result of multiple megaton
bursts, the survivors among those who

had escaped prompt incapacitation
might be few If mass fires were to begin

in the Boston area, for example, the
number of fatalities could be increased
by 500,000.
Another factor not included in man}
assured-destruction calculations is ra

Nioactive fallout Fallout results from
the condensation of the radioactive by
products pf a nuclear explosion on ma
terials fused by the intense heat of the
fireball and (to a much smaller extent)

materials into radioactive ones by thc
absorption of neutrons from the nuclear
reactions of the explosion. If a nuclear,
weapon were to be exploded at or near
the earth's surface, fallout would be an
acute threat. Large amounts of debris

would be scooped up into the rising
cloud, later to fall out (or more likely be
washed out) of the cloud in lethal

amounts for hundreds of miles downwind. A dose of ionizing radiation mea-

Suring between 400 and 500 rems (an
index of the biological effeet s. of different t)pes of radiation on man) deliv ered
ov,er a period of seeral days would kill

half of the Nople who had been ex-

ter and prov isions, the fallout fatalities
that w ould be added to the Boston-area

toll could be as many as 500,000. An
attack of this type might well mix airbursts and ground bursts to create maxi-

mum leels of both kinds of damage.
Thc number of fatalities from fire and
radiation would grow steadily after such
an attack, in part because medical facilities and personnel would be destroyed.

Burn victims would present an exceptional medical problem, since serious N.-.
burn l.c1Ses require intensive and imme-

diate treatment if they are to survive.
The ability of any medical system to
handle large numbers of such casualties
is limited even in peacetime. The influx
of some 50 survivors of the collision of
two jet airliners on Tenerife in the Canary Islands d few years ago put a strain
on burn centers in the U.S., which have a

bosed. A dose of between 200 and 300
rems would kill somewhat fewer than
20 percent (assuming prompt medical
treatment), but sevCre radiatio.hrelated
blood symptoms, including diminished maximum capacity of about 130 paimmunological response, could add ex-, tients. lyter a nuclear attack, of course,
tra fatalities by contributing to lethal the nu ber of burn Cases would be orinfections If 10 one-megaton weapons ders of magnitude greater, and access to
were exploded at ground level (to maxi- medical treatment would be far more
mize fallout rather than blast and ther- difficult.
-mal effects), as many as a million New
Existing medical services would be

England residents who were not ex-

f ur ther burdened by the mudence of in-

posed to the immediate blast and thermal effects of the nuclear explosions
would be subjected to dangerous 1eels
of radiation. Even w ith optimistic assumptions about the a ailability of shel-

juries well beyond areas of widespread

concentric circles are at 1,000-foot intervals. The firestorm following
the prompt effects of the explosion lasted for about six hours and to-

mottality. The danger of injury from
projected missiles (mainly shards of
glass from shattered windows) would
exist more than eight miles out from the

tally destroyed 4.4 square miles of the uty. The explosive yield of the

weapon that caused this dmastafion was on the order of 15 lylotons.

t5tbl Utirlf HVHILIADLE,

v ere burns could be common out to nine
miles, depending on weather 6onditions.

.

arca with both airburst and ground

The survivors of an all-out nuclear

center of a one megaton blast, and se

Many victims of burns, radiation sick
ness and other mortal injuries who did
not die immediately would require in
tensive tbut under thc circumstances un
available) medical care. The manage
ment of less severely injured peopk and
the very young, the very old and those
with special medical needs would be

t,omplicated by the scarcity of food,
shelter and medicine. '

burst nuclear weapons could well ex

attack v,ould include many v,ho would
be permanently incapacitated by crip
pling injuries, blindness and other caus
es. Any medical effort would be further
degraded by the destruction,bf pubhc
hcalth facilities and personnel, the pro
liferation of disease causing organisms

ceed two million dead, w ith roughly the
same number wounded or sick.

.

.

The assured destruction concept also
ignores certain strdegit, issues. It is
typically argued that the U.S.S.R. is Rur
suing tv,o types of program that would

twhich tend to survhe high radiation

enable it to blunt the effectiveness of
a U.S. retaliatory attack The first pro-

levels) and other difficulties, such as. the
seemingly insoluble problem of dispos
ing of the dead. The total regional casu,alties follovv mg an attack on the Boston

gram seeks to reduce the number of U.S.
warheads arriy ing at their targets by de,
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Irk POTHETICAL ATTACK on the greater Boston metropolitan
area, whkh is outlined on these two pages, secves to contrast the
prompt and delayed effects of multiple nuclear explosions. In both
cases shown the attack I, *mists of the detonation of 10 one-megaton

nuckar warheads, whkh are aimed at local economic and military
targets. In the.illustratioAat the left It has been pssumed that,all the
weapons have Ikea detonated at an altitude that has been selected to
(11111AlfIllze blast and thermal effects. Black urcular outlines in the II-

lustration correspond to regions exposed to an overpressure of at least
5 p.s.i., each of the:It areas is 4.3 miles in radius. The colored areas
represent the regions exposed to severe fire and burn risk on a clear
day, each area in this case has a radius of 10 miles. The principal delayed effect of the attack suggested by the illustration is the risk of a

regionwide firestorm or conflagration, whkh could add 500,000 fa.,
talities to the assured-destruction estimate of 1.3 million killed by the
prompt blast and thermal effects of the explosions. In the illustration
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levels, and that the U.S.S.R. would re

stroying U.S. strategic forces in a sur

prise attack and by intercepting ds many

tam the industrial base, personnel and

surviving warheads as possible before
they reach their targets in the U.S.S.R.
The second program seeks to minimize

administration necessary for a rapid

spective of the riarrow and arbitrary definition of assured destruction discussed
above.

postwar recovery.
"In spite off the alleged success of the

even under the worst circumstances the

the damage done by arriving U.S. weap-

U.S.S.R. in these endeavors, neither
strategy could effectively reduce the
devastation of an all out nuclear war.
Furthermore, neither effort w ould appreciably enhance the potential of the

ons by evacuating urban residents and
by dispersing and hardening Industrial
sites. Because the Russians could there

y "deny" important urban and eco
nbmc targets to U.S attack it is maintai d that U S forces would fail to
satisfy thc assured destruction damage

U.S.S.R. for recovery. On the contrary,

such schemes only appear to reduce
U.S. retaliatory capabilities in the per

Such analyses Ignore -the fact that
U.S. would be able to mount a more
than adequate retaliatory attack. Any
Russian plan to degrade the U.S. assured-destruction capability would face

the formidable task of reducing U.S.
forces substantially below the level of
400 deliverable equivalent megatons.
(Actually the task might be even more
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at (be right it has been assumed that all 10 of the warheads have betn
detonated at ground !evill in order to maximize the effecb of radioac-

th e fallout. (Ty pkal January wind patterns have been assumed in
drawing the contoum.) The dark-colored areas arc those that are covered by an amount of radiation that would`be fatal to at least 80 percent of the exposed population. The medium-colored areas are those
in which at least SO percent of the exposed population would die of
radiation skkness. The light-colored &teas are the probable extrt

of the region in which chnkal radiation symptoms would be ecider4
in much of the exposed population, resulting in perhaps 20 percent
fatalities. (Presumably the SWUM:HS Would also be subjected to the
effects of additional long-term radioactive fallout from attacks on
neighboring regions.) The total number of casualties in t)te Boston
region following an attack that made use of a suitabk combination
of airbunt and ground-burst nuclear weapons could well exceed two
million
dead, with approximately the same number wounded or sick.
,
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difficult, because a well planned Amer
ican attack of even WO equivalent meg

sult that evacuation and other tactics for

reducing damage could be pursued. If

atons could still pf6mptly kill a fifth 'this were to be the situation, the characof thr USSR 's population and destroy ter of the cily population would clearly
more than two thirds of its industry, have changed by the time of an attack.
thereby satisfying the requirements of Since 'assured destruction is calculated
assured destruction )

is extremely'unlikely that a preemp
I trive
Russian first strike could achieve

this goal For one thing, 400 equivaleht
megatons is only a fraction of the cur

rent U.S. nillear arsenal. More than

,

"

according to peacetime population densities and the calculations rely on cerpin

issumptions about the disposition of
city dwellers and workers on a day-today basis, the programmed fatality levels may not be reached under realistic
circumstances.

In fact, except in the circumstances
of certain specialized scenarios, there

will always be an opportunity for a
country to evacuate its urban centers to
some extent, regardless of the degree to
which the country has prepared for such
evacuation. (For example, on September 1, 2 and 3, 1939, the British government evacuated some 1.5.million wom-,

en and children from Britain's major
cities, and in the same three days an additional two million people moved out
on their own initiative.) The wide availability of private-automobile transport

half of the current U arknal of more
The assured -destr uction criterion also
than 6,000 equivalent megatons is car assumes that a general nuclear war in the U.S. probably more than comried by missile launching submarines on would consist of a single massive "coun- pensates for any current Russian evacstation, by bombers on alert at Strategic tervalue" strike, a strike against both uation plans and training.
Air Copmand bases and by silo-based . military and economic targets. CounterNev ertheless, allegations of evacuamissiles, all of which are capable of go- value strikes might well, hqwever, re- tion planning in the U.S.S.Rnave ining into action within a few minutes of main at a relativ ely low level of intensity spired much concern in the U.S.*Aca Presidential order The rest of the 'for some time. A limited countemalue cording to a recent report of the Central
U S strategic forces consist mainly of exchange might consist of attacks on.inz Intelligence Agency, if the Russians
bombers not on alert and submarines in dustrial locations away from large cities were to have at least one/week to thorport, for maintenance If a Russian sur
in order to discourage escalation to at- oughly ',evacuate their cities and shelprise attack were to destr4 many land tacks with the largest possible number ter refugees against radioactive fallout,
based U S missiles in their silos and all. of fatalities. (The Russians in particular war-related casualties could be reduced
the nontlert bombers and submarines, hav e built some key installations in re- to the "low tens of mIlhons, about half
more than 2,000 equivalent megatons mote areas, where they could be at- of whicfi would be fatalities." Some anawould remain available for retaliatory tacked' with a relatively low level of fa- lysts have gone so far as to term these
action Even if an unex'pectedry large talities.) Strikes against cities might be fatality levels "acceptable" in view of
number of U S weapons were to mal- preceded by a warning or an ultimatum, the fact that the. U.S.S.R. suffered 20
function or to be destroyed in flight, which would clearly encourage evacua- million dead in World War II. Even If
more than 1,500 eqUivtlent megatons tion. A general war might even begin evacuation could reduce the number of
could still be delivered with high con
with a slow campaign of "city-trading." prompt fatalities, however, the degree
fidence These figures assume "worst In other words, virtually any change in of damage the U.S. could inflict on the
case" conditions from a US per
assumptions radically alters the context unprotectable economic resources of
tive if some warning were available pri
of the assured-destruction scenario and the U.S.S.R. would be SQ great that the
or to such a Russian attack, extra bomb- c sts doubt on the accuracy of fatality U.S.S.R. would be eliminated as a majOr
ers and submarines could be alerted and es imates.
industrial power.

the number of deliverable equivalent
s megatons would more than double.

Bechuse of the availability of what
are sometimes described as "overkill"
forces any effort to reduce the numbers
or effectiveness of the arriving U.S. war-

heads is bound to faiL For example,
Moscow is protected by an anti-ballistic-missile (ABM) system that is limited
by treaty to 100 miSsile launchers. (Currently only/64 missiles are deployed in

that systrtm) In the event of a missilr
attack those missiles could destroy a
certain fraction ,of the incoming missiles. U.S. planners could easily com-,
pensate for this potential attrition by
several strategies, one of which would
be to allocate extra warheads to the.
"Moscow package" basdd on generous
theoretical assumptions about the effectiveness of the Moscow ABM system.
the assured-destruction criterion implicitly assumes what may be the least
probable scenario for a general nuclear
war. It is extremely unlikelY that `an allout war would begin with a massive sur-
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'CITIES (POPULATION)

MISSILE-SUBMARINE BASES

100,000 TO 250,000
MAJOR AIRFIELDS
prise attack by either side on the other
side's cities. Such a war would more
250,000,TO 1,000,000
IMISSILE-LAUNCHING SITES
probably follow an escalating crisis that
might begin with limited nuclear strikes .
MORE THAN 1,000,000
I MISSILE-TESTING CENTERS'
on military targets. These alternative
scenarios imply that city populations RELATIVE CONCENERATIONS of potential population targets and military targets in the

would have ample warning of a possible
or probable nuclear atfack, with the re

US. and the U.SS.R.11Ie suggested by these two maps. The black dots indicate the location
of the largest cities In each country. The colored symbols designate strategic-weapons instal-
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One purpose of any campaign of strategic bombardment is to reduce an ene-

my's potential for supporting armed
forces in.the field. In World War II factones:transportation systems and pow-

er plants were attacked. One goal of
such bombing ampaigns was to destroy
industries on which other economic sectors relied, depriving those sectors of essential inputs,and leading to an expanding industrial incapacitation. The bomb-

many major industries. The centrally
planned economy of the U.S.S.R. in par
ticuTar has many v ulnerable bottlenecks
and choke points. Hence the destruction

of a single target or very few targets
could disrupt production in many other
industries. Because of this concentration
100 equivalent megatons, correspond
mg to the payload of the missiles carried

noted, that "the coordination of require
ments with available supplies and trans
portation is a complex problem for

Soviet planners even in peacetime, let
alone following a large scale nuclear at
tack on the U.S.S.R."
Even if the Russian evacuation plans
were successful, they would orily defer,
not prevent, the impact of the war On

five or six Poseidon submarines,
wpuld be sufficient to desjroy crucial
industries without which the Russian
economy could not sustain itself.
For example, a study conducted re

civilians. A nation's fixed medical, tech
nical and educational base would, after

cently rby the Office of Technology As
sessment of Congress showed that a U.S.

ceuticals, clothing, equipment and spare
parts did surv ive, there would be neither

thwurviving facilities could be "jury attack on petroleum refineries in the
rigged" to compensate for the damage U.S.S.R. could, with only some 40 low
done to ertain >parts of the industrial yield nuclear warheads, destroy about
network. Civilians left homeless in at- three-fourths of the U.S.S.R.'s entire re
tacks ould be housed in nearby towns fining apacity. Comparatively few war

the administrative structure to allocate
the goods nor the transport to ship them
Where they were needed. The destruc
tion of refineries and electric power sta
tions could interdict resupply, and
shortages could develop quickly Per
ishable goods, including many foods
and drugs, would be lost if electric
power were cut off. The devastation of
housing would make summer life difficult and winter existence intolerable.
This would be particularly true in the
U.S.S.R., where outside cities there are
few alternative forms of shelter such as

ing of Germany failed.to have this effect, in part because of limitations on
thesize of chemical-explosive payloads.
Attacks on d given target system had to
be spread out over many raidS, and so

that had not been damaged. Even after
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki enough aid was available in
surrounding communities to significantly aid the survivors.
The deployment of large numbers of
, nuclear weapons has radically changed
, the context of strategic bombing. The
forces currently deployed by the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. are able to destroy the
entire industrial structure of any nation.
Moreover, this damage can,be done all
at once, so that little assistance would
be available for those targets that had
come under attack.
In both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. a

limited number of faulities comprise
the bulk of the productive capacity in

by

heads could also destroy the transporta
tion, energy, maintenance and manage
ment resources needed for any postwar
economic recovery. The Russian energy
system is particularly vulnerable to attack and is crucial for recovery. For in
stance, nearly all the intercity freight in
the U.S.S.R. is shipped over electrified
rail networks, whereas much of it in the
U.S. goes by truck.

These kinds of figures should not be
-11. taken as evidence tfiat the U.S. econ

all, be destroyed in a nuclear war Re
covery stockpiles and facilities could
also be targeted. If some food, pharma

hotels. In short civil defense might
protect some 'people, but it could not
prevent the widespread destruction of
property essential to the support of life.

similar U.S. targets. Rather, it is instruc

The economic interdependence of an
indusfrialized nation is a vulnerability
that cannot be defended.
A nation's administrative and social

five to remember, as .the CIA report

structure would also be disrupted by nu

omy is somehow less v ulnerable than
that of the U.S.S.R. The Russians have
more than enough warheads to cover
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lanons: major airfields, missile-submarine bases, land-based issile
launching sites and missile-testing sites (see key at bottom ft). In
addition to the installations shown here the L.S. has a variety of stra-

tegic forces stationed elsewhere in the world (mainly on the island
of Guam and in Alaska). In general suitable targets for nuclear attack are more concentrated in the U.S.S.R. than they are in file U.S.

:-3 5

clear attack to the point that a political
system might be shattered beyond seconstitution Although ipecial bunkers
are being constructed to protect the bureaucratit and internal-security appara-

A report issued by the NationIPAcademy of Sciences in 1975 listed threeef-

fects of nuclear war that might have

tus of the Soviet government in the
event of war, the U S does not lack the
means to attack those shelters.
The delayed effects of a nuclear war

between the k.J.S, and the U.S.S.R.
would propagate fabeyond the borders

of the antagonisti and their

allies.

plants, could result. The destruction of
stratospheric ozone on.this scale could
upset the thermal structure of the upper atmosphere and lead to worldwide
temperature changes. After such a war
ozone levels might not return to normal
levels for many year

ounts of dust in the upper

A single one-megaton surfae burst.
would also project tho ands of
tons of fine dust into the tfatosphtre.

surface. Third, hazardous radioactive

trate the stratosphere and deposit sever-

al kinds of radioactive material in

isotopes could be dispersod through the

stratosphere, falling out slowly on a

it.

Unlike the lower part of the atmo- worldwide scale.

sphere, the stratosphere lacks the moisture and shear motions needed to quickly sort out particulate and gaseous matter Since such materials would remain
in the stratosphere for a long time, their

effects would be diluted One consequence of this long residence time, how-

ever, wodld be viide dispersion Thus
although stratospheric effects would

,

out harmful ultraviolet radiation. The
NAS report estimated that a 10,000megaton nuclear war could destroy half

study, however, a 10,000-nrgaton war

of the ozone in the Northern Hemisphere and about 30 percent of the

explosion nf the volcano Krakatoa in
1883. By extrapolating from such volcanic events the NAS report concluded

stratosphere than was thrown up by the

that only a slight change in surface
weather conditions might result.

Radioactive isotopes would be distributed worldwide by stratospheric

time in the stratosphere, many of the

.

dangerous short-lived ones would decay

Ss R1

N&

before they could reach the ground.

51E.

Nevertheless, some hazardous isotopes,
such as strontium 90, cesium 137, iodine

131 and carbon 14, would persist and
might enter the food chains of the biosphere. The NAS report did not suggest
that this falleut would have the kind of
worldwide lethal consequences for human life that are depicted in novels sueh
as Nevi! Shute's On tile Beach. Regional
concentrations of fallout in the combatant nations (and neighboring nations)
could nonetheless presentan acute xadiation hazard to many evacuees and rural residents who might not have been
directly imperile'd during an attack on

80
91E.

,

,
kti.S)

ilA

would inject no more dust into the

would have a relatively long residence

co
co

.

ter radiation arriving from the sun or
refleeted from the earth, and there have
been suggestions that this effect could

transport processes. Since these isotopes

\
0,

The dust could absorb, reflect and scat-

Stratospheric ozone plays an impor-_, lead to a change in the weather at the
tant role in life on the earth by screening earth's surface. According to the NAS

ozone in the Souther'n Hemisphere. As
opponents of the supersonic transport
be less intense than lower-atmospheric aircraft and fluorocarbon spray-can
ones, they would last longer and be,, propellants have contended, the deplemore widespread.
tion of the ozone layer could read to a
too

harmful effectS on plants, including crop

adverse worldwide impacts. First, stratospheric ozone might be depleted, because nitrogen oxides made from atmospheric nitrogen and oitygen by the heat
of nuclear explosions would be injected
into the stratosphere, where they would
aid in the conversion of ozone into molecular oxy n. Second, the deposition

Worldwide effects would result mainly atmosphere could alter the amount of
from the fact that the stem and cloud of 'solar radiation arriving at the earth's

most nuclear explosions would pene-

variety of medical and environmental problems. Higher cancer rates and

..0...,,0

cities. Less intense "hot spots" could ap-

pear at greater distances, with adverse
biological consequences. Few parts of
the attacked country would, escape the
threat of fallout, since a thorough attack
would cover economic and-military tar-

;

gets nationwide, leaving most areas contaminated.

14' 0

,0
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10
28
30
40
'NUMBER OF FACILITIE 'IN WHICH INDUSTRY IS CONCENTRATED
11

So
,

KEY ISIDUSTRIAL TARGETS are a o more concentrated in the U.S.S.R. than they are

Atmospheric phenomena a re complex,. and it is not clear how a 10,000megaton nuclear war might influence
climate: Although the NAS study estimated that theeffects of ozone depletion
and dust loading probably would., not
have an irreversible impact on global
weather patterns, the reporl did indicate

that changes of a much =Iv serious

nature could not be excluded The possi
in the U.S., u these three pairs of curves demonstrate. As a consequence fewer nuclear warheads
lvould be needed to dtpple the U.S.S.R.'s production of such vital materials as steet, petrole- 'Thility of synergistic actions among these
um and nUfigerrous metals. In addition the economics of both countries are characterized by . 'vatic:Ws effects cannot bc ignored. For
crucial bottlenecks. Por example, on4 one plant at Pavlodar in the U.S.S.R. does work essen- .examplc, it has been noted that a global
tlitlIo 65 percent of the aluminum industry of the cointry. By the same token close to 80 per- cboling of only one degree C. could
cent Of die iron ore shipped in the U.S. travels through one set of lockt at Sault Sainte Marie. eliminate all wheat growing in Canada.

3

Direr possibilities include the expansion
or melting o( polar ice.
The NAS r4ort did tot examine possible changes in continental weather resulting from effects such as fires. A sin-

6.500

6.000

gle 10-megaton airburst could ignite a
forest fire covering thousands of square
miles. The burning of the broad grasslands and forests of the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. could defoliate the. natural
ground covet\ thereby changing the re.;
flectivity of the earth's surface and giving rise to weather changes. Particulate
combustion products thrown into the atmosphere by forest fires would absorb

5.500

27..7

5.000

and 'reflect solar radiation, and they
would also act as nucleation centers for
the formation of water droplets and ice

crystals, thereby increasing the cloud
cover and altering the distribution of
precipitatiot. Such locab effects could
exacerbate the worldwide pheuomena
cited above.

iqk

4,500

0
2 4.000 r

Finally, just as the various compOnents of a national economy are interlocked, so nations themselves are interdependent The destruction of the economies of the major powers by a nuclear

-J

13

w 3.500

war would be a massive blow to the
economies of nations dependent on
those powers for the exchange of cornmodities4and technology. The less develoPed countries in particular would
suffer, since at this stage of their development they need to import technology
from more developed countries.
n sum, the cum ul ti
-

1

cc

< 3.000
Ui
-J

w 2.500

^

effects of an all-

1 out nuclear war
uld be 'so catastrophic4 that thq render any notion
of "viciory" meaningless. The formal

methodologies of the assured-destructioirscenarios do not reVeal the full ex. tett of these effects. Moreover, argumênts that throw doubt on the sufficjen-cy of the deterricapability of the U.S.
exclude some of t e most profound and
long-lasting of 'these effects. When the
delayed effects of all-out war are taken
into consideration, it should become
clear that no countermeasure would signifitantly lessen the degree of deyastation that would surktly occur. Even if a
highly efficient program for the evacuation of cities could substantially reduce
prompt fatalities, it could not prevent
the delayed social consequences of industrial and econpmic devastation. Th
magnitude of either the prompt disaste
or the delayed one would be so great
that neither disaster could ever be considered tolerable.
There are many steps that cguld be
taken.by both sides to diminish the like.
lihood of an n11-out nuclear war. Many
of them are now the subject of strong
disagreement. One step in the right di-

2.000

I.

1,500

1.000
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rection would be to reframe the cur- US. STRATEGIC ARSENAL would retain far mare deliverable nuclear weapons than woui,d
rently misleading concept of assured be necessary to accomplish the assUred-dcstruction mission, even after an all-out surprise attack by the U.SS.R. on stratekic military targets in the U.S. If there were any warning available
destruction in more realistic terms to before
such an attack, the number of US. nuclear weapons that could be delivered on targets
reflect the full extent of the catastro- in the U.S.S.R. would increase considerably. The heavy black line across the bottom of the
phe that would he represented by a nu
clear war

chart indicates the 400 equivalent megatons thought to be sufficient to kill 35 percent of the
people in the U,SS.R. Strategic forces above this level are referred to as overkill capability.
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APPENDIX 5
t's

TEACHER'S GLOSSARY'

A-BOMB

An atomic or fission weapon (see FISSION).

iAlITIBALLISTIC MISSILE

Any missile designed to destroy a ballistic missile or its
warhead.

ATOM

The smallest part of an element that still retains the
characteristics of-that element.

BALLISTIC MISSILE
BILATERAL TREATY
BLAST WAVE

BOMB
BOMBER

1RCULAR ERROR

P OBABLE
C1V

DEFENSE

A missile, clasified by range, that consists of a. boaster
rocket and a warhead.that arcs to its target.
Used to refer to treaties that-have reciprocal effects on two
sides or parties.
A pulse,of air from an explosion, in which the pressure

increases sharply at'the front, acCompanied by high winds.
A weapon witlidut propulsion that is, dropped 'from any
sort of aircraft.
An aircraft, usually classified by range, capable of delivering nuclear and nonnuclear bombs. Long-range bombers
can travel 6,000 or more miles withourrefueling.

A measure of missile accuracy, the CEP is the radius oft
circle around a target in which 50 percent of the missiles
aimed at the target will land.
The protection of a country's generalpopulation, national
leadership, and industry from nuclear attack through "passive" means.

COUN EREORCE_

The ability to strike an. enemy's military targets, including
bomber and ballistic submarine bases add hardened missile

silos.

COUNTE WALUE

CRITICAL M SS'

The ability to strike an enemy's nonmiliiary targets such
as population centerS, industrial facilities, and natural
resources.
The minimum mass of fissionable material that will maintain a fission reactiOn.

CRUISE MISSILE

DEPLOYMENT

A remote-control missile that flies along the contours of
the ground to its target. It can be launched on land, at sea,
or in the air.

Distribution of a weapon system to units for use in

combatthe final stage
-process.

the weapons-acquisition

DETERRENCE

A strategy designed to dissuade an enemy from attack,
often by threatening unacceptable retaliation.

DOCTRINE

A statement of.fundamental government policy.
One of the. distinct, basic varieties -Of matter occurring in
nature which, individbally or in combination'; compose substances of all kinds. Approximately 90 different elements
are known to exist in nature and speral others, including
plutonium, have been obtained as a result,of nuclear reactions with these elements.

ELEMENT
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ESCALATION

Increasing intensity, extent, or scope. Often used to refer
to the tendency of combatants to respond to an opponent's
actions with increased violence or the use of more sophisticated weapons.l
A balance of forces in which the capabilities of both parties

ESSENTIA

!EQUIVALE CE

are approximately equal in effectiveness, though they
might not be equal numerically.

FALLOUT

The radioactive:particles'spread by nuclear blasts which are
carried into the atmosphere and retuined to earth, often in
rain.

F1RE-STORM

Stationary mass fire, generally in built-up urban areas,
causing strong, inriishing winds from all sides. The winds
keep the fires from sineading while adding fresh oxygen to
increase their intensity.
The initial use of nuclear weapons against an enemy. The
'term is generally used to refer to a "preemptive" nuclear
attack against bomber bases, submarine bases, and missile

FIRST STRIKE

silos.

FIRST USE

A term,used to refer to the first use of nuclear weapons in
a conflict.

.
The process of spiitting attimic nuclei through bombardment 'by neutrons. This process yields vast quantities of

FISSION

energy as well as more neutrons capable of initiating
further fission.
FLEXIBLE RESPONSE

FUSION

The capacity to meet aggression or deal with conflict by
choosing among e variety of options.
The process of combining atomic nuclei to form a single,
heavier element. or 'nucleus, which 'r eleases substantial
amounts of energy.

GENETIC EFFECT

The effect of various.agents (inclUding nuclear radiation) in

GROUND ZERO

producing changes in genes. A anutant Or changed gene
causeq changes in the next generation which may or may
not be apparent.
The point of the earlh's iurface directly on or above which
a nuclear weapon detonates.
A nuclear weapon in which part of,the explosive energy is

H-BOMB

obtained frog% nuclear fusion reactions. (see FUSION)
HARD OR 'HARDENED
TARGET

A strategic target 'protected 'against the effects oE nuclear
weapons, usually accomplished by reinforcement with con-

cfete and earth.*
INTERCONTINENTAL
:BALLISTIC MISSILE
(ICBM)

,

KILOTON (KT)

A\ballistic missile with a range of 4,000 miles or more.
Modern ICBMs have a range of up to 9,000 miles and need
about 30 minutes ..t6 reach theirtargets.
Forms of the same element, havingidentical chemical properties but differing in their atomk itiasses and their nuclear
properties.
Explosive force equivalent to one thousand tons of TNT.

LAUNCH ON WARNING,

The Hiroshima bond), was approximately'13 KT.
A strategic doctrine Under Which bombers and land-based

ISOT

missiles would be launched on receipt of warning (from
satellites and- other early-warning systems) that an oppoLIMITED NUCLEAR WAR

nent has lauxiched its missiles.
A doctrine tkat assumes "full:scale" nuclear exchanges can

/be avoided by targeting military and industrial centers,
sather,than cities. Some analysts think this might limit the
scope 4nd damage of nuclear war.

a-
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Explosive force equivalent to onismillion tons'of TNT.

MEGATOts/ (MTY

MULTIPLE INDEPENIpENTLY

TARGETABLE REENnY

4

A missile carrying two oy more warheads, each of which
can be

gui4ed to a separate target.

VEHICLE (MIRV)

MUTUAL ASSURED
DESTRUCTION (MAD)

the concept that either the U.S. or the USSR cquld sustain
a nuclear attack and still inflict unacceptable damage on the
other.

NATIONAL TECHNICAL
MEANS

A method of verifying compliance with negotiated arms
control agreements-generally consistent with the recog-

nized provisions of international law, commonly understood as surveillance by satellite and aerial reconnaissance.
NEGOTIATE

To arrange for or bring about through conference, discus-

/

sion, and compromise.

NUCLEAR WAR

A war involving the use of nuclear weapons.

NUCLEAR WEAPON

A general name given to any weapon in which the explo-

sion results from the energy released by reactions involving the fission andlor fusion of atomic nuclei.

NUCLEUS

...The small, central, positively charged region of an atom
which carries essentially all the mass.

-

POUNDS PER SQUARE.'
INCH (PSI)

A measure of nuclear blast overpressure used to calculate

PROLIFERATION

The spread of weapons, ustially referring to nuclear weapons. Horizontal proliferation refers to the acquisition of
nuclear weapons by nations that previously had none. Vertical proliferation refers to increases in a nuclear nation's

the effects of a nuclear detonation or the ability of a structure to withstand a nuclear blast.

arsenal.

SECOND STRIKE

A retaliatory attack after an opponent's first strike.
Second-strike capability describes the capacity .to attack

after suffering a first strike. .U.S. deterrent strategy is
based on high confidence in this capability.

STRATEGIC WEAPONS

Those weapons capable of directly affecting another
nation's war-fighting capability (see TACTICAL

NUCLEAR WEAPONS and THEATER NUCLEAR,
WEAPONS).

'MO

SUBMARINE.LAUNCHED
BALLISTIC MiSSILE
(SLBM)

Any ballistic missile launched from a submarine.

TACTICAL NUCLEAR
WEAPONS

Designed for use on a battlefield insombat with opposing
forces,

THEATER NUCLEAR
WEAPON

A nuelear weapon of long range and high yield designed.to

strike an enemy target within a specific geographical
region.
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THROW-WEIGHT

The maximum weight of the warheads, guidance unit, and
penetration aids which can be delivered by a missile over a
particular range-and in a stated trajectory.

TREATY

An agreement reached through negotiation. This usually
refers to a formal arrangement, authorized and rptified by
the governments-involved.

TRIAD

A strategic force composed of land-based ICBMs,
submarine-launched ballistic missiles, and long-range
bombers.

VERIFICATION

The process of determining throUgh means of inspection of
intelligence gathering whether an opponent is complying
with arrns control agreement's.

u

WARHEAD

WEAPONS EFFECTS
YIELD

The part of a missile, torpedo, rocket, or other weapon that
contains the nuclear or other explosive system.

Blast:shock, and short- and long-term radiation resulting
from use of nuclear weapons.
The force of a nuclear explosion expressedas an equivalent
of energy produced by tons of TNT.

Many of the above definitions Were compiled or adapted from the following:
The Effects of Nuclear Weapons

(GPO, 1977).
(Arms Control Association, 1979).
(San Francisco: Public Media Center).

A Glossary of Arms Control Terms
Glossary

(
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STUDENiTS' GLOSSARY
Lesson l

CONFLIcl-

A struggle between opposing forces.

HIBAKUSHA

(hi-b5"-k3-shi) Japanese word for survivor.

An implement of fighting or warfare; two subgroups are
r bombs and missiles.
An explosive device that is usually dropped on a target

WEAPON
BOMB

\

from a plane.

MISSILE

A (leapon that has its own engine or means or propulsion.

NUCLEAR WEAPON

One that gets its main source of increased power from the
nucleus of an atom.

MEGATON

Explosive force equal to 1 million tons of TNT.

KILOTON

Explosive force equal to 1,06 tons of TNT (Hiroshima
bomb was approximately 13 kiloions).

.

Lesson 2'
I

The process of increasing; the inCreasing spiral of violence
of a conflict.

ESCALATION
..

The act of reducing to a simplerform; in problem solving
breaking the problem down to find a simple 'solution.

RESOLUTION

Lesson 3
ei

COMMUNICATION
NEGOTIATION

COMPROMISE

,

1,

The transmission or exchange of ideas, information, etc.,
. between places, or persons through speech or writing.
The act of bargaining or conferring wsith another party or
parties with the aim of reaching an agreement.
A settlement by mutual concession where both parties surrender or give up some claims, purposes, or principles.

Lesson 4

A-BOMB.

An atomic or fission weapon.

H-BOMB

A nuclear weapon in which part of the explosive energy is
obtained from nuclear fusion reactions.

FISSION

The process of splitting of atomic nuclei to create vast

FUSION

amounts of energy.
.
The process of combining atomic nuclei to form a single

,

heavier nucleus, which releases substantial amounts of
.........

GROUND ZERO
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energy.
?
The point on the earth's suilace44tctly on or above which
a nuclear weapon is detonatedlexplcides).
. .

I.

v
Lessons 5-6

RADIATION SICKNESS

A diseased condition due to the body's absorption of exce s
radiation and marked by fatigue, nausea, internal bleeding,
and progressive tissue breakdown.

FALLOUT

The radioactive particles spread by nuclear blasts, which
are formed when dirt is taken inte the mushroom cloud.
These particles later return to earth, often in snow or rain.
The spread of weapons, usually referring to the acquisition
of nuclear weapons by nations that previously had none.

.

PROLIFERATION

Lesson 7

6

WARHEAD

The part of a missile, tor edo-, rocket, or other weapon that
contains the nuclear or otFer explosive system.

BALLISTIC MISSILE

A missile that consists ofIa booster rocket and a warhead
that arcs to its target.
,

INTERCONTINENTAL
BALLISTIC MISSILE (ICBM)

A ballistic missile wit'hja range of 4,000 miles or more..
Modern ICBMs range up to 9,000 miles and need about
30 minutes to reach their target0

ANTIBALLISTIC MISSILE

Any missile designed to d4stroy a ballistic missile or its
warhead.

LIMITED NUCLEAR WAR

A doctrine that assumes "full-scale" nuclear exchanges can

/

be avoided by targeting military and industrial centers,
rather than cities. Some analysts think this might limit the
scoPe and damage of nuclear war.
-

Lessons 8-9

V

FACT

Something known and proven as certain.
A belief based on knowledge, but not proven.

OPINION
PROPAGANDA

_

All words and actions that express an opinion in the form
of fact.

.
The state of being related or connected; suggests mutual
regard
and affection.
..,
A standard of supreme perfection, representing the best of
. its kind.

RELATIONSHIP
IDEAL

,
.,

r

t
eye.,

1>
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APPENDIX 7

'TEACHER COMMENTS
After completing Choices, teachers are invited to respond to the following survey
and to mail the results to Robert McClure, KAIIPD, 120116th Street, NW:Washington, DC 20036.
Name.
Address.

Phone.
Grade level and subject:

Ove.rall effectiveness: To what extent did Choices achieve its purpose of introducing

students toand involving them inthe issues of conflict and nuclear war? (Circle
one number on the scale below.)
Not at all

Completely
2

1

4

3

5

Effectiveness of lessons. To what extent did the lessons achieve their stated purposes?
---1

Lesson

Not at all

1

1

Completely
2

'3

Not at all

Lesson
2

14

Lesson

Not at all

3

Lesson

Not at all

4

1

Lesson

Not at all

5.

'

2

Not at all

6

1

,'

Not at all

LesSon

Not at all

8

1

Le;son

Not at all

9

1

4

5

3

i

4

5

3

'

4

5

3

4

5

Completely
3

4

5

CompletelY
2

,..,

3

Completely

2

1

5

si

Completely

2

Lesson
7

Completely

Completely

2

Lesson

3

5

Completely

2

1

. 4

i

2

1

*

.

3

4

5

Completeic,
2

3

4

5

IL
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Lesson
,
10

Completely

Not at all
1

2

3

4

14 4

5

Effectiveness of activities: Which aciivities contributed significantly to' the effectiveness

of the lessons, And which were unsuccessful? Please comment on those that were

unsuccessfuland on anything else you think wou1d be helpful in improving Choices.

Use, extra sheets, if necessary.

e
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APP NDIX 8

STUDENT COMMENTS
The survey below may be completed by stuaents after they, finish Choices.
It is, of course, optional. In a.ddition, the authors would be interested in any student
comments in whatever form you would care to collect them. Please forward comments to Robert McClure, NEAIIPD, 1201 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036.
To the teacher.

Name. e
School:

Grade.
Teacher:

School addre'ss

Did you find learning about conflict and nuclear war interesting? Why?

(
What activities did you especially like? (The MitMs game?.Keeping a journal? Other?)

Was there anything iou did not like?

Can you think of anythingmore information, other games, or so
students your age might like included in Choices?

thing elsethat

Do you plan to learn more about conflict and/or nuclear war? How? (By doing your
own reading? By talking to people who know about the subjects? Other?) What more
would you like to learn?

What do you think was the most important thing you learned from
142

Choices?

ft*

The people who,wrote Choices would be interested in anything you would like to siy

to them about what you have just studiedhow to make it better, Or just your
perlonal thoughts. Use more paper, if you need it. And thank you.

44r
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APPENDIX 9

SAMPLE LETTER TO PARENTS
After securing permission from the school administration to te'ach Chocies, some

teachers will wish to contact parents before beginning the unit. The sample letter
below may prove useful as a model.

Dear Parent/Guardian:
In the coming weeks, I will be teaching Choices: A Unit on Conflict and Nuclear

School. This has rece,ived the
War to my students at
approval and stwort of the school administration.
grade have little; if..ahy, underWe believe that-students in the
standing of nuclear weapons ahd nuclear war. Yet these issues are among the
most important facing the world today. By teaching the unit, I hope to help your
childlearn some basic facts and discuss issues of the nuclear age. Together we
will consider nuclear weapons, theirilistory and danger, and the need to prevent
nuclear war. We will also be talking about conflict between people, and how it
relates to conflict between nations.
Choices was developed by the Union of Concerned Scientists in cooperation

with the Massachusetts Teachers Association and the National Education
Association. It was field-tested in the fall of 1982 in 34 states.
During the unit, your son/daughter will probably want to discuss with you
many of the issukt we study in class. I would appreciate anything you could do at
home to encourage such discussion. One-class activity involves an opinion survey oh nuclear issues, which students will ask their parents to complete.
If you have any questions about Choices, please do not hesitate to contact me
If yciu can
and
at school, (phone number), between the hours of

call only at another time, please leave with the secretary your phone number
and a time that, would be convenient for me to call you.

Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
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